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Desi,gns I or· War .• :;;}1Tro11~for01ers 
The requirements in war lrarisformers. differ considerably 

from those of commercial units. Th<t.t.JTC engineeripg staff 
has pioneered .ptany pfthe.1esignJeatqres which,.make 
possible modeip. war transfprm A fe t i · 
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TO PRESERVE THE~'\~\ 
... freedoms that are uppermost in the heart of every American. Workers 
in industry have toiled unceasingly to build peak production to enable their 
country to be the world's best equipped fighting forces to protect these freedoms. 

The Hallicrafters employees have twice been cited by their 
country for excellence in production ... once with the Army
Navy "E" Burgee ... and now the addition of a star to this 
Burgee for continued excellence in producing communica
tions equipment so vitally needed by our boys on all fronts. 

This new honor will serve as an additional incentive to 
greater production. 

hallicrafters 
CHICAGO, U.S.A. 
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Not long ago we placed an advertise- thank each of you ... of showing a 
ment asking for meters . . . the need sincere appreciation of your aid to 
was so great and the existing supply your country's effort toward winning 
so small that Hallicrafters appealed to this war in order that all of us may 
you for aid. enjoy our freedom the real American 

·Your response was so gratifying that Way! ,, 

~~:::~f~~r~e::~et:~~:!!~ ._, . 

••• Mo•• •o••" I. a I h 11:raf te rs~ 
CHICAGO, 
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1\ectronic briets: f M 
ladio is siroPIY a roethod bY which 
,1ectricel enerl<Y is transmitted through 
,pace. BY varYll'g the intensity or fre
quency of this electrical energY, an in· 
t.elligible signal can be created. Tb• prin· 
ciple is the sarn• whet.be< dot dash cod• 
roessages or voice and music are being 
transIUitted. ln the case of voice and IUusic trans· 
""',ion·"'' ,adio wave mu•t b• varied (,nodula· 
ted) at the "'""' ,peed ., th• vib"'tio•• of the 
voice o, ,nusie• Tb• cb""''"'ist\CS of ,1,ottlcal 
energy which can be varied or IUodulated are 
three: voltage, frequency and phase. Radio trans· 
nutters which varY the intensity (voltage) are 
called aJUplitude IUodulated and those which varY 
th• frequency "' called i,,quenoY n,odul•ted
'fhe differences of these two systeIUS can be un· 
de<atood easilY by visU>1;z;ng • i,,,.m of light, 
An audibl• ,ign,l oan b• t,,nsmitted by var,in< 
th• light ;nt,nsitY (,unplitud• modulation) or by 
varYing the color of the light beaIU (frequency 

IUodulatiori). Static and other ,:nan-made electrical 
disturbances are identical in character to 
the amplitude modulated signal. Hence 
these disturbances are eztreroelY bot.be<· 
solll• to J,,.M broadcasts- On the other 
band these electrical disturbances do not essen· 
tiallY varY ID f,equenoY and .,.-uentlY do not 
interfere with FM transIUission.· Another fortU· 
••"' oh•"'°"ristk of FM i• th• "'°' th•t th• 
•'-'•- of two •-" predoroin>"'• th•• •
inating IUuch inter-station interference and cross-
talk- Fu<the<. ,nd of g,oat ID'Po-"'' the fidelity 
of ton• can b• ,nad• •"""' p,,<ect ,v,n wh'" th• 
heaviest of IUusical scores is being broadcast-

1 n frequencY modulation as in all 
things in the field of electronics, vacuum 
tubes are t.b• roost iroportant coroPonent. 
1sunac tubeS hav• the distinction of beIDg 
first oboioe of ,nost of th• 1eadin< el""'°nic 
engin"" u,,ougMUt the world. "f'h•Y ,,. co~ 
""""'tly fi,st ;nth• ,noot ;n,porls"t now devel· 
opIUents in electronics .•. FM for example. 

Export Agents: 1''raz . <ff & Hansen 

EITEL-McCULLOU 
SAN BRUNO GH, INC 

301 Clay "'t 'CALIFORNIA • 
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"IT SEEMS TO US-<'' 

IN TUE SERVICES 
ONE manifestation of zeal in the war 

effort for which we have little enthusiasm is t.he 
self-acclaim certain firms and organizations 
seem inclined to bestow on themselves in their 
advertising publicity. ".Just look at our ac
complishments!" they cry. "See, we are win
ning the war!" -- and single-handed, too, their 
claims seem to imply. Oddly enough, those 
institutions with the most outstanding records 
of accomplishment don't seem to find it neces
sary to indulge in such self-adulation. 

To the best of its ability QST has deliber
ately avoided the breast-beating role. lf any 
of that feeling has shown through our narrative 
accounts of amateur service in the war it has 
only been the result of a desire to tell the whole 
story, to give credit where due. Not that there 
haven't been amateur contributions aplenty 
to shout about, or that we aren't bursting with 
pride over the accomplishments of the ham 
fraternity. It just doesn't seem to us that now is 
the time to boast of these things. We've gut the 
war to win, first; the cheering can come later. 

And yet, short of such self-exploitation, 
there is undeniably a certain merit to the 
recording of outstanding war service even now. 
If presented neither boastfully nor vainglori
ously but as a simple statement of fact, such a 
report can supply mutual inspiration and 
encouragement through the stirring picture 
of unity and determination it displays. It's 
good for the morale - our own and that of our 
fellow-citizens. 

The foregoing reflections stem from ai recent 
examination of what may at first glance seem 
only a vaguely related detail. That detail is the 
mechanical problem involved in publication of 
the lists of amateurs "In the Services" pre
sented monthly in QST. If you've been follow
ing this department - and its pages seem to be 
as thoroughly thumbed as any in the magazine 
- you're probably aware that it has always 
bulged its allotted space. Currently, because of 
space reductions enforced by paper conserva
tion regulations, the problem has become even 
more acute. We believe we now have found a 
solution (for details see "Splatter" and the 
department itself in this issue), but in the 
finding of it we've had occasion to do quite 
a bit of thinking about the subject as a whole. 
And that's the point of this piece- not the 

mechanical problems • involved in publishing 
these '' In the Service" lists, but the basic im
port of the listings themselves. 

What is that import? Stop and think about 
it for u moment. Every issue, month in and 
month out, for more than two years, we've been 
publishing several hundred names of amateurs 
in uniform (we've not yet been able even to 
begin publication of the names of the many 
additional amateurs in e-Ssential civilian ac
tivities, as we hope some day to do) -- and 
i;till there are thousands of unpublished names 
in the files, and still those files grow by ad
ditional hundreds of listings monthly. 

When these lists are analyzed they indicate 
clearly (1) that just about every solitary radio 
ham in the nation eligible for military service is 
now in uniform, and (2) that practically every 
remaining amateur, ineligible for military serv
ice by reason of age, physical disability or 
dependency, is engaged in work directly sup
porting the war effort, chiefly with government 
or allied agencies. 

More than a year ago -- on March 15, 1942, 
t,o be exact -····• an official count disclosed no less 
than 14,813 amateurs in the Army and Navy 
as of that date. Although no more recent 
official count has been made, the best available 
evidence indicates that this number has now 
increased by not less than 50 per cent- and 
possibly it has doubled. Consider that amateur 
licenses are distributed through every age 
group from 14 to 80, subtract those not of 
military age, the several thousand YLs and a 
normal percentage of physically-disqualified 
from t,he pre-war total of 58,000 licensees 
- and, if proof is required that practically 
every eligible amateur is now in uniform, 
there it is. 

As for the second classification - those who, 
although for one reason or· another still in 
mufti, are serving as valiantly as any wearing 
the khaki or blue -- our service records indi
cate that for every three hams in Army and 
Navy tl1ere is another in government service 
(in such agencies as OSRD, FCC, CAA, OWI 
OCD-CAP, in the Maritime Service, as civil
ian employees of Army or Navy)~ and at 
least one more (or possibly one and one-half) 
in essential civilian occupations -- research, 
engineering, instruction, administration, man
ufacturing, procurement. Moreover, many of 



these remaining on the home front are doing 
double duty in spark-plugging WERS net
works and corollary civilian defense activities. 

It is doubtful that any comparable body in 
American life can show as high a proportion of 
direct participation in the war effort. Talk 
about your production records - here's a man
power contribution unsurpassed in both extent 
and performance. If ever there was a body con
secrated with all its soul and hands and heart 
to the cause of Victory, it is amateur radio. 

But quantity alone is by no means the whole 
story. Every loyal American citizen wants to 
serve; it is the ·relative utility of the special 
skills he has to offer that is the measure of hls 
contribution. And there is scarcely any more 
valuable accomplishment one can offer his 
country than a proficiency in radio technique. 
The competent radio engineer or operator or 
technician is not only a man with intricate and 
extensive training; he must have a high order of 
native intelligence and industry to begin with. 
Proof of that may be found in the assignment 
policies of the military classification centers., 
where only men with the hlghest qualifications 
are selected for radio assignments. No technical 
specialty in the armed forces rates a higher 
priority on top-flight manpower than radio. 

It is in such company that the amateur 
stands -- and he stands head and shoulders 
above hls fellows without amateur experience. 
Were it not for the bedeviling incompressibility 
of leaden type (and the fact that a number of 
vital military secrets would be involved), we 
could recount scores of tales illustrating the 

* SPLATTER * 
OUR COVER 

IT SEEMS almost like a page from the past 
to see an apparatus picture on Qf:JT's front cover 
again. However, George Grammer's homemade 
tape perforator was not only a logical choice 
editorially but photogenic as well, and so for 
variety's sake here it is. 

IT'S SQUEEZED 
THERE'S a saying in the publishing game 

that printing type isn't made of rubber, although, 
as noted editorially above, the growing require
ments of our "In the Services" department (not 
to mention paper rationing, etc., etc.!) have often 
made us wish it were. If type can't be compressed 
like rubber, however, it can be condensed, and 
beginning with this issue the format of our ITS 
department is being changed to use a special con
densed type face that permits the running of three 
eolumns per page and more names per column. 
The type isn't any smaller or less legible; the 
characters are merely squeezed a little closer to-
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superiority of the man with amateur back
b'TOund - incidents showing how hls ingenuity 
and versatility, his avidity for learning, un
quenchable curiosity and inborn disregard for 
the cant of the "impossible" have carried him 
far ahead of the rote-encumbered professional 
engineers and the text-conscious theoreticians 
whose vision has a minimum declination that 
never lets them see the solid earth. 

One day, of course (and thls is a promise!), 
QST will chronicle the far-reachlng develop
ments of these amateurs - men whose calls 
usher bright memories from the dear old days 
of DX and roundtables and "hr msg pse." 
But even without unveiling guarded secrets 
we can substantiate our case by pointing to 
the self-same "In the Service" lists that in
spired this discussion - to the Army colonels 
and majors, the Navy captains and com
manders, whose amateur backgrounds con
stituted a major qualification for their rise in 
the service. We could cite the heroic -

But wait a moment. We ourselves are now 
verging perilously close on that same fault of 
premature boasting we deplored at the outset. 
It's an easy trap to fall into; somehow the 
perspective changes when you're talking of 
your own people. . . . 

Anyway, we've said enough - for now. 
There's the record in facts and figures of what 
amateur radio, as one body in American life, is 
doing to ensure the preservation of that way of 
life. As an organization we're In the Services -
now and for the duration. 

C. B. D. 

gether. Since the result is an increase of nearly 70 
per cent in the number of names that can be 
printed on a page, we hope you'll approve. 

FOOTNOTES 

AN EVEN half dozen new non-staff con
tributors to QST this month, plus two previously 
introduced via this column - McMurdo Silver 
(March '43) and "Sourdough" (May '43). Pre
senting: 

James Perkins Saunders, WlBDV, (p. 9) is 
our idea of the ideal high-school science instructor. 
Principal qualifications: Licensed amateur since 
1920; 35 w.p.m. ARRL code profi,ciency certifi
cate; SS winner; recipient of four Navy Day 
letters; RCC; AEC. Supplemental qualifications: 
S.B. in electrical communication engineering 
(MIT); Ed.M. (Boston University Graduate 
School of Education); instructor at Northbridge 
Senior High since 1930 (mainly biology and 
photography; incidentally, he supplied the pic
tures accompanying his article); assistant prin
dpal since 1941. What more could you ask? • • . 
It was because Philip Erhorn, W2LAH, is a 
dyed-in-the-wool music lover with a sensitive ear 
for fidelity that he became interested in inverse 

(Continued on page 86) 
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Teaching Radio in High School 
< 

Pre-lnductwn Training at Northbridge (Whitinsville!J Mass.) 
Senior and Junior High Schools 

DY JAMES l•ERKINS SAUNDERS.* WIDDV 

PEARL HARBOR and the ev:ents following 
have had a profound influence upon the people of 
these United States. Practically all of our normal 
activities have undergone reorganization and ad
justment to war-time tempo. Not one of the 
least affected has been the field of secondary 
education. To do everything possible to aid the 
war effort, high schools have added many special 
courses aimed to prepare the boys and girls of 
America for useful places in our armed services 
or in related war activities. Some of these were 
added as "defense" C'ourses before Pearl Harbor; 
others have since been introduced as a result of 
the War Department's request for pre-induction 
t.raining. 

At Northbridge Senior High School radio in
struction is of long standing, although until re
cently it was rather irregular and consisted al
most entirely in helping budding hams procure 
their tickets by informal discussions of radio 
problems after suhool hours. No classes were 
held, nor was there a radio club, for the number of 
interested students was quite small. The limited 
activity of those "days of old" may be compared 
with the present program as described here. 

This program has developed quite naturally as 
world conditions showed the increasing need for 
radio operators and personnel. December 7th 
was the day that gave it final impetus. Consider
able planning was carried out during the spring of 
1942, correspondence with ARRL Headquarters 
bringing us much fine material and many sug
gestions. I was put in touch with oth&rs who had 
6een conducting defense courses in their high 
schools, notably Lawrence Mansur, \VlNDI, of 
Cranston, R. I. As a result of all this material, our 
plans were completed, student interest surveyed 
and all made ready for regular courses with the 
start of the school year in September. 

The courses are entirely voluntary on the part 
of both the instructor and the students. The 
work in radio communication is divided into sh:: 
parts, as follows: (1) Beginning code classes con
ducted over the RCA sound system to must all 
rooms in the senior and junio; high schools; (2) 
advanced code classes over the sound system to 
special rooms in both the senior and junior high 
schools; (3) a class learning "blinker" reading; 
(4) a class copying code on the "mill"; (5) a class 
developing high speed in copying code directly 
from the tape to the typewriter by sight only; 
(6) a radio theory class, with the attainment of an 
amateur license as the goal. 

* Assistant Principal, Nort,hbridge Senior High School, 
Whitinsville, Mass, 

.June 1943 

Code Instruction Over Sound System 

In planning the code instruction it seemed 
desirable to conduct the classes simultaneously 
over the sound system instead of in small groups. 
It was just as easy to work with forty rooms full 
of students as with one. Since the code lessons 
would be given for the senior high students, it 
was logical to include the junior high students as 
well, for it merely meant the throwing of one 
switch on the sound system. 

The time from 8:05 A.M. to 8:20 A.M. was set 
aside exclusively for code instruction. Master 
tapes coutrolfug the dassroom bells were re
punched to a new schedule, which took two min
utes off each of the seven classes during the day 
and one minute from the lunch period, to make 
up this 15-minute period. In this way no one 
class suffered appreciable curtailment. 

The ARRL course for teaching code was fol
lowed, using groups of seven letters at a time 
until that group had been mastered, then ad
vancing to the next group of seven letters while 
at t,he same time constantly reviewing the last 
Het,. The students were urged to get acquainted 
with the sound of each letter, rather than to try 
to analvze the dits and dah.~. After the seven let
ters in any group had been learned, simple words 
and short sentences WP.Xe introduced to give the 
student an eii,rly feeling of accomplishment. 

Every afternoon I type out my "script" for the 
next day. Every word spoken and every character 
sent is "down in black and white." It is almost 

As part of its Civilian Training Pro
gram, the \Var Department last year re
quested high schools to institute pre
induction training courses in various 
specialized fields such as electricity, 
aviation, machinery - and, of course, 
radio. This article describes the practical 
installation of a radio course complying 
with that program. The success of this 
course was due in large measure to the 
interest and enthusiasm of the instruc
tor, WIBDV. With equal administrative 
devotion, however, any school should be 
able to duplicate his results. 

The nation's need for pre-trained 
military and maritime radiomen con
tinues. High schools not now offering 
radio training, or meeting with inferior 
results. are urged to apply the lesson• in 
this article to their planning for the 
<'.oming 19,13-194,1 term. 
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like a network broadcast, where a certain time 
limit must be met. This system can be recom• 
mended as conducive to better and snappier 
work. 

JVe-ekly Progress Check 
Since the code work was all on a strictly vol

untary basis, it was desirable that some sort of 
progress check be made from time to time. This 
was accomplished by sending a tc;;t set of letters, 
words and sentences approximately once a week 
and having each room teacher report on a Rpecial 
form as to the number of students working on 
code and the percentages obtained in the test. 

The first test rPport showed a total of more 
than 250 students in both buildings. This number 
naturally dropped, as i:;tudents became discour
aged or fell behind because of absences or be
cause they used the code period to study other 
subje_cts on days when exams were scheduled for 
those subjects. By mid-year the number who had 
eompleted alL the work on the letters, numerals 
and punctuation had dropped to about 75. At 
this time a new beginners' cla~s was started with 
an enrollment of over 250, and the other stu
dents who had completed· a half year's work 
were put into an advanced class. 

Signal Corps Tapes 
Through the interest and kindness of Principal 

Pavson IL Reed and Superintendent of Schools 
H~rrie .J. Phipps, a McElroy Graphic Keying 
Unit, tape puller and set of twenty-five Signal 
Corps tapes were purchased. The advanced 
class is now working from these tapes. 'fhe out
put of the t.ape machine (see :Fig. 1) is sent ow..r a 
second channel in the sound system to special 
rooms in both the senior and the junior high build
ings during the regular code period. The student 
a.~sistant in charge of the machirn'• copies what 
is sent and then reads the material back over the 
mike for checking. 

The speed of the tape is adjustable so that it 
can gradually be speeded up to suit the abilities 
of the ~tudents. By the end of the year the ad
vanced students should be able to copy Army 
tactical messages from the tapes at speeds of 
between 15 and 20 words per minute. By this 
t.ime, too, the second beginners' class will be able 
to copy at least 5 to 7 w.p.m. Year by year the 
number of students will increa,se, and the abilities 
of those who have worked several years should be 
proportionally greater. 

To Cede 7ables 

Multiple-Channel Code Tables 
For operating practice, a group of laboratory 

tables in one room have been wired up as code 
tables. The circuit used is that given in the ARRL 
booklet, Learning the Radiotelegraph <Jode, with 
several changes. The output of the code machine 
is sent along the circuit originally intended for the 
oscillator output. (In fact, the tape machine can 
be used as a very fine oscillator by merely tilting 
back the exciting lamp over the photocell.) A 
separate circuit has been added for another os
cillator, however, so that t,wo outputs are avail
able at each position. Fig. 2 shows how, by means 
of a d.p.d.t. switch, a student may choose either 
the tape machine for receiving practice or the 
regular oscillator for sending practice, or pair up 
with other students for practice in message han
dling and procedure. 

The novel part of this arrangement is that the 
student can listen to a letter correctly sent by 
tape, flip the switch to t,he sending position and 
send the letter to himself, trying to imitate 
the sending of the tape. As a result the students 
acquire correct habits of i:,haractcr formation. It 
is possible to listen in on the monitoring switch 
to hear what is going on at any position, or to 
break in and send directly to any student in
volved in difficulty. 

In building these code tables we were, of course, 
confronted with material shortages, so that much 
of the wiring, switches and even keys had to be 
homemade. Examples may be seen in some of the 
photographs. The.boys in the class who were also 
taking machine-shop work turned out some fine 
keys. The d.p.d.t. switches were made in the vo
cational school out of old switch blades cut down 
to shape. In fact, the whole assembly is a product 
of home talent - but, in good old ham fashion, 
it works! 

Advanced Instruction 
A special class of boys and girls in the senior 

high is in session from 8 :20 A.M. to 9 :03 A.M. 
Part of the time is devoted to code practice, 
which consists of receiving from the tape machine 
or the instructor, and sending individually or in 
groups for experience in traffic handling. 

At this time, too, practice in blinker reading is 
given. The output of the McElroy unit is suffi
cient to light a 2- or a-volt lamp, mounted on one 
of the upright posts of the code tables where the 
whole class can see it. At first the students listen 
to the signal through the headphones, at the same 
time watching the lamp. Then, when desired, the 
signal can be switched off, either by the individual 
Rtudent at his position or by the instructor for all 

positions, so that reading is done by 
Mclilroq 
Grttphic tp t 

/<<!ijlf1tJ 011 II 
llnit 

~E -------- r 

K ~ To Sound Sljsfem 

sight only. 
·Another phase of the radio training 

is giving the senior typists who have 
worked with code over the sound sys
tem special drills in copying code 

~ C .,. 

Fig. , ~ Circuit for connecting code machine to 
sound°' ·system for distribution to classrooms. The 
coupling condenser, C, is 250 ,.µId. R is a 30-ohm fila
ment rheostat. which controls output. 
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directlv on the mill. This instruction 
is given t~o or three days a week during the 
regular typing period when the teacher in that 
class is kind enough to allow me to take over. 





This group of senior typists is also bPlng 
taught to copy directly from the tape by sight 
only, as is done regularly in high-speed work. 
For a tape guide, the woodworking department 
made up a wooden channel in two sections, about 
12 feet long over all. The tape is held in place by 
metal pins (made from nails with the heads cut 
off) as well as by its angular placement. A small 
metal pulley (turned out in the machine shop 
by one of the boys) is used to change the direction 
of the tape as it leaves the channel to be taken up 
by the tape puller. Sliding "blinders" have been 
constructed which can be placed on the channel 
and so adjusted that the space through which the 
tape is viewed can be made smaller and smaller 
as the student progresses in ability. The whole 
arrangement has been made portable so that it 
can be taken down or set up at a moment's notice, 
and consequently does not interfere with the.use 
of the tables for the regular typing classes. 

So interested are the students that they sit 
with eyes glued to the tape and work like trojans 
for the whole period! When the bell rings they 
hate to stop. One of the boys said, when the 
period ended one day: "Boy, this is fun! I like 
it a lot." A girl came to me the other day and 
wanted to know if I would set up the machine 
so she could work on it after school - and she 
stayed for a long time getting extra practice. It 
is quite a thrill to find high school students so 
interested that they ask for more. 

Theory and Lab Instruction 
Radio theory is taught to the group of boys and 

girls in the senior high who showed special apti
tude and interest enough to give up their study 
period. This is carried on during the 8 :20 A.:M. to 
9:03 A.M. class in addition to the advanced code 
practice. The instruction follows rather closely 
the ARRL outlines and is based on The Radio 
Amateur's Handbook (Defense Edition), A Co-urse 
in Radio Fundamentals and The Radio Amateur's 
License Manual. Since the course is not part of the 
regular curriculum, these books are purchased by 
the student himself. This system has advantages 

lo monitor switch at lnstructor!s-position 

in that, if the student actually spends his own 
money on the books, he is all the more interested 
in seeing the thing through. By the end of the 
year a good percentage of those studying theory 
hope to have ham tickets. 

Members of the theory class have rounded up 
several defunct radio sets which have been dis
mantled for parts. In this way they learned to 
recognize a transformer when they saw one, dis
tinguish a resistor from a condenser, and so on. 
You should have seen the students dive into those 
old sets, almost disappearing inside the chassis, 
and come out smiling with some resistor or other 
part. With the parts obtained they were able to 
build up oscillators, power supplies, detector cir
cuits, etc. The woodworking department made us 
about a dozen breadboards such as is shown in 
one of the photographs. 

Our latest endeavor is building a siphon tape 
recorder, as described in QST.1 As soon as the 
"bugs" are all ironed out we plan to use it in the 
advanced class to record the students' sending, 
which will be played back on the McElroy unit 
to show them where their mistakes lie. The re
corder will also be used to make straight language 
tapes for the advanced group, the Signal Corps 
tapes being mostly cipher groups and tactical 
messages using cipher groups. 

Navy Approval 
All in all we feel that we are doing unusual 

work in the field of training in radio communica
tion for a school of our size (total enrollment of 
both the junior and senior high schools being less 
than 1000). In this connection, a great deal of 
credit should go to the other departments of the 
school for their assistance in solving our many 
problems. 

When the Navy heard of our work they thought 
it of sufficient interest and value as a war effort to 
send a delegation of Navy officers from the Naval 
Training School (Radio) in Boston to inspect 
the setup. As they put it, "You are doing splen
did work in code, and you surely have every 
individual in the school 'code-minded.' " 

It has been a lot of 

Use,/ in connectlnq operatin9_ 
pasitions for wwt<ln pt1irs, etc. 

work, but it was worth it. 
I get so excited about the 
course and its possibilities 
that I find myself spend
ing many extra hours here 
at school working on it. If 
anything could be a sub
stitute for ham radio, this 
is it. My XYL thinks it is 
even worse now than be

Aur/lo _,,....,,,,, 

~~---T---,..-,-+-,-'-<;LI •---------tf:;... 

Fi,. 2 - Codt- table wiring diagram, showing 
connections for a· 1U1gle operating position. See 
ten for explanation' of operation. The value 
of the condenser shown across the headphones should be chosen 
to give a comfortable volume level in the 'phones. 
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fore the war. Then, at least, I was in my 
"shack" - at home! But "once a ham, 
always a ham," they say- and a ham 
has to be fooling around with something 
connected with radio, hasn't he? And 
when he is also aiding his country's war 
effort - well, that makes a double reason. 

!Gilliam, "A Siphon Tape Recorder for Radio 
'relegraph Signals," QST, April, 1943, p. 18. 
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Notes on Inverse Feed-Back 
Characteristics, Circuits and Design. Considerations 

BY PHILIP C. ERUORN.* W2LAD 

Here is a helpful discussion of the prin
dples and applications of inverse feed
back, a subject of special interest now 
that home experimenting is pretty largely 
confined to - audio-frequency systems. 
While the circuits given are primarily 
intended to be illustrative, they are also 
practical, and the circuit values sug
gested furnish a basis from which fur
ther work can be carried on. 

INVERSE or negative feed-back principles 
were set down quite a few years ago, but only 
recently have modern high-gain tubes made feed
back popular in the quest for better fidelity of 
reproduction, stability and noise reduction in 
audio circuits. In contrast to positive feed-back, 
which produces distortion, increased gain and 
oscillation, inverse feed-back offers: 

1) Improved linearity of response. 
2) Stabilized impedances. 
3) Reduced gain. 
4) Improved phase shift and phase distortion. 
5) Reduced harmonic distortion. 
6) Improved load capacity. 
7) Stabilized amplification with changes of circuit 

constants. 
8) Reduced noise. 

'fo apply inverse feed-hack in the general sense, 
a small portion of the output of an audio ampli
fier is returned to the input and added to the 
signal voltage, but in phase opposition so that 
degeneration rather than regeneration is pro
duced. If the amplitude of this fed-back voltage 
approaches that of the signal input voltage, then 
the output waveshape of the amplifier will re
semble the input waveshape more and more. 
Nonlinear components appearing in the output 
of the amplifier will be fed back and again ampli
fied but in a manner such that the original com
pon:mts will be largely cancelled. Because of this 
cancelling effect on amplitude excursions the 
linear response band will he extended in scope. 
Noise, distortion and other imperfections in the 
input signal will not be reduced by feed-back, 
since the corrective action is limited to those cir
cuits over which the feed-back is applied. How
ever, the application of feed-back to an amplifier 
will give it much improved fidelity of reproduc
tion, so that the additive action of its own faults 
will be minimized. 

* 205 Kilburn Rd., Garden City, L. I., N Y. 

June 1943 

Types of Feed-Back 
Inverse feed-back may be subdivided into two 

fundamental types, voltage feed-back and current 
feed-back. A combination of the two is generally 
spoken of as "bridge" feed-back. Voltage feed
back occurs when the feed-back voltage is propor
tional to the output voltage. This, the most fre
quently used type, provides a reduction in the 
internal resistance of the amplifier, giving an 
effect similar to that resulting from lowering the 
plate resistance of the output tubes. When feeding 
a loudspeaker whose impedance varies greatly 
over the audio range, an impedance-stabilizing 
effect is observed, reducing cone resonance and 
"hangover" effects. Current feed-back occurs 
when the feed-back voltage is proportional to the 
output current. It has the effect of raising the 
internal resistance of the amplifier, and is much 
less desirable with a speaker load. It is of value 
in certain types of "gainless" phase inverters. 
Bridge feed-back is sometimes used for specific 
overall application, but it is not easy to propor
tion the amounts of each type without the use of 
laboratory instruments and reference to involved 
mathematics. . 

B+ 250V. 

Fig. l -A single-tube current-controlled feed-back. 
circuit. 
V - 617, 6C6, etc. 
C - 0.1 µfd., 450 v., paper. 
C, - 0.5 µfd., 450 v., paper. 
R.i, R-2 - 500,000 ohms, ½ watt. 
Re - 2000 ohms, l watt. 
R. -1.0 megohm, 1 watt. 
R, - 100,000 ohms, I watt. 

Figs. 1., 2, and 3 are examples of single-stage 
feed-back. In Fig. 1 the feed-back occurs across 
the unby-passed cathode resistor, Re. This is an 
example of current feed-back; that is, feed-back 
which tends to maintain the output current con
stant with variations in inherent amplification. 
There is no improvement of frequency distortion 
(the range of flat frequency response is not ex
tended) because the inherent variation in ampli
fication results from the variation in load im-
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pedance with frequency, hence the output volta:ie 
of the amplifier varies with frequency even 
though the output current is constant. However, 
amplitude distortion is greatly reduced, as is the 
gain of the stage. This type of feed-back circuit 

11t 

250\l 350V, 
B+ 

Fig. 2 - Voltage feed-back in a transformer-coupled 
push-pull stage. 
V1, V2--6.L6, 6F6, etc. 
C - 0.5-1.0 µfd., high quality (preferably 1000 v. rating, 

although 450 v. will do). 
C. -25 µfd., 50 v., electrolytic. 
R. --· 250 ohms (Class AB1). 
R1 - 500,000 ohme., variable. When feed-back is set, a 

fixed resistor of proper value may be substituted. 
R. -· 25,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
T1 - Driver plate or line to push-pull grids (split sec.). 
T2 --- Push-pull plates to line or v.c. (6600 ohms p-p). 

is not suitable for use with an output transformer 
because it tends to make the magnetizing current 
sinusoidal and thereby actually increases the dis
tortion in the output voltage. Note that the sup
pressor grid and the screen by-pass condenser, C,, 
are returned to the cathode, so that feed-back is 
not also applied to these elements. 

Fig. 2 shows a push-pull stage in which the 
feed-back is taken off both plates and returned to 
the grid circuit. This is an example of voltage 
feed-back. Resistors R1 and Ru set the amount of 
feed-back used. The condensers, C, are blocking 
condensers of at least 0.5 µfd. and must be of 
good quality. In this circuit the distortion gen
erated by the tubes and that caused by core 
saturation of transformer T2 are reduced. The 
low-frequency response is improved, but the 
leakage reactance of the secondary of T2 prevents 
the high frequencies from being improved. Fig. 3 
shows another example of voltage feed-back, af
fecting the driver as well as the output stage. 
Amplitude distortion in V2 is reduced and the 
low frequency response improved. The feed-back 
voltage varies with frequency in a manner such 
that frequency distortion in V1 is also improved. 
Amplitude distortion is not reduced. In this case 
the feed-back resistor, R1, must be larger in value 
than RP and RP must be less than R0 • 

Feed-Back Ouer 1lfore than One Stage 
Figs. 4 and 5 are examples of feed-back over 

two stages. In Fig. 4, R1 and R1 form, in effect, a 
voltage divider. Re is the normal cathode bias 
re.sistor and c. a normal by-pass condenser. Less 
degeneration takes place in V1 than in the circuit 
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of Fig. 1. Amplitude and frequency distortion are 
reduced in both stages and the circuit is quite 
stable. Fig. 5 shows a different method of return
ing the feed-back to the input circuit. Because 
the winding capacity of T1 is in shunt with R0 and 
some phase shift will be added by T2, the amount 
of feed-back which ean be used is limited to a 
greater extent than in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 6 shows a circuit with feed-back over three 
stages. No blocking condenser is necessary since 
the feed-back voltage is picked off the secondary 
of transformer T2. To obtain the right polarity the 
proper end of the secondary of T'), must be se
lected; if oscillation occurs, reverse the feed-back 
and ground connections. Since the secondary of 
the output transformer, T2, is also included within 
the feed-back loop, both high- and low-frequency 
response will be improved. Amplitude distortion 
is greatly reduced. The use of a phase inverter 
tube, V2, obviates the necessity· for an interstage 
transformer and helps reduce inherent phase 
shift. Resistor R,2 is the normal bias resistor, and 
R1 and R2 are generally made equal in value. The 
large amount of current feed-back reduces the 
effective gain of the stage to unity or somewhat 
less. The feed-back resistor, R1 , may be variable 
so that control over the amount of feed-back used 
can be easily secured. If the secondary of T2 is of 
voice-coil impedance, the low output voltage may 
limit the amount of feed-back obtainable before 
oscillations occur at the extremes of the frequency 
range. With line impedances (of the order of 500 
ohms) sufficient output voltage should be avail
able for all purposes. 

Effect of Phase Shift 
The gain of the amplifier as a whole will be re

duced by feed-back, and to realize useful output 
the gain without feed-back must be in excess of 
the desired gain. The excess gain is then put to 
work producing feed-back. Loss of gain in a power 
amplifier where high power output is necessary 

11t 
B+ 250 V. B+ 300 Y. 

Fig. 3 ·---- A simple voltage feed-back system for a 
single-tube output stage. 
V1 -- 6C5, 6J5, etc. 
Y2 -- 76, 6P5G, etc. 
C ----0.5-l.O µfd., high quality (preferably 1000 v. rating, 

although 450 v. will do). 
Ci - 0.1 µfd., 450 v., paper. 
Co -· 25 µfd., 25 v ., electrolytic. 
Ca-· 25 µfd., 50 v., electrolytic. 
R1, R. - 500,000 ohms, H watt. 
Ra -- 3000 ohms, l watt. 
Ra - 5000 ohms. 
Hr-500,000 ohms, variable. When feed-back is set, a 

fixed resistor of proper value may be substituted. 
.RP - 100,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
T -- Plate to line. 
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Fig. 4 - Feed-back over two stages. 
V1 - 6J7, 6C6, etc. 
V2-2A3. 

T 

IIC 
B+ 300V. 

C - 0.5-1.0 µfd., high quality (preferably 1000 v. rating, 
although 450 v. will do). 

C. - 25 µfd., 25 v., electrolytic. 
C, - 0.5 µfd., 450 v. paper.' 
C1 -0.1 µfd., 450 v., paper. 
C2 - 25 µ:f'd., 50 v., electrolytic. 
R1 -100 ohms (may be varied). 
R2 - 500,000 ohms, ½ watt. 
Rs - 1.0 megohm, 1 watt. 
R, - 100,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
RG - 500,000 ohms, ½ watt, 
Re-750 ohms (Class A1). 
R. - 2000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rr - 500,000 ohms, variable. When feed-back is set, a 

fixed resistor of proper value may be substituted. 
T ·-· Plate to line (2500 ohms). 

may be offset by increasing the input signal. This 
can be done in the low-level speech stages where 
extra gain can be realized cheaply and with low 
distortion. 

Loss of gain is not the real criterion for setting 
the maximum amount of usable feed-back. Be
cause of practical design limitations an amplifier 
will produce phase shift at various frequencies in 
varying degrees, the harmonics lagging the funda
mentals. The fact that phase shift is not linear as 
to frequency is the cause of phase distortion. 
Phase shift and phase distortion are usually con
sidered of little consequence when associated only 
with audio amplifiers, but in the case of a feed
back amplifier phase shift and its attendant dis
tortion assume quite some importance. 

The amplifier will have an inherent amount of 
phase shift which must be added to the shift 
caused by the feed-back network. It can be shown 
that if, for some arbitrary frequency, this com
bined shift equals 180 degree.~, then the gain of the 
amplifier must have been reduced by feed-back to 
an extent that the product of this gain multiplied 
by the fraction of the output voltage applied to 
the input circuit is less than one, or instability in 
the form of oscillation will take place. Thus the 
usable percentage of feed-back is directly de
pendent upon the phase shift inherent in the 
amplij:ier. 

'The causes of inherent phase shift in an audio 
circuit may be brought out by a specific example. 
The total cathode current of a tube with a by
passed cathode resistor is the sum of the currents 
in the resistor and the condenser. Vectorially it 
can be shown that the current in the by-pass con
denser causes a phase difference between cathode 
current and cathode voltage. This phase differ
ence, which will not be constant with respect to 
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frequency, causes a phase shift between the signal 
input voltage to the stage and the signal output 
voltage. The rp.,sult is phase distortion of the 
signal. 

· In a similar manner the plate-circuit decoupling 
condenser, the output condenser of the "B" sup
ply, and a screen by-pass condenser will cause a 
phase shift to occur. "B" batteries, as they age, 
will produce the same effect as a condenser. Fur
ther, the interelectrode capacities of a tube, par
ticularly the output capacity, will cause a phase 
shift. Coupling condensers contribute unless their 
reactance is small compared with the value of the 
following grid resistor. Resonance in transformer 
windings; leakage reactance and stray capacities 
such a8 wiring capacities or the capacity of a 
condenser to its own grounded metal case, are all 
factors contributing to inherent phase shift. The 
design of an amplifier eliminating the disadvan
tages of these capacities can become involved, 
and is not to be taken up here. However, such 
design will bear investigation by the prospective 
builder who would use large amounts of feed-back. 

A fact which should be emphasized is that for 
proper corrective action feed-back should take 
place not only over the audible range of frequen
cies but also at the harmonics of these frequencies, 
many well out of the audible range. Hence a large 
phase shift at some super- or sub-audible fre• 
quency can become of real consequence if the 
harmonic voltage of some audio frequency is 
present in any amount. The application of in
verse feed-back will tend to reduce phase shift 
and phase distortion over a wide response band, 
but a large shift at a remote frequency where the 
gain is fairly substantial will still have a limiting 
effect on the usable feed-back, since the amplifier 
must not be allowed to oscillate at any frequency, 
audible or inaudible. 

11t 

B+300V. 

l•'ig. 5- Feed-hack over two stages in a transformer• 
coupled amplifier"with push-pull output stage. 
V1 - 6SF5, 6C5, etc. 
Va, Va - 2A3s. 
C - 0.5-I.0 µfd., high quality (preferably 1000 v. rating, 

although 450 v. will do). 
C1 - 25 µfd., 25 v ., electrolytic. 
C2 - 25 ..,.fd., 50 v., electrolytic. 
R1 - 3000-5000 ohms, 1 watt. 
R2-750 ohms (Class AB1). 
R1 - 500,000 ohms, variable. When feed-back is set, a 

fixed resistor of proper value may be substituted. 
Rs - 100 ohms (may be varied). 
Ti - Driver plate or line to grid. 
T2 - Single plate to push-pull grids, center-tap, 1:1 or 

step-down. 
Ta - Push-pull plates to line, v.c. or Class-B grids, 5000 

ohDllJP•P• 
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Reduction of Distortion and Noise 
Because of non-linearity of tube characteristics 

and associated devices, harmonics and combina
tion frequencies are generated within an ampli
fier. When the amplifier is operated well within 
its limits of power output the total distortion 
will be reasonably small, and ordinarily only the 
second harmonic will be of any importance. An 
amplifier on the verge of overloading will have 
higher order harmonics present, even in amounts 
exceeding the second harmonic. 

Inver5e feed-back reduces the percentage of all 
harmonics present by a proportion effectively 
equal to the rednction of overall amplification. 
It can be shown that, because of distortion and 
<•ross-modulation of the harmonics fed back, in an 
amplifier operat.P.d at its overload point this is not 
;;trictly true, although the overload point will be 
extended by feed-back. For an amplifier in its 
general application to use, however, the first 
~tatement holds. 

The output of an amplifier may be increased 
as the square of the gain reduction due to feed
back, for the same percentage distortion allowed 
without feed-back. For example, if I per cent dis
t.ortion is allowed without feed-back and feed
back reduces the gain of the amplifier three times, 
then the output can be incre1.1Sed nine times for 
the same 1 per cent distortion with feed-back, 
provided the extreme capabilities of the amplifier 
a,re not exceeded. Do not forget that any distor
t,ion produced in the external circuits supplying 
the incre1.1Sed signal voltage necessary for in-
11reased output will not be reduced by this feed
back. 

Examining a power amplifier with intent to 
apply inverse feed-back, several interesting facts 
may be brought out. The power output stage it
self is the source of a large percentage of noise and 
distortion. Feed-back over this stage alone should 
produce marked improvement in the output. 
However, if the feed-back loop is returned to the 
input of the power stage, any amount of it will re
duce the gain to such an extent that t,he output 
of the driver must be excessive and the distortion 
produced therein may offset the benefits given by 
fef'd-back. Much more Aatisfa<'tory results will 

Vi~. 6 - A three-@tage amplifier 
with over-all feed-back loop. 
V, - 617, 6C6, etc. 
V2-6JS, 76. 
V~, V • - 6L6, 6F6, etc. 
Ci - 0.5 µfd., 450 v .• paper. 
C2, Ca, C4 - 0.1 µfd., 450 v., paper. 
C; -· 25 µfd., 50 v., electrolytic. 
Cs. C1-···8.0 µfd., 450 v., d<•etrolytic. 
H,, R2-SU,UUO ohms, 1 watt. 
lb - LO me1.mhm, l watt. 
H,, Ro. R1 - !00,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
R5 - S00,000 ohms, l watt. 
Rs - 250 ohms, Class AB1. 
Ro-··· 25,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Re1 -- :lOOO ohms, 1 watt. 
H ,2 - :l!JOU ohms, l watt. 
Rr - 500,000 ohms, variable. \'('hen feed-back is set, a 

fixed resistor of proper value may he suhatitµt~d, 
T1 --- .Low-impedance mike, p.u. or line to grid, 
T2 - Push-pull plates to line or v,c, (6600 ohms p,p), 
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occur if the feed-back is applied over the driver 
stage as well, relying on the speech amplifier to 
supply the gain lost. Since the speech amplifier 
generally has to supply voltage output rather 
than actual power output, it may be assumed that 
little distortion arises. However, since nothing is 
to be lost except gain, feed-back may also be ap
plied over at least three stages of the speech am
plifier. The linear-response range will be increased 
and any distortion present will be reduced. If 
after such application of feed-back the output 
level of a microphone or pick-up head is too low 
for the gain remaining, a pentode stage external 
to the feed-back loop may be added. This should 
give Emough gain for the usual purpose. Where 
feed-back is desirable over more than three stages, 
considerable trouble with instability will occur. 
To get around this trouble the feed-back may be 
split, applying one loop around two stages and 
another around the remaining stages. In a some-, 
what remote ease, a third loop could then be 
added over all of the stages. 

Equalizing 

The flat frequency-response range resulting 
from the application of inverse feed-back may be 
modified to give more pleasing response to the 
ear, particularly if the signal source is u poorly 
equalized pick-up. By suitably altesing or adding 
to the constants of the feed-back loop itself, feed
back may be reduced for botn high and low fre
quencies with negligible reaction of one on the 
other. The gain at these frequencies \v-ill be in
creased. giving a peaked response easily adjust
able to the individual taste. Referring to Fig. 6, 
if a condenser and au inductance of suitable 
values are tied across the cathode resistor of V1 
in parallel, the condenser will by-pass some of the 
high-frequency feed-back to ground, and the 
ehoke will similarly reduce the lo'l)"-frequency 
feed-back. This method of equalization has none 
of the distortion and loss characteristics so gen
esally found with usual bass and treble boosting 
circuits. Unless tremendous boosting is wanted, 
there will still be a small amount of feed-back 
present at the boosted frequencies. 

While feed-back has its best corrcetive action 
for amplifiers with pentodes or beam tctrodes 

8+ 350 v. 

B+ 250V. 
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such as the 6L6 in the output 11tage, there is no 
reason why it should not be used with a triode 
output amplifier, particularly if Class-B triodes 
are used and a power-type driver is required. If 
equalization is wanted in an amplifier set-up feed
ing a speaker and used for record play-back, or for 
feeding a cutter and used for instantaneous re
cording, excess gain might be incorporated in the 
pre-amplifier. The pre-amplifier is then equalized 
by means of selective feed-back as just pointed 
out. This practice will allow a maximum amount 
of feed-back to be used over the power amplifier 
where it is needed greatly at all frequencies. In 
an ideal arrangement, the gain may be controlled 
by a "T" pad inserted in the line between the 
output transformer of the pre-amplifier and the 
input transformer of the power amplifier. 

Negative Feed-Back at R.F. 
Although generally only used in commercial 

applications, feed-back may be applied over an 
entire radiotelephone transmitter. A small per
centage of the carrier signal is rectified and intro
duced into one of the speech input stages. This is 
known as r.f. inverse feed-back, and Fig. 7 illus
t.rates a simplified circuit suitable for amateur 
use. The rectifier must be free from hum and 
distortion, not only to produce a balanced output 
representative of the carrier, but also because any 
noise and distortion originated by the rectifier will 
have a return path to appear on.the carrier sig
nal. lf the rectifier is balanced, the carrier fre
quency will be cancelled in its output to the 
audio circuits. Because of the possibility that 
large amounts of phase shift will be present in the 
various stages within this feed-back loop, only 
quite small amounts of feed-back may be used. 
To make available somewhat large amounts the 
linear response band must be widened. This may 
be done easily for the audio circuits by applying 
separate feed-back to them. The problem of wid
ening the r.f. stages is much greater, but generally 
may be brought about by raising the L/C ratio 
of the tuned circuits, so long as too low a value of 
circuit Q does not result. It is easier to apply r.f. 
inverse feed-back to a high-frequency transmitter 
than a low-frequency one, since the frequency 
where a sizable envelope phase shift occurs will 
be very high and will have a more remote effect. ' 
Class-B modulators are a considerable source of 
phase shift and distortion, and usually rectified 
r.f. feed-back is applied only to transmitters using 
grid-bias modulation. As pointed out previously, 
audio feed-back will provide a very worthwhile 
improvement for Class-B stages, and the tubes 
will tend to adjust themselves to the linear operat
ing portion of the dynamic characteristic curve 
regardless of ageing and bias voltage variations. 

In a feed-back amplifier the plate-supply volt
age may vary over a considerable range without 
materially affecting the amplification. Constants 
of the circuits may be changed in value and the 
tubes themselves may be replaced without serious 
effect on the output, either in quality or quantity. 
Voltage regulation of the power supply need not 
bP. other than ordinary, and noise, in the form of 
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hum from a poorly-filtered supply feeding the 
power output stage, is greatly reduced. However, 
it must be noted that hum and other noises, such 
as microphonics, induced in low-level stages will 
be only very -slightly reduced by feed-back if 
t,here is any amount of gain after the stage where 
the noise occurs. 

All the foregoing has served to present a few 
interesting and vital facts concerning the practical 
uses of feed-back. For a mathematical and more 
thorough theoretical treatment, the appended 
bibliography will serve as an exeellent guide. 
Several practical articles are also included. 

Fi,i. 7 -- Application of negative feed-back to a 
transmitter. 
V,, C. L1 - Final r.f. output stage. 
V2 -··• 84/6Z4 (must be located near Va). 
Va --- Speech amplifier stage. 
R1 - 10,000 ohms, l watt. 
R1 - 10,000 ohms, variable to set amount of feed-hack. 
L2, La ----1- or 2-turn loop coupled to "cold" end of tank 

coil and to L4 with twisted pair of coaxial line. 
L, ----· Center-tapped coil broadly tuned to carrier fre

quency. 
Sw - D.p.d.t. polarity reversal switch. If "Hinging" 

occurs reverse switch. 
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U.S.A. CALLING!+ 
4JOMMISSIONS-MEN 

OUTSIDE of highly specialized fields, it 
is now the general rule that the various military 
services make their own officers by the process of 
selecting likely candidates from their own enlisted 
ranks and sending them to officer schools. Except 
in occasional special cases, it is no longer possible 
for persons other than engineering graduates to 
obtain commissions direct from civil life. How
ever, that is emphatically not true in the engi
neering branches for which highly specialized 
schooling is necessary - which of course in the 
case of our readers means the electrical engineer
ing field. Numerous opportunities there remain 
and the applicant who has a college degree in 
electrical engineering or physics can generally get 
a commission in short order in the service of his 
choice. Our latest information is here summarized:, 

In the Army - aside from the Air Forces, 
concerning whose needs we have no Late infor
mation - most communications personnel is fur
nished by the Signal Corps, and it is in that arm 
that most of the commissions are available. The 
Signal Corps still has need for EEs, particularly 
those qualified in radio and electronics. Corre
spondence should not be with that corps, how
ever, since the procurement function has been 
t,aken over by what is called the Officer Procure
ment Service. Last month we published, on 
page 27, a list of the addresses and telephone 
numbers of these district offices all over the 
country, and to that we invite your attention. 
Applications are urgently desired from men qual
ified as radio engineers and electronic physi
cists, which occupations have been classified as 
"scarce," and men in this group between the 
ages of 22 and 45 are eligible for commission. In 
other branches of EE, men must have reached 
the age of 35. If you are available, please seek 
further informaijon from the Officer Procurement 
District nearest your home. 

There is one specialized branch of the Signal 
Corps in which the solicitation of personnel is 
handled by a man who happens to be president 
of ARRL: George W. Bailey, of the Office of 
SciEmtific Research & Development, 2101 Con
stitution Ave., N:W., Washington, D. C. This is 
t,he Electronics Training Group. It consists of 
young men between the ages of 18 and 35 who 
are in combat physical condition and who are 
graduates of an accredited college, either in EE 
or in science with an electronic-physics major. 
These fellows deal with an immensely interesting 
microwave radio development which we are not 
permitted to discuss in any detail. Selecting only 
men with the best available technical education, 
the Signal Corps builds on top of that an exceed-
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ingly comprehensive course in the technique of 
this new art. The training is invaluable for the 
future, as well as being one of the most interesting 
activities in the war. The schooling is at the best 
technical universities, some of it in I<.,'ngland. 
Commission is as a second lieutenant, but of 
course there is plenty of opportunity for promo
tion after schooling. Interested persons are re
quested to exchange full information with Mr. 
Bailey at the address above. 

The-Navy is seeking graduate electrical en- -
gineers, between the ages of 18 and 25, for com
mission in three classes of specialists. One is the 
Aviation Volunteer class, dealing in general with 
functions of the type mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. Another group is the Communication 
Volunteers, in which most of the NCR gang are 
serving, and of course dealing with communica
tions. The third is the Engineer Volunteer, which 
has functions in both fields. You can obtain full 
particulars from The Commandant of your Na val 
District. 

Despite the fact that the Headquarters gang 
is represented in the Coast Guard, we have no 
data on their radio needs. Tight little bunch, that 
Coast Guard crowd. Almost makes a fellow the 
more eager to crash them. 

The only direct radio commissions in the Ma
rine Corps seem to be those in its Aircraft Warn
ing Service, open to college graduates, between 
the ages of 20 and 45, who have either degrees or 
special training in the appropriate subjects. After 
special technical training of a sort you can readily 
guess, these officers see action with troops, dis
charging the special functions of their new art. 
Solicit particulars from 'rhe Commandant, Head
quarters, U.S. Marine Corps, \Vashington. 

Mr. Bailey has contact with all of the above 
matters and is in position to give advice to 
candidates who may be in doubt about their 
qualifications. He can assist men ,vith EE or 
physics degrees to become located in the service 
of their preference. He can also tailor some jobs 
to fit well-qualified candidates over 35 years of 
age, at various places in the armed forces, and 
frequently can make a berth for a man possessing 
long experience in the technical side of commercial 
radio in lieu of holding a sheepskin. 

ENLISTMENTS-MEN 
ALTHOUGH the voluntary enlistment of 

men between the ages of 18 and 38 is prohibited, 
there are attractive opportunities in most 
branches of the armed forces for volunteers 
outside these limits. Moreover, men between the 
stated ages who are about to be selected in the 
draft may wish to be in some service other than 
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the Army. The Navy, Marine Corps and Coast 
Guard have quotas which govern the number of 
mm1 accepted for induction, but provided the 
quota is not filled a would-be draftee can generally 
get in the service he prefers if he meets its stand
ards. In communications work in the services 
nothing can take the place of actual experience 
in operating and repair work. All the services are 
therefore definitely interested in applicants who 
possess amateur experience, and the display of 
your PCC operator license will be a powerful 
help. You can get information on the opportuni
ties in the various services, and on procedures 
for induction through Selective Service, by apply
ing at the local recruiting station of the service 
in which you are interested. 

ENLISTMENTS-WOMEN 
WOMEN are playing an increasingly im

portant part in this war, through their participa
tion in the women's auxiliaries of t,he various 
branches of the armed forces. They are turning 
in an excellent performance and the auxiliaries 
are being expanded and new radio schools opened 
up for thE'ir training. Women in uniform, with 
skill in communication, relieve a man in uniform 
for duty on a hotter front. 

The regulations vary slightly in the different 
services as concerns age limits, marital status, 
etc. We recommend that interested candidates 
F1hop around at the local recruiting offices of the 
A:rmy and Navy to obtain fuller particulars. Ap
plicants are being sought by the Army WAACs, 
the Navy's WAVES, the Coast Guard's SPARS 
and the Marine Corps' Marines. (Almost seems 
that we ought to write that last word with all-caps 
too, but the lv,larine Corps says it is content to 
nail its women simply marines.) 

The procedure in these servicea is much the 
same. After a brief basic training course, the 
women destined for communications are sent to 
special technical schools which have been set up 
for that purpose. Swell training in radio. Those 
who are licensed YL amateurs are exceedingly 
likely to get a rating immediately after the com
pletion of basic training. '.rhose who, in addition, 
are college graduates are prime candidates for 
a quick commission. 

While there are ample provisions for women in 
every service, some may prefer civil duty in 
laboratory or industry. Those who do are in
vited to exchange particulars with George W. 
Bailey, 2101 Constitution Ave., N. W., Wash
ington. 

MARITIME SERVICE 
THERE is a pressing need for radio oper

ators in the U. S. Maritime Service and for the 
ot,her vessels of our merchant marine. The service 
that an amateur can here render is one of the 
most important that a man can give toward the 
winning of this war. For full information, see 
our lengthy article "QST Returns to Gallups 
Island" in our May issue, particularly page 90 
thereof. Every man entering the Maritime Serv
ice now does so as an apprentice seaman, enlist-
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ing at the nearest enrolling office;of the USMS. 
Although proficient amateurs go through t,he 
course in less than the regular time, the usual 
apprentice seaman gets five weeks of basic train
ing and then, if found to have Hpeeial aptitude, is 
sent to a preliminary school at Huntington, 
Long Island, for two months and then on to the 
famous school at Gallups Island for four addi
tional months. This service affords magnificent 
training and an opportunity to play a vital part 
in the war program. If you live in a major city, 
there is probably a U. S. Maritime Service en
rolling office near you. If not, write for further 
information to The Commandant, U. S. Mari
time Service, Washington, D. C. 

CIVIL OPPORTUNITIES 
THE U.S. Civil Service is seeking men and 

women for a large variety of positions in the 
service of the Federal Government. We would 
like to refer readers to numerous items in this 
category which have appeared in this department 
in recent months. The positions include radio 
inspectors and monitoring officers and intercept 
officers of FCC, and technical & scientific aides 
for government laboratories. In almost all of 
these positions there is a considerable number of 
pay grades, with varied qualifications for initial 
appointment, so that generally there is a place 
where any applicant will fit. The details of these 
positions are published in Civil Service bulletins 
known as "Announcements," which are to be 
found in the office of the Civil Service secretary 
at any first- or second-class post office, or at the 
numerous regional offices of the Civil Service 
CommiJsion. ;.rhere are many attractions to being 
in the Pederal service and the experienced ama
teur is almost certain to find something in the 
lists which is attractive. Visit your post office. 

Attention, radio engineers and physicists! This 
country is still in serious need of upper-echelon 
brains in jts technical leadership. The kind of 
men we are here talking about are unquestionably 
enjoying good business connections at present, 
but may feel that they are not exerting their full 
capabilities toward the winning of the war. It 
has been established that many men in such 
positions would relish an opportunity to engage 
in absolutely confidential correspoqi:ience to make 
a quiet investigation of the opportunities to 
employ their highest skills in the most important 
manner. An arrangement has been set up for 
that specific purpose whereunder the president 
of ARRL, George W. Bailey, with wartime duties 
at the Office of Scientific Research & ·Develop
ment, 2101 Constitution Ave., N. W., Washing
ton, is in position to engage in personal corre
spondence with such men. You are invited to 
see previous references to this subject on page 35 
of March QST, page 39 of the April issue, page 28 
last month, and write to Mr. Bailey, 

The manpower situation in the broadcast 
industry, with particular reference to technicians, 
is growing more serious each day. All available 
persons who have a first-, second- or third-class 

(Continued on pags 54) 
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A lland Perforator for Code-Practice Tape 
Builtling a Practical Punching Device from Junk-Box ~laterials 

DY GEORGE GRAMMER,* WIDF 

THE Wheatstone-tape code-reproducing 
machine which appeared some time ago in QST 1 

was originally described with the thought that it 
would be of interest to those who had access to 
prepared tape. However, the relative simplicity of 
the reproducer evidently appealed to some who 
did not already have such tape, immediately rais
ing the question of where it could be obtained. 
Aside from suggesting the few sources from which 
especially-prepared code-practice tapes could be 
secured, anti intimating the possibility that old 
tapes might be begged from some of the commer
cial users, there was little we could recommend. 

But the existence of the question did give us 
reason to consider the possibility of putting to
gether a tape perforator, one which could be built 
at little or no expense with only the facilities 
available in the average home workshop. After a 
period of trial and error a perforator was evolved 
which does produce usable tape, is simple in op
erating principle and is not difficult to build -
at least not for one who has the ability to do 
reasonably good work with a drill, hacksaw and 
file. That the design is successful is entirely at
t,ributable to the mechanical bent possessed by 
F. C. Beekley, QST's advertising manager, for 
"Beek" supplied the ideas and did most of the 
actual construction. The writer's r6le is simply 
that of reporter, a r6le forced on him because the 
man to whom the credit belongs could not be per
suaded to punch a typewriter with the same 
enthusiasm that he puts into work on a drill-press. 

It is well known that a dot on Wheatstone tape 
consists of two holes on a line at right angles to the 
axis of the tape, and that a dash consists of two 
holes on a diagonal line making an angle with 
the tape axis such that the lengthwise space occu-

* Technical Editor, QST. 
' "A Code Machine UtiliJling Wheatstone Tape," QST, 

November; 1942. 

pied by the dash holes is the same as that occupied 
by two consecutive dots. The length of a dash, on 
the tape, is therefore twice that of a dot, and the 
tape must be moved twice as far through the per
forator to accommodate a dash. A practical hand 
perforator should be capable of punching botli 
hofos for either type of character at will, and 
should simultaneously move the tape along so 
that the proper amount of space will be provided 
for the character. In addition, provision should be 
made for spaces between letters and between 
words. Regular Wheatstone tape also has a series 
of center holes used by the pulling mechanism in 
the transmitter, but these holes are not necessary 
for the code reproducer previously described be
cause the puller operates by friction. Probably it 
would not be a difficult design problem to include 
punches for the center holes, but their omission 
greatly simplifies the construction in that less 
painstaking work is required to get the various 
parts to fit with sufficient accuracy. 

The several photographs show the perforator 
both assembled and with the sections taken apart. 
The materials are pieces of quarter-in<',h square 
brass rod, half-inch brass angle strip, a hacksaw 
blade, and various brackets, springs and pieces 
of metal from the junk box. Part of the assembly 
is on a sub-base of 3/16-inch bakelite, while the 
main base is quarter-inch tempered Masonite, 4½ 
inches wide by 6¾ inches deep. Except for the 
punch itself, none of the dimensions are particu
larly critical, and even in the punch some depart
ure is permissible unless one wants the holes to be 
exactly the same as in regular Wheatstone tape. 
While it is desirable to approximate Wheatstone 
spacing as closely as possible, there is sufficient 
leeway in setting up the contacts on the repro
ducer to take care of reasonable variations, so 
that even this part of the''job requires no more 
than ordinary care in following specifications. 

Punch Details 

The basic punch mechanism is shown in Fig. 6 
and the essential parts comprising it in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 7 is a dimension drawing of the punch. The 
punch arm is a 3-inch piece of ¼-inch rod with a 

Fig. 1 - Although not a high-speed device, tape can 
be punched with this perforator at least aa fast as the 
average beginner can copy it. This view is taken from 
the side on which the puller is installed. 
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machine-screw pivot at one end. This screw, 
which is threaded into the rod and locked in place 
with nuts, is 1 ¾ inches long and was made from 
a 2-inch 6--32 screw by cutting off the head and 
filing the ends to conical points. The points can 
be formed quite readily if a drill-press is available 
by placing the screw in the chuck and holding a 
file against the end as the screw rotates. The same 
method can be used with a hand drill by fastening 
the drill in a vise and having another person tum 
it. The points can be smoothed by using fine 
sandpaper or steel wool. The pivot arm should be 
fairly long so that the punch arm will have little 
tendency to swing out of line laterally when the 
punch is in operation. 

The trunnions are 6--32 machine screws threaded 
into 1 ½-inch lengths of square rod, the latter 
being held to the base by machine screws threaded 
into the bakelite. Lacking a means for boring a 
conical hole in the ends of the trunnion screws, 
the screws were simply hollowed out by drilling 
shallow holes with two or three different sizes of 
drills to simulate a conical depression. To bring 
the punch arm to about the right height, the trun
nions are mounted on a piece of bakelite which in 
turn mounts on the main bakelite base, as shown 
in Fig. 6. A ½-inch hole should be drilled under 
the end of the punch arm in the upper bakelite 
piece so that the arm will be free to swing upward 
without having its rear end strike the bakelite. 

Details of the punches are shown in Figs. 5 
and 7. There are three punches altogether, spaced 
at the vertices of a small right-angled triangle. 
The single punch toward the rear is force-fitted 
into the punch arm by grinding the punch rod to 
a somewhat conical shape and driving it into a 
slightly undersized hole. The other two punches 
are free to move in the guide holes at the end of 
the arm. In Fig. 5 the punch arm is upside down to 
show the fixed punch, which normally faces down
ward. The punches are pieces of the shank of a 
No. 45 drill, this size of drill being approximately 
the same diameter as the holes in Wheatstone 
tape. The same size drill should be used for drilling 
out the two guide holes at the end of the punch 
arm, but a slightly smaller hole should be drilled 
to take the fixed punch. Care should be taken to 
drill the holes at the right distances from each 
other (see Fig. 7) and to make them exactly per
pendicular to the arm. 

Each of the free punches has a flat filed near 
the upper end. A flat piece of metal, seen just 
above the end of the punch arm in Fig. 5, fastens 
to the punch arm with two small machine screws 
and has its front end inserted into the flats when 
the parts are assembled, as shown in Figs. 6 and 
7. When pressure is exerted on one of the free 
punches the upper lip of the flat pushes on the 
metal piece and thus forces the arm downward so 
that this punch and the fixed punch at the rear 
both go through the tape. The other free punch, 
however, has no pressure exerted on it and simply 
rests on the tape while the arm moves downward. 
By exerting pressure on one free punch, but not 
both, it is therefore possible to punch either a dot 
or a dash, depending on which punch is selected, 
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Fig. 2 - The tape enters the perforator from this 
side, running under the stripper in a channel formed 
from UM-type condenser-mounting angle brackets. 

Die and Tape Guides 

The die is a piece of hacksaw blade, 2¾ inches 
long and slightly less than 1/:i inch wide, having 
three holes drilled in the middle to the same 
dimensions as the holes in the punch arm. Here 
again accurate drilling is required so that the 
punches will enter the holes without binding. 
At the ends of the die are countersunk mounting 
holes for 4-36 machine screws. The heads of the 
mounting screws must be filed down to be flush 
with the top of the die so that the tape will move 
freely over it. The driving slots in the screws dis
appear in the filing process, but it is nevertheless 
easy to tighten the nuts when assembling the die 
to the base. The mounting holes in the bakelite 
base should be oversize so that the die can be 
moved about a, bit to align the holes with the 
punches. While a close fit between the holes and 
punches is necessary for making a clean cut in 
the tape, the punches should nevertheless enter 
the holes as easily as possible. To attain this, ac
curate alignment between the punches and the 
holes is necessary, and it is also necessary that the 
punches be as nearly vertical as possible with re
spect to the surface of the die at the instant they 
enter the holes. The punches need only penetrate 
about the thickness of the hacksaw blade - fur
ther travel is neither necessary nor desirable -
and once -the assembly is completed the ends of 
the punches may be ground down to the right 
length. The cutting faces of the punches should 
be perpendicular to the axes; a skew face is likely 
to leave the punched-out section of tape still at
tached at the point where the heel goes through. 
However, the performance of the punch will be 
improved if the face can be ground cylindrically 
concave or in the shape of a hollow V. The cutting 
edge in such a case then "slices" the tape rather 

If you can't get Wheatstone tape for 
code-practice purposes, it's not too much 
of a job to make your own perforator. 
The chief ingredients are time and a 
little patience; the actual materials can 
he found in most any ham scrap pile. 
Here's the dope on one way to go about 
it, plus some revisions in the code ma
chine described in QST last winter. 
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Fig. 3 - The puller mechanism dismantled. 

than making a simultaneous cut all around the 
circumference, reducing the ~ount of pressure 
required. 

The back stop for the punch arm is a 6-.',2 
screw threaded into the bakelite base and fastened 
underneath with a lock nut. The stop should be 
set so that the ends of the punches just clear the 
tape, thus permitting the punch to be operated 
with a minimum of motion. The arm is held 
against the back stop by a spring taken from a 
small battery clip. A machine screw threaded 
through the base from the bottom acts as a re
tainer for the spring and also serves as an adjust
able stop for the downward motion. 

The tape is kept in position in moving through 
the perforator by the guides shown in Fig. 6. 
The.se are mounting brackets of the type furnished 
with National Type UM condensers. The un
needed material on the vertical side is cut off, 
leaving about ½ inch to serve as a guide. The 
holes in the bakelite base for the mounting screws 
should be drilled a little- oversize so that the 
guides can be moved about slightly. This will per
mit adjustment so that the tape can be kept from 
moving sidewise but still can move freely through 
the perforator. 

An important part of the punch is the stripper, 
the thin metal piece having a shape somewhat 
like a flattened T. This has three holes, drilled in 
the same positions as the three punch holes in the 
die but larger in diamete.r so that the punches do 
not touch the metal. The stripper prevents the 
punched tape from adhering to the punches when 
they rise out of the die and thus clears the punch 
for the next operation. It is placed over the die 
with just enough space between the two to permit 
the tape to move through, the proper spacing be-

Fig. 5 - Component parts of the punch mechanism. 

Fig. 4 - Operating lc-,.crs "ith spacing wedges. 

ing secured by placing thin washers under the 
mounting tab. A rounded lip is bent in the right
hand end (as viewed from the top) so that a little 
pressure is exerted on the tape at the point where 
it enters. This is an aid to proper operation of the 
spacing mechanism, as described later. 

It is of course necessary to cut a hole in the 
bake lite base under the punches so that the "con
fetti" can fall through. A half-inch round hole is 
large enough. 

Operating Levers 

The. punches are operated by the two arms 
shown in Fig. 4. These are Ji-inch square brass 
rods, one 4¾ inches long and the other 4% inches 
long. The arms are pivoted between a pair of 
½-inch high posts of the same material, using 
a bearing formed by a machine screw running 
through holes at the rear ends of the arms. While 
the bearing should not be tight, there should be 
little or no play because any sidewise movement 
is undesirable in the absence of front guides to 
keep the arms in the proper positions. One arm, 
that on the right-hand side as viewed from the 
front, is used for making dots and the other for 
making dashes. The "pusher" which presses down 
the proper punch when the lever is depressed is a 
fl-32 round-head machine screw with the head 
filed fiat. It is threaded into the arm and locked 
in place with a nut. Since the clearances were 
small, special nuts had to be made for this purpose 
by drilling and tapping a short length of hexag
onal bar (actually a small mounting pillar found 
in the junk box). 

Two-inch pieces of square rod are fastened to 
the side of each arm, at the front, to extend the 
arms so that some operating leverage is obtained. 

Fig. 6 - Punch assembly, with back-stop bal"!I. 



Small pieces of bakelite are fastened on these for 
use as key knobs. The extension pieces are used 
in preference to longer single arms so that the 
keys can be separated a little for operating con
venience. The dash knob is made a bit larger than 
t,he dot knob for ready identification. 

The operating arms have .a. spring return, the 
springs being mounted about an inch from the 
pivoted end. As shown in the photographs, the 
springs are held in place by small L-shaped brack
ets fastened by machine screws threaded into the 
arms. A half-inch machine screw extends through 
the spring to keep it in place. 

Back stops for the operating levers are pro
vided by 2-inch machine screws extending upward 
through the base on either side of the arms, just 
back of the punch. Nuts on the machine screws 
form the actual stops, the height being conven
iently adjustable. 

P1Llling :Mechanism 

The mechanism which pulls the tape is shown 
taken apart in Fig. 3 and assembled in Fig. 1. The 
moving arm is a 5 ½-inch length of ½-inch L
shaped brass strip, pivoted at the rear end on a 
machine screw running through the main base. 
The top of the lower side of the arm is brought 
flush with the die by means of a collar, shown be
tween the pivot end of the arm and the machine
screw bearing in Fig. 3. This can be filed to the 
proper height. The pivot hole in the arm should be 
just large enough to clear the screw so that the 
arm can turn freely but will have little play at the 
bearing. The arm is pressed against the edge of 
t,he bakelite base by a spring, again taken from a 
battery clip, mounted from a small L-shaped 
bracket as shown in Fig. 1. 

The actual puller is a "one-way" device which 
grasps the tape when the arm is swung outward 
but which simply slides back over the tape when 
the arm returns to its normal position. It is formed 
by the filed-out brass piece and roller, together 
with the small flat spring, shown in Fig. 3. A 
dimension drawing is given in Fig. 8. The roller 
rests in a slanting slot, as shown in the drawing. 
When the arm is moved outward the surface of 
the arm tends to slide along the tape. Friction 
draws the roller toward the narrower end of the 
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Fig. 7 - Detail drawing of the important punch parts. 
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Fig. 9 - Spacing arrangement showing dot wedge. 

slot, forcing it down on the tape and thus pre
ve,nting the tape from sliding and causing it to be 
pulled along by the arm. The flat spring pressing 
against the roller makes this action more positive. 
When the arm returns inward the friction tends to 
force the roller outward, thereby causing it to 
release its grasp so that the tape does not move. 

The successful operation of this puller depends 
chiefly on keeping the tape firmly in place during 
the return stroke of the arm. The stripper accom
plishes this by holding the tape flat against the 
die and thus preventing it from folding back on 
itself when the puller arm moves inward. The 
pressure lip on the far end of the stripper prevents 
the tape from sliding in the reverse direction. 
The end of the stripper should extend over the 
puller arm to keep the tape flat over the whole 
length of its travel to the actual pulling device. 
If this is done there will be little or no tendency 
for the tape to back up on the return stroke. With 
proper spring tension the roller will grasp the 
tape practically at the instant the arm starts to 
move outward, so that there is negligible slack. 
The spring should not be too stiff; the one actually 
used in this perforator is made of copper 6 mils 
(0.006 inch) thick. The pressure should be ad
justed (by bending the spring) until the operation 
of the puller is wholly positive. 

Spacing Device 

The spacing mechanism consists of the ¼-inch 
square bars shown to the right of the puller arm 
in Fig. 3, the two smaller bars mounted at the 
right on the front of the base in Fig. 6, and the 
wedge-shaped pieces on the ends of the operating 
arms in Fig. 4. The bars on the base and those on 
the arm are end to end when the operating levers 
are up and the puller arm is pressed back against 
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Fig, 8 - Dimension drawing of the puller assembly. 
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the base in its normal position. One bar of each 
pair is ¾-inch longer than the other, this being 
t,he width of the operating levers. The lengths 
of the pieces should be such that the junction of 
the inner bars is just under the inner edge of the 
dash-lever and the junction of the outer bars is 
just under the outer edge of the dot-lever arm. 

The operation of the spacer is indicated by the 
sketch of Fig. 9. The flat edges of the spacer 
wedges normally rest against the surfaces of the 
small bars on the base. When a lever is depressed 
tJie wedge forces the bar on the puller arm out
ward until the flat section is reached, when fur
ther movement of the arm ceases. As the lever is 
further depressed, the push rod on the lever arm 
makes contact with the appropriate punch and 
forces it through the tape. When the pressure is 
released the springs force the arm upward, the 
punch clears the tape and the spring return on the 
puller arm forces the bar back to its original posi
t,ion, setting the perforator for the next character. 

The spacer wedge for the dash lever is just twice 
as wide as that for the dot lever, so that the tape 
moves twice as far for a dash as for a dot. 'rhe 
actual thickness required in the wedges will de
pend upon their position with respect to the tape 
and the total leverage of the puller arm. In the 
perforator shown the thickness needed for the 
dash spacer is slightly over a quarter inch, so that 
it was necessary to pound the ¼-inch rod with a 
hammer to distort it into slightly larger thickness. 
The only requirement to be met is that the tape 
should move 2/10 inch for a dash and 1/10 inch 
for a dot. Slightly larger movement can be used if 
desired, and will make the tape somewhat more 
sturdy because there will be a little more paper 
between consecutive holes. It is best to make the 
wedges a little thicker than necessary and then file 
them down to proper size. It is easy to check on 
the relative thickness of the two wedges by 
observing the spacing between consecutive holes 

Fit,. 10 - Front view of the rebuilt reproducer, show
ing the revamped tape-pulling system. 

when making a dot followed by a dash and a dash 
followed by a dot. If the spacing is uniform the 
two spacer wedges are correctly adjusted. 

The stop bars mounted on the bakelite base are 
shimmed up with a piece of metal about 1/32-inch 
thick so that they are slightly higher than the 
bars on the puller arm. The back stops on the op
erating levers are then adjusted so that the wedges 
just catch against the stop bars. This keeps the 
levers in the correct position to force the bars 
apart when the key is depressed. 

To make a space equal in length to the period 
occupied by a dot, the dot lever is simply pressed 
down until the push rod touches the punch and is 
then released before a hole is made. This is not 
at all confusing from an operating standpoint 
since there is a definite stop when the rod touches 
the punch. To make a space between words the 
dot lever is operated in this fashion three times. 

A typical section of punched tape is shown at 
the top of page 20, together with a sample of 
Wheatstone tape containing the same copy. The 
spacing is slightly greater on the homemade tape, 
but not enough greater to make any appreciable 
difference in the operation of the reproducer even 
without making compensating adjustments in the 
latter. It has been found that after almost no prac
tice it is possible to punch tape accurately at the 
rate of about six words per minute. While this is 
not by any means high speed, quite a bit of prac
tice tape ean be turned out in a sitting or two. 
It is more difficult than it might seem at first 
t,hought to increase the speed appreciably. One 
reason is that the force required to cut through 
the tape, although not excessive, makes it neces
sary to press the levers firmly, while at higher 
speeds the tendency is for the operator to lighten 
the pressure. We have toyed some with the idea of 
using solenoids to do the actual work, reserving 
the operating keys for control purposes only, but 

( Continued on page 7 4) 

Fig. 11 -The hearing arrangement nsed allows the 
driving shaft to follow any wobble in the driving disc. 



CD-WERS in the State of Maryland 
~tn E.Tample of ('.:entralization of t:B- lJ'EllS Lictivities at a 

State Headquarters 

BY THOMAS F. HcNULTY* 

Given the proper cooperation by both 
:<tate government and local personnel, 
{~D-WERS can he centralized at a state 
headquarters which will takemuehofthe 
administrative load from the shoulders 
of local radio aides. State governments 
are not eligible to become CD-WERS 
licensees, hut they can accomplish 
much by establishing a focal point 
around which local activity can revolve. 
This article illustrates how such cen
tralization has been achieved in the State 
of Maryland. 

ALTHOUGH CD-WERS licenses are issued 
on the basis of district warning areas or individual 
communities, civilian-defense communications 
officials of the State of Maryland early recog
nized the advantages to be realized from the set
ting up of a state headquarters for centralization 
of activities within the state. Steps were immedi
ately taken to establish such a headquarters for 
coordination of the prospective licensees into a 
state network of supplementary radio com
munication. 

It had proved a comparatively simple matter to 
enlist the aid of experienced men, both amateur 
and professional, but it was felt that no great 
service could be expected from a series of inde
pendently-operated units or groups and that 
more could be accomplished by having a network 
of integrated or relay stations throughout the 
state. 

With this thought in mind, it became necessary 
t,o get some actual operating data on what had 
been done on 112 Mc. Estimates of practical 
ranges varied from two to forty miles. It was 
finally decided that fifteen miles might be the 
average range, and subsequent experiments 
proved this to be a rather fair figure for all except 
t,he very low-powered walkie-talkie. 

The problems of the War Emergency Radio 
Service in the State of Maryland were originally 
outlined as follows: (1) experienced personnel, (2) 
construction of units, (3) training of auxiliary 
personnel and (4) operational procedure. At the 
first meeting, held in August, 1942, committees 
were formed to take care of the technical details 
- construction, procurement, training and re
cruiting. It was decided to have as few meetings 
as possible after t,he general outline became 
known, so that maximum time could be devoted 

• Director, War Emergency Radio Service, Maryland 
Council of Defense, 203 Calvert Bldg,, Baltimore, Md, 

to actual work. Generally speaking, these plans 
have been followed without change. 

From the interested men in Baltimore City, 
names of possible recruits in outlying territories 
were turned over to the director for personal 
contact. Two or three communities had some ac
tivity already under way,- and it was a simple 
matter to integrate these activities with those 
proposed by state headquarters. Cooperation 
among the various interested sections of the state 
has been a keynote of the success of our organiza
tion throughout. Ideas were exchanged by per
sonal contact and through correspondence, and 
problems were solved without having to dupli
cate efforts. 

Equipment Procurement 

.Realizing in the beginning that, without pri
orities or money, any thought of manufactured 
equipment would be out of the question, plans 
were laid for construction of the simplest types of 
units with the smallest number of parts. Among 
the men who volunteered to aid in this work was 
,fames 0. Procter, W3BZL, one of the top officials 
in the War Vocational Training Program in the 
state. Through his efforts we were privileged to 

WJRQ-6, control station for the "State of Maryland 
Net." The equipment includes frequency-measuring 
apparatus, a cathode-ray oscilloscope, modulator and 
power supplies. The walkie-talkie on table was built by 
Alfred Frietag, W3HDZ. B.c. receiver is used to monitor 
WBAL; speaker on wall monitors State Police net. 
Telephones are. connected to switchboard in office and 
direct to Warning Center. Seated, at left - Hal Kemp, 
W3EEI, radio aide for Baltimore City, and Ray Rock, 
W3EKZ, asst, radio aide. Standing, left to right -- State 
Director Thomas }'. McNulty; Goma C. Gooch, in 
charge of construction of WJRQ-6 and his associates, 
David C. McGihbon and Ed Mueller, Foreground -
Richard Whitehorn, engineering design; John Geezi 
and Al Allieon, 
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use the facilities of schools engaged in the Army 
Signal Corps training course. Also through this 
source we were able to enlist the help of school 
teachers and children all over the state in col
lecting old radios, whose parts were disassembled 
and segregated by the beginner Army students 
and made available to our own corps. The radio 
aides in the various communities were encour
aged to follow through on the administrative de
tails and to delegate constructional problems to 
an assistant. 

Meanwhile a campaign was inaugurated to ob
tain parts from manufacturers working on radio 
contracts. Many parts which would not pass 
government inspection were e.xcellent for our 
purposes. This idea developed to a point where it 
was found necessary to appoint a procurement 
officer, whose duty it was to ferret out salvage 
materials at such plants. After a thorough ex
planation had been made to the authorities, ex
cellent cooperation was obtained. 

Once the proper channels were opened, a tre
mendous flow of materials was obtained from the 
salvage piles of manufacturers. Tubes remained 
somewhat of a problem, but this was circum
vented by the use of circuits built around obtain
able tub~s. Antenna construction was an early 
bugaboo, but a good supply of coaxial cable was 
found in salvage heaps which worked out excel
lently after it had been checked and spliced. 

Much has been written on the technical difficul
ties surrounding the War Emergency Radio Serv
ice, but, generally speaking, these technical de
tails are not so difficult as the procurement of 
parts and materials. Any of the well-published 
circuits seem to work well, and we have adopted 
any circuit that would fit the materials at hand, 
as far as possible steering away, however, from 
the transceiver type of unit which breeds opera
tional difficulties later. 

In the country sections it was found that some 
money might be had from civilian defense funds, 
and in addition to promoting enthusiasm among 

The main control station of WJWM, Prince George's 
County. Foreground - Radio Aide Perry E. Wightman. 
Background - Network Engineer H. H. Lyon. 
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the amateurs, city and county officials were in
vited to sit in on meetings so that a thorqugh ex
planation could be made to them of the value of 
the service. This program resulted not only in 
financial aid but also in much favorable publicity 
which in turn made the task of building the or-
ganization easier. ·· 

Organization 

Points to be covered were considered from the 
standpoint of military and wartime importance. 
No attempt was made to incorporate Air Raid 
Warden Messenger Service in the system. Four 
factors were considered: 

1) How vulnerable were commercial communi
cations and how could we use our system to rein
force them? 

2) How much could be done in the emergency 
medical service field to facilitate the handling of 
casualties in the event of actual bombing raid? 

3) Row could we render proper sei·vice t,o mili
tary targets whose ordinary means of communi
cation could be immediately disrupted by bomb
ing? 

4) How could we arrange our stations so as to 
form a relay network to and from all parts of the 
state? 

The last of these questions was the most 
important and the one most immediately concern
ing us. We were faced with the problem of having 
many men in communities such as Baltimore City 
and Prince George's and Baltimore Counties 
and, to some extent, in Allegany and Washington 
Counties, with very few men in the more sparsely 
settled counties. It was immediately apparent 
that the most aid had to be given those individu
als who had no trained help in their own com
munities. An auxiliary training course was pretty 
well standardized and turned over to these men. 
Money was obtained for them from their various 
county funds to purchase manufactured equip
ment and parts. Radio aides were encouraged 
as far as possible to visit one another and ex
change ideas directly. They were also brought 
together here in Baltimore as a group, shown the 
facilities available and encouraged to create the 
same type in their own communities. In order 
completely to cover that part of the state where 
thp,re is no trained personnel, units are being 
assembled wherever there is experienced person
nel and installed and maintained by amateurs 
in nearby counties. Auxiliary operators are being 
trained to operate these units. 

It was felt that the whole system should be 
made as liquid as possible, so that help could be 
dispatched quickly and cJicctively to nearby 
communities. After units were thoroughly tested, 
locations in hospitals, medical command posts and 
target areas were assigned to those well located 
geographically to handle them., while others were 
encouraged to eonstruct portable mobile units 
for their cars as well as walkie-talkies. 

Since, after the sets were installed in their per
manent' locations, it was found best to work with 
a two-frequency plan, one for control stations 
and another for the portable-mobile units, police 
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department procedure was followed so that the 
stations would not be in the midst of a gabfest 
when there was work to be done. Incidentally, 
this resulted in more enthusiasm rather than 
less. 

Radio aides were, for the most part, picked 
on recommendation by local directors of civilian 
defense. This was true in Allegany, Prince George's, 
Wicomico and Baltimore Counties, and this office 
suggested the radio aide for Baltimore City, 
Washington, Montgomery and Talbot Counties. 
A complete character record is kept in the Mary
land Council of Defense office so as to relieve 
t,he radio aide of responsibility of this task. In 
short, by setting up a central office, much of the 
detail work is done which would normally take a 
great deal of time from the technically trained men. 

State Headquarters Avoids Duplication 
of E.ffort 

If a state network is used as a basis, much du
plication of effort may be avoided. Licenses may 
be set up by areas rather than for communities. 
The group which works in the vocational training 
school is often visited by amateurs from the coun
ties, who may bring a completed unit to be tested 
or checked or may want direct technical assist
ance. Parts from the general supply are given 
out only after an order is received from the local 
radio aide, so that there are three checks -;···• one 
through the radio aide, one through the disburs
ing agent and another through the procurement 
officer. 

Over 150 units have been completed and are 
in operation throughout the state, and about 75 
more are in the course of immediate construction. 
It is felt that a minimum of 300 units will be nec
essary to cover the state completely. In addition 
to this, we have a personnel of over 1000 at pres
ent, about 600 of which are licensed and the other 
400 in training. 

It is intended that every control station will 
have 2·1-hour operation. This is arranged so that 
volunteers may serve one stretch of four hours 

,. 

Map of Maryland showing the 
statewide network and the present 
status of each county organization. 
Note the State Police stations tied 
into the network. WERS equipment 
has been installed in several State 
Police stations; each service finds 
the use of the other's facilities ad
vantageous. 
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The crystal-controlled transmitter of WJGS-1, Balti
more County control station, is remotely operated from 
the building below. R. A. Dieffenbach, W3JAS, asst. 
radio aide and asst. director of WERS, at the controls. 

every week. Personnel in the other fixed stations 
is selected from the immediately available persons 
in the vicinity, so that in the event of an air raid 
all fixed stations can immediately b~ manned and 
portable-mobile units will go on duty as soon as 
the operators in charge of these units can get to 
them. In addition, receivers on WERS frequen
cies are being installed•in key defense plants so 
that they may be alerted immediately in the event 
of a raid. These receivers will, of course, be op
erated 24 hours a day. 

The typical CD-WERS station in Maryland is 
administered by the following personnel: 

The radio aide is in entire control of all facili
ties in his licensed area, as set forth by law. He 
is a member of his local defense council and has 
complete autonomy for communications under 
his control The communications officer of the 
local defense council may suggest and recom-

(Continued on ,page 78) 
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"Take It Off - ! " 
DY .. SOURDOUGH .. 

Sourdough continues with the theme 
of automatic off-frequency prevention 
by offering an idea for a gravity-operated 
circuit-breaking relay. 

SoRRY to disappoint you, Corporal Doakes, 
but this article has nothing to do with burlesque. 
Remember last month we whipped up a limiting 
gadget which would close a relay the second the 
transmitter frequency reached the edge of the 
band? Well, this thing is designed to tie onto the 
relay circuit and take the transmitter off the air 
-bingo! 

Let's look at what we want to do. When that 
relay goes shut we want the transmitter to stop 
sending before the FCC begins reaching for the 
pink tickets. The surest way to take the trans
mitter off the air is to cut the power to the final. 

We want to 'go off automatically, but the reset 
should be manual. An automatic reset is too com
plicated to make and is an invitation to go back 
on at an off-frequency setting. If the ham has to 
take the trouble to do a rrmnual reset he is much 
more likely to try and save himself the trouble and 
hence not clip the edges quite so closely. 

If we break the final power supply we want a 
device tl:iat will handle the current, make good 
contact and snap open instantly so that an arc 
?annot f~rm. We also want something simple and 
mexpens1ve that can be made with the normal 
ham quota of tools and skill. 

Look at the drawing, Fig. 1. The vertical rod 
(1) can be made of bakelite, lucite or any insulat
ing material which will not warp and which will 
provide good-enough d.c. insulation. The rod is 
t,he moving part and is actuated by gravity. There 
is a lot to be said for gravity- it doesn't change 
with temperature, get out of adjustment or rust. 

The eontactor disc (2) is a bit of ,;;-inch 
copper or brass. It would be a good idea to spend 
a few cents to have it silver-plated. Before plating, 
solder one of those brass collars with a set screw 
(available in normal times as standard radio 
hardware) concentric with the disc. The collar 
should have the 1ight internal diameter to take 
the rod -- one-quarter inch would be a good 
value. 

It will be seen that the rod (1) is free to slide 
up and down through the box and shelf. The box: 
can be of wood or metal, in any convenient size -
or shape. The shelf can be of masonite. The two 
holes passing the rod should be lined up carefully. 

Mounted on the shelf are two stand-off insula
tors (3). Each insulator carries a spring contact 
( 4) as shown. You old-timers will be able to dig up 
an old rheostat or stud switch from which the 
contact leaves can be taken. The contact leaves 
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should be of phosphor bronze, as we will need a 
good degree of tension to keep them biting hard 
on the contact disc. It will now be clear that if we 
push up hard on the bottom of the rod it will 
drive the disc up against the contacts, and if we 
push hard enough we will bend the contacts and 
thereby store up a counter force in the contacts. 
'.~his force will be useful as it will serve to snap the 
disc assembly away when released. This snap will 
give the quick acceleration we need to break so 
quickly and cleanly that an arc will not have 
time to form. 

The latch (5) should be made out of a bit of 
thin flat spring steel. It should be bent in the 
form shown and bolted to the bottom of the box 
in such a position that the lip just does not touch 
the rod. 

The magnet (6) can be taken from a retired 
doorbell or simply wound up on a steel bolt. It 
is secured to the box: with an angle strip or any 
other simple means and positioned as shown so 
that it will pull the latch away from the rod. 

Collar (7) should be placed loosely on the rod. 
The rod is then pushed hard up against the con
tacts (4), and when these are under heavY tension 
the collar (7) is pushed snug down onto the latch 
and the set screw tightened. 

Now we are all set to go. The rod is being 
pushed down hard by the contacts but the collar 
(7) is caught by the latch (5) and the assembly is 
locked. When juice is applied to the magnet (6) 

(<Jontfau«.i rm page 88) 

Fig.1 - Sketch of gravity-operated relay constructed 
from odds and ends. Although the high-voltage supply is 
indi~ated as. the circuit being interrupted, it would be 
readily poss1hlc to use the relay to break the primary 
circuit of the plate transformer instead. 

QST for 



.i\.NoTHER addition ap
pears this month - YLs in the 
Service! We have one WAAC 
and four WAVES, and although 
it's a small beginning we are very 
proud to list them. There must 
be more who have not reported. 
How about SPARS and Marines? 
Will you let us hear from you? 

Does "address unknown" af
ter your call and name leave you 
with an incomplete feeling? It 
does us. This is an SOS for better 
C.lTH, and we count on you to 
QSP by return mail. 

Having only a few additions to 
the list and limited space availa
ble, we will be listing VE ham13 
every other month. So far we 
have received no pictures of Ca
nadians in the armed forces -
and we'd like to have some. 

See "Happenings of the 
Month" for your Amateur War 
Service Record blank. Please 
complete and mail it! 

NAVY-SPECIAL DlJTV 

GENE McCARTHY, 
W8TBU, RM3c and a dry-land 
sailor in the Navy, says they 
never miss chow call - even if 
it's ham! 

2BNJ, Cabanillas, RMlc, Washington, D. C. 
2DDU, Stolzenberger, RT3o, Corpus Christi 
2JNK, Hart, RT2c, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
:1uz9, Brearley, Lt., Washington, D. c:-
3ffZM, Wagoner, RT2c, San Francisco, Calif, 
3,ffiQ, Pane, RT2c, New London, Ct. 
3RL, Peck, addreBB unknown. 
4BTB, Lawson, RT2c, Charleston, S. C. 
4DAJ, Sapp, RT2c, Charleston, S. C. 
4EW1, Carver, RT2c, Charlestown, S. C. 
4FRE, Kennedy, RT2c, Portland, Ore. 
4FZO, Bacon, RM2c, Mayport, F1a. 
4GPX, Wooten, RT2c, Charleston, S. C. 
4OCU, Weidlich, Lt. (ig), Corpus Christi, Tex. 
5AUL, Talbntt, Lt., Corpus Christi, Tex. 
5IITU, Maxwell, RT2c, Algiers, Ls. 
51NV, Harigel, RT2c, Corpus Christi, TeL 
5JOX, Dorset, ARM!c, Corpus Christi, TeL 
5KEB, Dolese, RM3o, ~ers, Ls. 
5KPG, Bramlett, Lt., Algiers, La. 
6ARL, Westerfield,RT2c,San F'rancisco, Cal. 
ODIS, Zervantian, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
6DTY, Williams,ART2c, CorpusC!iristi, Tex. 
6GNP, Hallett, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
6MCR, Ming, ARMlc, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
6PIJ, Gleue, RT3c, San F'rancisco, Cal. 
6PNV, Paine, Co11111S Christi, Tex. 
6PVF, Matthews, RT2c, New London, Ct. 
6RPR, Vierra, RT2c, New London, Ct. 
6TBA, Lenhert, RT2c, San Diego, Cal. 
KH6TKH, Welsh, RMlo, Algiers, La. 
6UHF, Stewart,Ens .. Corpus Christi, Tex. 
7COK. Long, Brunswick, Me. 
,.x-7DBS, Badger, Lt. Cmdr., Corp11S Christi 
7DKY, Shoulders, RTlc, San Francisco, Cal. 
7FQN, Varnes, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
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7GMC, Rose, ORM, San Francisco, Cal. 
7GOF, Davis, RT2c, New London, Ct. 
7GPR, Fagan, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
7HMJ, Ashley, RT2c, College Station, 'fex. 
7HRO, Logan, Stillwater, Okla. 
7HXX, Walls, RT2c Chic~, IlL 
7ILS, Brennfilck, RT2c, Algiers, La. 
ex-7OZ, Nichols, ARM!c, Pasco, Wash. 
8AHD, Bortz, RM2c, Noroton Hts., Ct. 
8AJIX, Prondfit, RM2ct Algiers, La. 
SEBR, Flaring, Ens., Itnaca, N. Y. 
BERG, Morcroft, Lt., Boston, Mass. 
8GMB, Green, RT2o, Great Lakes, Ill. 
8KG, Ding~. address unknown. 
e.x-8LXC, Hassell, RT2c, Chicago, Ill. 
SMWZ, Mace, RTlc, Algiers, La. 
8NTJ'.J'aulkner, Lt., Csmbrid~e, Mass. 
ex-Srv n, HaBSett, RM lo, San F'rancisco, Cal. 
8QBW, Boden, RT3o, Grove City, Pa. 
8SPT, Riegel, Lt., Boston, Mass. 
8TBS, Belshaw, RT2o, Chicago, Ill. 
8TCT, Kris, Corp11S Christi, Tex. 
STJI, Smith, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
SUEN, Moore, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
SVIIW, O'Connor, Corpus Christi. Tex. 
SVLK, J11Stavick, RT3c, Corpus Christi, Tex. 
SWWT, Johnson, Corpus Christi, TeL 
9CEY, Morin, address unknown. 
9CKP, Flanders, RT2c, Chicago, I1L 
9CQN, Heubach, RT2c, Chicago, Ill. 
9DKO, Reynolds, RM2c, Algiers, La. 
9FBG, LawliBB, RT2c 'sti, Tex. 
9(',SQ, DeWitt, Ens., Mass. 
9IEW, Caldwell, CorpUB eL 
9JWT, Burrows, Lt., Cambridge, Mass. 
9LDM, Seddon, Lt. (jg), Hanover, N. H. 
9LTP, Morgan, Lt. (lg), 
9MVW, Norris,RT2c, C Tex. 
9NLU,Alexander,SoM3c, ncisco, Cal. 
9OPT, Hurst, address unknown. 
9PAR, Johnson, address unknown. 
9PDU, Krassner, RT2c, Chicago, Ill. 
9PLU, Ho11Se, Corp11B Christi, Tex. 
9QZJ, Wilson, Lt. (jg), Cambridge, Mass. 
9Rl, Beane, Lt. Cmdr., Miami, Fla. 
9SGJ, Robbins, Corp11S Christi, Tex. 
9SJG, Lesco, RT2c, College Station, Tex. 
9SJN, Walcop, RM2c, Algiers, La. 
9T AP, Antrim, ARM!c, Philadelphia, Pa. 
9TJA, Miller, Lt. (j~), Cambridge, Mass. 
9TQA, Field, RE, Algiers, La. 
9U!CT', Prewitt, RT2c, San Francisco, Cal. 
9UXW, Shepard, Lt., Cambridge, Mass. 
9VKP. Moor, RT2c, Norfolk, Va. 
9YFZ, Mundy, RT2c, Chicago, Ill. 
9ZIR, Baumgartner, Lt. (ig), Algiers, Ls. 
9ZTL, Muggli, RT2c, Chicago, Ill. 
9ZZR, Elmquist, CorpUB Christi, TeL 

Operator's license only: 
Carrick, RT2c. San Francisco, Cal. 
Erwin, RT!c, San Diego, Cal. 
Kocian, Seale, Grove City, Pa. 

WAVES 
!NHN, Schall, Sea2o, Madison, Wis. 
!NRU, Saltonstall, RM3c, Washington, D. C. 
INSA, Myer, Sea2c, Madison, Wis. 
Bradford, RM3o, Seattle, Wash. (op. license 

only). 

ARMY-GENERAL 

Class "B" amateur license re
ceives a prize of $10.00, second 
man, $5.00, and third man, $5.00 
- and he's putting up the money 
himselfl How about that for re
cruiting? 
lCGY, Paige, Pvt., Camp Hale, Colo. 
lEPG, Windsor, Lt., Camp Wallace, 'fex. 
IHKY, Griffiths, T/5, foreign duty. 
IIIIT, O'Neill, Pfc., Bangor, Me. 
ILXE, Lyons, Pvt., Camp Bowie. Tex. 
INTE, Merriam, Cpl., address unknown. 
2BQH, Howland, Lt. Col., address unknown. 
2CDJ, Magee, W /0, ~'t. Monmouth, N. J. 
2DAX, Leonard, Pvt., Ft. Ontario, N. Y. 
2DFO, Hart, Ca_pt., foreign duty. 
2EGN, Brown, Capt., foreign duty. 
2EVZ. W91f, address unknown. 
2GQW, Schnipper, Pfc., foreign duty. 
2HGO, Fogarty, address unknown. 
2HQX, Prossehl, forei1p1 duty. 
2HYZ, Sealander, fore~ duty. 
2IAT, Boyce, Pfc., foreign duty. 
2KKW, Lang, S/Sgt., Camp Shelby, Miss. 
2LZM, Sinofsky, Pfc., Hawthorne, Cal. 
2MGG, Santangelo, Sgt., foreign duty. 
2MIG, Berzin, T/Sgt., Carol' Davis, N. C. 
2NWV, Romer, Lt., Camp Hood, Tex. 
3AFC, Eubank, T/Sgt., Camp Chaffee, Ark. 
:JAOR. Siegel, L . 
3CIE, Osborne, Maj duty. 
3GYL, Simpson, e, Md. 
3HCP, Munro, Capt., gewood Arsenal, Md. 
3HOM, Smith, Pvt., Camp Gruber, Okla. 
:lIDF, Chant, Sgt., foreign duty. 
30M, Baumgardner, 'f/Sgt., Ft. Monroe Va. 
4BED, Jopling, Cpl., address unknown. 
4BNN, b'urr, Sgt., address unknown. 
4CAU, Royal; 'i'/Sgt., Ft. Benning, Ga. 
4OCR, Johnson, T /Sgt., foreign duty. 
4CJG, Coley, Capt., foreign duty. 

Fred Catel, W9DTK, one of the 
first amateur and commercial op
erators in the country (1909) and 

IN the communications president. and chairman of the board 
section of a Coast Artillery bat- of directors of the Milwaukee Radio 

talion out in San Francisco, a Amateurs Cluh, Inc., is now a full
Hedged ColllJJlander. As communica

M/Sgt. and ex-ham - Milt Carl- tions officer at the world's largest 
son, W9JPR - is sponsoring a Na val Air Station in Corpus Christi, 
little contest to stimulate interest Tex., he has supervision over all 
• • . , • . telephone, telegraph, and radio fad!: 
lil radio and help a bit lil wmnmg· itiea. What ham wouldn't smile? Of]i-
the war. The first man to get a cial U.S. Navy Photograph. 
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A YL WAVE! One of the first 
to take the oath, Norma Schall, 
WlNHN, of Dedham, Mass., (sister 
of WIJLI) had her boot training 
at Hunter College in New York. 
Now holder of a Sea2c rating, she is 
stndying radio at the University of 
Wisconsin in Madison. 

4CRG, Boles, Capt., foreign duty. 
4DQE, White, W /0, Ft. Jackson, S. C. 
4EI, Glover, CoL, Cronp Gruber, Okla. 
4FVM, Von Schaaf, Sgt., Ft. Jackson, S. C. 
1GAG, Porter, 8/Sgt., Camp Stoneman, Pa. 
4GIP, Salisbury, Sgt., Ft. Belvoir, Va. 
4HWF, Rozel, Lt., address unknown. 
4IBT, Cohen, W /0, Ft. Benning. Ga. 
5BPL, Thomas, •r /Sgt., foreign duty. 
5DYB, Andersen. 2nd Lt .. Dallas, TeL 
5GXC. MoAfce, Lt., Ft. Sill. Okla. 
5HZL. Reid, M/Sgt., Camp Shelby. Miss. 
5.JVS, Hays, 8/Sgt., Walnut Ridge, Ark. 
6BJI, de la Laing, Lt., Ft. Sill, Okla. 
6DAN, Ritter, 2nd Lt., address unknown. 
6BVQ, Perry, Cpl./Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 
6RXU, Seitz, Lt., orcip duty. 
6JVS, Weber, Pvt., Chicago, Ill. 
6JYR, Watson, Pvt., Camp Carson, Colo. 
6JZE, Francisco, Camp Hood, Tex. 
6MNQ, Kawai, Sgt., Camp Hale, Colo. 
60SW, Blosser, POW. 
60UT, Mahan, T/Sgt., Cambria, Cal. 
6PLA. Stokes, address unknown. 
6PWO, Craig, S/Sgt., Camp Davis, N. C. 
6SJB, Hall, address unknown. 
6STK, Sinclair, address unknown. 
6STW, Olsen, address unknown. 
6T AH, Russell, address unknown. 
6TQT, Kochenderfer, address unknown. 
6TTJ, Gagean, address unknown. 
61JPP, Conway, Lt., Pendleton, Ore. 
6USB, Fisher, Pvt., Camp Wallace, Tex. 
ex-7 AIQ., Andrew, Capt., foreign duty. 
7CJG, 11olmes, Cpl., foreign duty. 
7COV, Gallatin, Capt., Ft. Sill, Okla. 
7DAE, Welch, Lt., Camp Sutton, N. C. 
iELW, Petersen, Pfc •. address unknown. 
7ERK, Bendetson, Col., address unknown. 
7FLS Coleman, Pvt., foreign duty. 
7FQK, Middleton, Capt., address unknown. 
7GLF, Ustick, Cpl., foreign duty. 
7GMM~Stafford, T/Siit., foreign duty. 
7HRP, ;,ila.bbekorn, CpL, Los Angeles, Cs.I. 
7RTH, Carlson, Cpl., Cronp Swift, TeL 
7IKI Miller, Pvt., £oreiiln duty. 
7IOX, Gray, S/Sa;t., foreiiln duty. 
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K7IPN, Sulzman, Lt., foreign duty. 
7.TBI. Wade, Lt., address unknown. 
i LI, Wauchope, Capt .. Ft. Stevens, Ore. 
8A WX, Troutman, T /Sgt., Ft. Knox, Ky. 
8GVN, Moore, S/Sgt.,foreign duty. 
8GZF, Double, Sgt., Ft. Bragg. N. C. 
ex../lIXL, Purdy, W /0 (JG), ·camp Stewart, 

Ga. 
8JHR, Zimmeck, Pvt., New York, N. Y. 
ii.JlN, R.ing,land, T /Bfit., Kansas City, Mo. 
8MAN, Ca..oaidv, MaJor, address unknown. 
8Q.FG, Dadd, Lt., Aberde<lll, Md. 
8Ql'l. Lukacs, Sgt., foreign duty. 
8QXV, Berlesky, Lt., Ft. Harrison, Ind. 
,QZF., Nash. Pvt .. Milwaukee, Wis. 
xRPT, Mirsalis, Pvt., address unknown. 
8TLQ, Conrad, Pvt., Camp Pendleton, Va. 
STZK, Matthews, Pvt., foreign duty. 
SUBS, Harris. 'f/4, foreign duty. 
8VHV, Baumbein, Sgt .• address unknown. 
8WJY, Watson,Pvt., Camp Gordon, Ga. 
8WRG, Popkiewfoz, address unknown. 
9AEG, Devlin, •r/Sgt., Ji't. Cronkhite, Cal. 
9AGR, Craig, Lt.,foreign duty. 
9AKO, Smith, Lt .. Washington, D. C. 
9ASB, Anderson, Sgt., POW. 
9BBT, Harman, Cpl.,foreign duty. 
9CKH, Fox, Pvt., address unknown. 
9CPO, Vaudrin,Pfc., Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo. 
9CXZ, Abel, Cpl.. Ft. Benning, Ga. 
9DJC, Behnke. Pvt .. Ft. Riley, Kansas. 
9DZD, Davison, T/Sgt., Denver, Colo. 
9~1WM, Hampshire, Lt., address unknown. 
9GRV, Moloney, Lt.,foreign duty. 
9GYG, Wipf, Ca)'t.,forei~ duty. 
9GYS, Malm, 'f/Sgt., foreign duty. 
9ffZL, Hill, Lt., address unknown. 
9IED, Feigel, Pvt., address unknown. 
9ILN, Russell,Lt.,foreign duty. 
9,TNA, Kinne, Sgt., foreign duty. 
ex-9JPR. Carlson, M/Sgt.,San Francisco, Cal. 
9KDN, Hagen, Sgt., Camp Sibert, Ala. 
9KDZ, Crane. Pvt .. Westerly, R. I. 
9KNV, White,Lt.,foreignduty. 
9KQI, Sexton, Pvt., ~'t. Harrison, Ind. 
9LO.B, Olgren, Pvt., address unknown. 
9NOP, Berquist,foreign duty. 
9NQQ, Wacyky, Pvt., address unknown. 
9PFE, Galas, Sgt., Camp Gruber, Okla. 
9PIP, Fox, Lt., address unknown. 
9QCK, Zimbon, Lt .• Camp Van Dorn, Miss. 
9QKG, Fulkerson, Pvt., Washington, D. C. 
9QMJ, Ricks, Cpl., Camp Atterbury, Ind. 
9RBN, Blanton, ·• t., address unknown. 
9RO, Woolse reign duty. 
9RQO, Moran .,foreign duty. 
9SJ, Reid, Ca dress uoknown. 
9SRT, unknown. 
9TCE, Bischoff duty. 
9UCG. Shaw, ings, Cal. 
9URX, Vaughn, address unknown. 
9 llWT, Hammer, Pvt., address unknown. 
9VIZ, De1egan, S/Sgt., Martinez, Cal. 
9WCC, Kanning, Lt .. Crossville. Tenn. 
9WNQ, Schlingerman, Pfc., POW. 
9WNT, Anderson, Camp White, Ore. 
9WQF, Gedney, Cpl., J!'t. Benning, Ga. 
9YIK, Williams, S/~~::eign duty. 
9YSO. Horak, T/5, City, Mo. 
9YUK, Finney, address unknown. 
9YZU, Sylvester. C_pl., Ft. Stevens, Ore. 
9ZEC, Sivin, Sgt., Ft. Sill, Okla. 
ex-9Z'YJ, Todd, T/Sgt., Cam11 Hood, Tex. 

Operator's license only: 
Anker, Pvt., l!'t. Totten, N. Y. 
Atkinson, Pfc., l!'t. Ord. Cal. 
Austin, Pvt., Ft. Barrancas, Fla. 
Bale, T /Sgt., Camp Carson, Colo. 
Bryan, C,'p!., Jacksonville, Fla. 
Hakina, •r;a, foreiJPI; duty. 
Holster, Camp Knight, Cal. 
Immerman, T/Sgt., Camp Adair, Ore. 

WAAC 
Lehman, Aux., Des Moines, Iowa (op. license 

only). 

COASTGUARD 
IBBM Bates, RT, Chelsea, Mass. 
ILZB, Barbato, RM2c, address unknown. 
lMVN, Porter, RMlc, foreign duty. 
lNVH, Comstock, Lt. Cmdr., Chicago, Ill. 
2HFU, Rutson, RMlc, Hialeah, Fla. 
2LIY, Siems, BMlo, Port Newark, N. J. 

200B, Yoka, RMlc, Stapleton, L. I. 
3HTM, Clauss, RM2c, Manasquan, N. J. 
3HVS, Scales, Lt., New Orleans, La. 
:m,L, Hearon, Atlantic City, N. J. 
3JX:X, LeWU!, RM3c, address unknown. 
4EWS. Lahey, RMle, Tampa, Fla. 
!HVM, Fuller, ORM, addrc.ss unknown. 
.5KFU, Ray, RM3c, foreign duty. 
6A VY, Baker, RTlc, Wilmington, Cal. 
6BWG, Parr, RT2c, Wilmington, Cal. 
ex-6DCP. Terry, ARM3c, Mills Field, Cal. 
6EIW, Zirkel. RT2c, Wilmington, Cal. 
6LRN, Watkins, RMlc, Wilmington, Cal. 
60BQ, Riddell, RM2c, foreign dnty. 
600G, Futchik, RMlc, Wilmington, Cal. 
6QJJ J.. Brunk, Santa Barbara, Cal. 
7DCu, Baines, address unknown. 
7GEJ, Barnett,Lt.,Scattle, Wash. 
&KAY, Paradis,RM2c, Atlantic City, N. J. 
8RSL, Zi!io,, Sea2c, address unknown. 
9AAM, Ocha, Marquette, Mich. 
OINJI., Fanckboner, AS, Atlantic City, N. J. 
8JVZ, Adams, CRM, address unknown. 
90MI, Shafer, RM2c, address unknown. 
90NP, Stroheker, RM2c, address unknown. 
9VFO, Levin, RMlc, address unknown. 
9ZEN, Vasicak, RM3c, Wilmette, Ill. 

Operator's license only: 
Miller, RM3c, St. Louis, Mo. 
Rooney, address unknown. 
Sporre, Atlantic City, N. J. 

ARMY-AIR FORCES 

"ARMY radio is second 
only to the ham bands for DX 
and swell QSOs" -- so says an Air 
Forces amateur at Miami Beach. 
We figure it's all okay in the Air 
Forces as long as you aren't on 
ground duty too long! 
lAKF, Luckingham, Lt., Merced, Cal. 
lBDZ, Krueger, address unknown. 
IDW Hall, Capt., foreign duty. 
IFOU, Johnson, Lt. Col., Washington, D. 0. 
IHCB, Rich, Lt., foreign duty. 
cx-lHQM, Thayer, S/Si(t .. Scott Fiel<I, Ill. 
tKGW, Fraters. M/Sgt., foreign duty. 

A ham of the footlights and fre
quencies is Merwin Beam, WlMQO, 
of Somerville, Mass. Active for many 
years in stock companies, "Billy 
Dale" - as he was known to you 
on Ten -- is now working as RT2c 
in the Coast Guard, otationed at 
Portsmouth, N. H. 
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lKHE, Brig~, Lt., Dod11e CJty, Kansas. 
lKNI, Robbins, Pvt., M,anu Beach, Fla. 
l KOY, Lydon, Lt., Miami Beach, Fla. 
JLWB, Nelson, Pvt., Scott Field, Ill. 
1MDN, Kaski, Pvt., "Wilmington, Del. 
!MEK, Young, Pvt., Gowen Field, Idaho. 
lNJE, Hammons, Capt_:~ Arlington, Va. 
lNRK, Rodiger, A/C, New Haven, Ct. 
2BMK, Thomas, Major, Washington, D. C. 
2BZS, Dangerfield, Capt., Farmingdale, L. I. 
2IPB, Wood, Cpl., Hamilton Field; Cal. 
2JEM, Romer, Capt., Mitchel Field, N. Y. 
2JGB, Martin, Lt., Davis-Monthan F'ield, 

Arl1. 
2KCY, Perry, Lt., foreign duty. 
2KFI, Hogue, Sgt., foreign duty. 
2WJ, Grossman, Pvt., Groton, Ct. 
2LNI, Gensler, Pvt., address unknown. 
2MDM, Altman, Pfc., Scott Field, Ill. 
2MGV, Stenger, Sioux F'al!a, 8. D. 
2MIB, Evans, Lt., Patterson Field, Ohio. 
2MOM, Percy, A/C, New Haven, Ct. 
2MOQ, Ickowski,2nd Lt.,address unknown. 
2NCY, Rauser, Lt., Scott Field, Ill. 
2NDR, Harris, Pvt., l•'armingdale, L. I. 
2NHI, Stenger, Sgt., Cochran Field, Ga. 
2NSI, Haight, Sgt., Cochran Field, Ga. 
2NXV, Bowen, A/C, San Antonio, Tex. 
2NXZ, Grainger, Sgt., Mitchel Field, N. Y. 
:lFHO, Powell, Orangeburg, S. C. 
3HUG, Fullman, foreign duty. 
;lIEM, Cann, Pvt., Miami Beach F1a. 
31 YM, Robb, Lt., Twenty Nine Palms, Cal. 
3JNZ, Hales, Pvt., Atlantic City, N. J. 
SJWP, Axford, Lt., Patterson ~'ield, Ohio. 
ex.JQR, Shannon, Cl91t., Dalhart, TeL 
4BWC, WillialDBon, t,gt., Key West, Fla. 
4DAQ, Jordan, Capt., foreign duty. 
4DSU, Buchanan, Scott Field, Ill. 
4EAM, Long, Pvt., Keesler Field, Miss. 
4ECF, Britton, Lt.,foreign duty. 
4EFG, Andrews, Capt., foreign duty. 
4FOH, Stanley, Sgt., Dale Mabry Ffold, Fla. 
4FVI, Reid, S/Sgt., Pope Field, N. C. 
4GIS, Barker, Cpl., Boca Raton F1eld, Fla. 
4HHH, King, Cpl., l!oca Raton ~1eld, Fla. 
4HYP, Putnam, 'i'/Sgt., foreign dutv. 
4KU, Reid, Major, Salina, Kansas.•· 
5AA, Munro, M/Sgt., Scott Field, Ill. 
5DXL, McCoy, Lt., Sarasota, Fla. 
5EEX, Leediker, Lt. Col., address unknown. 
51''1•:Q, Hill, 2nd Lt., Randolph Field, Tex. 
5GLP, Kindred, 2nd Lt .. Randolph meld, Tex. 
5GQI, Beeler, Capt., Bolling Field, D. C. 
5G'l'L, Carlisle, S/Sgt., Minneapolis, Minn, 
SHOP, Melton, Sgt., Kelly Field, Tex. 
5RZN, Hornsby, Duncan Field, Tex. 
5IGV, Parkerson, W /0, Orangebnrg, S. C. 
5IVU, Dittrich, Cpl., Foster Field, Tex. 
5JRR, Discher, Cpl., Cochran Field, Ga. 
5JWN, Harvey, W /0, Kirtland Field, N. M. 
5KMU, Wallace, Pvt .. Hondo Field, Tex. 
5MA, Skelton, Cpl., Love ~1eld, Tex. 
fJVV, Allison, Lt. Col., Bolling Field, D. C. 
6AIX, Wolfe, Cpl., Deining, N. M. 
6CDQ, Hanson, Sgt., Willia!DB Field, Ariz. 
6~'AV, Stone, address unknown. 
6KSC, Reiser, Sgt., Miami, Fla. 
6MHZ, Abbott, Capt., Hamilton Field, Cal. 
6 vt., Merced, Cal. 
6 Merced, Cal. 
60 • oe e, pl., Mather F'ield, Cal. 
60 , Parsons, A/C, New Haven, Ct. 
6PUJ, Wong, Pvt., McClellan Field, Cal. 
tiQVI, Mitchell, Capt., Hamilton Field, Cal. 
ex-K6RHO, Call, M/&t .. Scott Field, Ill. 
6RIU, Bonner, Cpl., Silver l':,'prings, Md. 
6RSN, Carr, Sgt., Topeka, Kan.as. 
6SEH, Morrison,Pfc., Truax Field, Wis. 
6SEY, Seely, Pvt., Chanute Field, Ill. 
6SHY, Larsen, Pvt., Atlantic City, N. J. 
6SMU, Rast, T/Sgt., F'armingdale, L. l. 
6SQP, Hanson, Lt., Lubbock, Tex. 
6Sv'U, Smith, Sgt., Presque Isle, Me. 
6TTK, Bourdet, Cpl., Silver Springs, Md. 
6UBB, Taylor, Cpl., Camp Crowder, Mo. 
6UMV, Morgan, Pfc., Scott Vield, Ill. 
K6URC, Rawlins, fo . duty. 
7CDW, Hanley, T Field, Tex. 
7GCT,Greer,Cpl., ,Wash. 
7HQO~)!'aris, Sgt., Stockton Field, Cal. 
7ILV, J.ioney, Pvt., Gardner Field, Cal. 
71NS, Simon, Cpl., Presque Isle, Me. 
7IPS, Jones, Sgt., Pecos, Tex. 
SADR, Reynolds, Pvt., Truax Field, Wis. 
8BHL, Cooper, Pvt.t gravelly Point, D. C. 
8DSB, Herrle, Pvt., McClellan Vield, Cal. 
8!)'.'!],, Pfeister, Pvt., Cochran Field, Ga. 
8JiJ vv, Taylor, Pvt., Truax Field, Wis. 
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A ~roup of hams now using their knowledge of radio as instructors at 
the Air Forces Institute, Scott Field, Ill., are here sc"n discussing a point 
with Capt. Jim Lattig K6l/QK (seated), veteran of Pearl Harbor and 
director of the school. L. to r. - Roy Robinson, Belleville, Ill.; Julina Gold
spiel, an ex-W2; Paul Chamberlain, W8DDE; Aldrich Zmeskal, W9UWU, 
and Otis Wright, WSGIL. Oilicial U. S. Arm.v Air Forces Photograph. 

SLMK, Lochner, Pfc., Scott Field, Ill. 
8NDG, Young, Pvt., Chicago, Ill. 
80QC, Lnstyk, Lt., Austin, Tex. 
8PKA, M31Ur, Lt., Morrison Field, Fla. 
8QGE, Sampson, Cpl., Valparaiso, Ind. 
8QOU, Lang, Sgt., foreign duty. 
8ROV, Skinner, Pfc .. Scott Field, Ill. 
8SFR, ~'oy, Pfc., Self Mich. 
8SJR, Makovec, S/S Springs 
SSTJ, Cook, Hamme . 
8SXQ, Knull, Pvt., Atlantic City, N. J. 
8TDA, Koskela, Pvt., Hammer F1eld, Cal. 

' SUEP, Whalen, Pvt., Portland, Ore. 
SUMU, Beach, Sgt., Miami Beach, Ha. 
8UXH, Sambalino, Pvt., Atlantic City, N. J. 
8VAC, Scott, address unknown. 
8VBQ, McCollum, Pfc., Gravelly Point, D. C. 
8VJY, Martinik, Pvt., Killl!lDan, Ariz. 
8VOH, Willialllll, T/Sgt., foreign duty. 
8VTX, Redpath, Pvt., Amarillo Field, Tex. 
8VVH, O'Rourke, foreign duty. 
8WDF, Hollowell, Pvt., Sioux Falls, S. D. 
8WMV, Closson, Cpl., Mitchel Vield, N. Y. 
8WVF, Carson, Pvt., Columbus, Ohio. 
9AKG, Nickell, Cpl., Scott Field, Ill. 
9ANA, Wollaeger, Lamesa F'ield, Tex. 
9ANS, Gonsior, Pvt. Ill. 
9APZ, Shea, Sgt. Tex. 
9BUD, Blostein, Fla. 
9BYC, Courtney, , N. M. 
9CGR, Laakko, Pvt., address unknown. 
9CIK, Courtney, Cpl., Chanute Field, Ill. 
9Dll, Wood, Pvt., Dale Mabry Field, Fla. 
9DIJ, Zander, S~t., Drew Field, Fla. 
9EEZ, Smith, S/Sgt., foreign duty. 
9EIC, Laird, Sgt., address unknown. 
9EUV, Wennberg,Pvt.,AtlanticGitv, N.J. 
9FBF, Vidmar, Pvt., Kelly Field, Tex. 
9FEK, Gladson, Sgt., Ricbtnond, Va. 
9FWD, Woodward, Pvt., Dalhart, Tex. 
9HBV, Merling, Pfc., Eagle Pase, Tex. 
9HBY, DeBotb, Cpl., Silver Springs, Md. 
9KHY, Straughan, 2nd Lt., Scott Field, Ill. 
9LRV, Cossette,2ndLt.,Randolphmeld, Tex. 
9LSR. Miller, Lt., Gunter Field, Ala. 
9MGH, Trinko, address unknown. 
9Ml0, Schuster, Pvt., St. Petersburg, Fla. 
9MKH, Lindgren, Pvt., Goodfellow, '!'ex. 
9MRK, Kubik, Pvt., Sheppard Field, Tex. 
9NIG, Lyons, Cpl., Scott Field. Ill. 
9NSR, Muething, Pvt., Scott F'ield, Ill, 
9NUE, Betha!, Cpl., Foster Field, Tex. 
9NWQ, Medlock, W /0 (jg)1 Las Vegas, Nev. 
90MD, ~ick, Capt., Carieoad, N. M. 
9PTU, Diekinson, Major1 foreign dnty. 
9RTU, Cawvey, T/Sgt., toreign duty. 
980, Gainer, foreign auty. 

9TQN, Brovet, Pvt., Patterson Field, Ohio. 
9URF, McGuire, Pvt., Hondo, Tex. 
9URG, Morman, Pfc., Kev Field, MiBB. 
9VSK, Buchanan, Pvt., McClellan F'ield, Cal. 
9VWU, Johnson, Lt., Kelly Field, Tex. 
9WQA, Wonnell, A/C, San Antonio, Tex. 
9WUU, Johnson, Pvt., Atlantic City, N. J. 
9YBV, Ellie. Pvt., Patterson Field, Ohio. 
9YIV, Hamblen, T /Sgt., Scott ~'ield, Ill. 
9YRJ, Holtke, 2nd Lt., address unknown. 
9YUN, Green, Lt., Will Rogers Vield, Okla. 
9ZUW, Duke, S/Sgt., Scott Field, Ill. 
9ZXY, Peckens, Hammer F'ield, Cal. 

Operator's license only: 
Galassi, Pvt., Sioux F'alls, S. D. 
Huber, Pvt., Perrin Field, Tex. 
Kahout, Sgt., foreign duty. 
Lacey, Pvt., Gowen l<'ield, Idaho. 
Merkel, address unknown. 
Schlueter, Pfc., Chicago, Ill. 
Shapiro, Pvt., Scott Ffold, Ill. 
Vogts, Pvt., Farmingdale, I.. I. 
Wheaton, Sgt., George Field, Ill. 

DAM HOSPITALITY 

THE Victorian Division of 
the Wireless Institute of Aus
t,ralia invites amateurs of the 
United Nations in i;ervice to at
tend its general meetings, held 
at 191 Queen Street, Melbourne, 
on the first Tuesday of each 
month. 'Phone F 6997 (evenings 
only) or write to Box 2611 W., 
GPO, Melbourne. 

Many W hams have had en
joyable QSOs with members of 
the New South Wales Division 
of WIA. Their meetings are held 
at the YMCA Buildings, Pitt 
Street., Sidney, on the third 
Thursday of each month. 'Phone 
Chairman Friddle, VK2RA, at 
BW 6006, or Secretary Ryan, 
VK2TI, at FX 3305. 
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An Economical Transmitter-Receiver 
for WERS 

~'1n Easily-Built Station llnit of Sturdy Design 

DY PAIJL F. :HAGEE,* W3AED 

This transmitter-receiver is as simple 
to operate as a transceiver, almost as in
expensive to build and uses parts which, 
if not plentiful, are at least among the 
easier ones to get. The cabinet can he 
readily locked t~ meet the FCC require
ment ·that the apparatus he inaccessible 
to unauthorized per,sons. 

DuRING the recent fall and winter the 
writer spent a good deal of time experimenting 
with various circuits suitable for WERS com
munication, the object being to arrive at an ar
rangement which would be simple, practical, 
stnrdv and easily constructed. In view of the 
presc~t difficulty in obtaining materials, a descrip
tion of the equipment which resulted will, it is 
hoped, be of interest to WERS groups. 

To obtain flexibility in operation as well as 
transmitter stability, it was decided that separate 
transmitter and receiver circuits should be used, 
but that on the other hand the transceiver idea of 
using the same audio system for both. should be 
incorporated so that the number of parts could 
be kept to a minimum. The complete circuit dia
gram is shown in Fig. 1. The superregenerative 
iietector is conventional, using a 6.J5GT oscillator 
tube with the circuit tuned by a 15-µµfd. variable 

*315N. Me.in St., Berlin, Md. 
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condenser. If such a condenser is not available an 
ordinary 3-30-µµfd. trimmer could be substituted 
to pro~de padding capacity for band-setting 
while the actual tuning could be done by means 
of a copper disc or plate arranged to be swun_g 
with respect to the coil axis, as suggested preVI
ou.sly in QST.1 

The transmitter oscillator circuit is the familiar 
ultraudion, the tank circuit consisting of 2 turns 
of quarter-inch copper tub~g with the ends_ flat
tened and drilled for mountmg on stand-off msu
lators or strips of low-loss insulating material. 
The tank condenser is a 3-30-µµf d. trimmer with 
an additional piece of mica inserted between the 
plates to provide extra insulation against voltage 
break-down. The transmitter is set on frequency 
by means of a screwdriver, no tuning controls 
being brought out to the fron~ paneL . . 

The audio-frequency section consists of a 
6J5GT pre-amplifier and a 6V6GT, ~h~ latter 
being used as the modulator for transrmtting and 
as the speaker output tube in receiving. Plate 
current is fed to the tube through the center 
tap of the output transformer, one side of the 
primary connecting to the tube and the other to 
the os~illator. This provides a 1-to-1 ratio with 
approximately the same current flowing in each 
side of primary, to avoid core saturation. 

Changing from transmitting to receiving pre
sented a problem, especially if the customary 4-

1 Goodman, "'Receivers for 112-Mc. Emergency \Vork/' 
QST, January, 1942. 

• 

Three transmitter-re
ceiver units built to the 
same design. Providing the 
advantages of separate 
transmitters and receivers 
with the economy of the 
transceiver~ these sets are 
sturdv in construction and 
easily assembled. The re
ceiver tuning control is 
jnst below the detector 
tube at the upper left. The 
smaller knob at its right 
is the send-receive switch. 
The regeneration control 
and audio volume control 
are in line horizontally 
above the speaker. 

• 
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pole 2--position switch was to be used, since one 
set of confawts had to be allotted to the antenna 
circuit and another to transferring the plate volt
age from the oscillator to the detector. This 
problem was solved by connecting the plate
voltage switch arm in the "hot" lead of the audio 
output circuit, as shown in Fig. 1, and providihg 
a filter to eliminate the audio component from 
the voltage applied to the detector. This filter 
is comprised by resistors R4 and R5 and condens
ers 0 8 and C9. The circuit has given no feed
back troubles. The remaining two sections of the 
switch are used to open th-e speaker circuit on 
transmitting and to disconnect, the microphone 
circuit in reception. 

Microphone voltage is obtained from the 
drop across the 200-ohm section of the 6V6GT 
cathode resistance.2 If t,he power-supply voltage 
is much lower than that indicated on the dia
gram, it might be advisable to interchange the 
200- and 250-ohm resistors. 

Since a combination microphone and coupling 
transformer of the type used in transceivers is 
now practically unobtainable, the detector is 
coupled to thA audio amplifier by the system 
shown in the dbgram. Ra is the plate resistor, 
coupled through C6 to the 100,000-ohm volume 
control connected across the secondary of the 
microphone transformer. Moving t,he volume 
cont.rol arm changes the audio output. In addi
tion, the proportion of the developed audio volt
fige that is fed to the grid of the audio tube also 
is varied because of the voltage-divider action 
of the volume-control resistor in conjunction 
with the secondary of 'I'1. It might be· advan
tageous to connect a by-pass condenser (0.001 
µfd. nr less) from the volume-control arm to 
ground to help eliminate the quench frequency 

t "Boosting Transceiver Performance," Hints and Kinks, 
QST, December, 1942. 

from the grid circuit of the audio tube, although 
in the units actually built so far no trouble has 
been experienced from this source. 

Construction 

The method of construction hi illustrated by 
the photographs. The case is of wood, 20,¼ inches 
high, 10 inches wide and 11 ½ inches deep, these 
being outside dimensions. The panel is of ply
wood, backed by an 11 X 8.1/,i-inch metal plate 
where the components are mounted. The speaker 
is larger than is necessary for the purpose, but 
since it was on hand it was used in preference to 
securing a new one. The cone is protected by a 
piece of wire screening. Tubes plug in through 
the parrel, for ventilation and accessibility; the 
panel is recessed in the box sufficiently so that 
the front door can be closed and secured when the 
set is not in use. Th.is door, incidentally, is hinged 
so that it can be swung completely back against 
the side of the cabinet and is thus well out of the 
way when operation is going on. 

The vibrator power supply mounts on the bot
tom behind the speaker, as shown in the rear 
view. This view also shows how the components 
are arranged on the pane]. The oscillator tube 
socket is in the upper left corner and the detector 
socket is at the upper right. The receiver tuning 
condenser is just below the detector socket, with 
the send-receive switch to its left at the cent.er. 
The output transformer is below the switch, and 
t,he modulator tube is to the left of this trans-
former. The audio amplifier is i- . 11e lower left 
corner, with the volume control centered to its 
right, concealed by the microphone transformer 
mounted over it. The detector regeneration con
trol is in the lower right-hand corner of the panel, 
with the microphone jack just below it. 

The front view shows the tubes and control 
knobs. The rod antenna mounts on the two stand-

Fig. 1 - Circuit dia~ram of the easily-constructed and economical WERS transmitter-receiver. 
C, - 15-µµfd. variable 
C, -· 3-30-µµfd. trimmer (see text). 
( :a, C, -· 50-µµfd. mica 
C5, C1 - 0.11025-;,fd. mica 
c., Cs - 0.05-;,fd. paper 
c. - 0.5-µfd. paper 
C10 - 0.IJl-µ.fd. paper 
C11 - 20-µfd. electrolytic, 50 vol ts 
C12 - 8-µfd. electrolytic, 450 volts 
Rr - IO megohms,-½ watt 
lh -- 10,000 ohms, 1 watt 
1{3 - 50,000 ohms, l watt 
R4, R5 - 25,000 ohms, l watt 
R6 - 50,000-ohm volume control 
H1 - 0.1-megohm volume control 
Ha - l 000 olims, ½ watt 
1{9 - 0.1 megohm, 1 watt 
Rio - 0.5 me~ohm, Y:i watt 
Hn ---- 250 ohms, 1 watt 
H12 -· 200 ohms, 1 watt 
L1 ---· '.{ turns No. 10, diameter % 

inch i.d.; coupling coil 2 turns 
L2 - 2 turns %;-inch copper tubing, 

diameter %." inch i.d.; coupling 
coil 2 turns same as Lt 

T1 -- Single-button mic. transformer 
T2 ...- Universal output transformer 
S - 4-pole double-throw switch 
RFC - App, 70 turns No. 28 enam-

eled, or Ohmite Z-1 

June 1943 
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off insulators in the upper right corner and pro
jects through a hole in the top of the case. The 
lugs holding the antenna rod were obtained from 
an electrical contractor and are of the type usu
ally used in making electric stove connections. 
When the screws are loosened the antenna can 
be slid down into the box. 

The microphone is mounted inside a 1½-inch 
section of 1¾-inch diameter automobile water 
hose with a 2-inch diameter section slipped over 
it. The shock-absorbing properties of the rubber 
mounting prevent damage to the microphone in 
case it is accidentally dropped. 

No provision has been made for switching the 
battery circuit, the clip connections on the bat
tery being used instead. The filament lead is a 
length of rubber-covered shielded wire with the 
shield connected to the chassis (metal panel) and 
the inside wire to the filaments. The vibrator
supply connections to the battery are formed by a 
separate pair of No. 14 wires, with no connection 
between these leads and the filament leads except 
at the battery clips. The vibrator-supply chassis 
is not connected to the transmitter-receiver chas
sis except through the battery leads; the only di
rect connection between the supply and the set is 
t,he "B"+ lead. With this method there is no 
trace of vibrator hash either when receiving or 
on the transmitted carrier. In fact, it is possible 
to interchange vibrator power-supply units 
whether or not they have built-in ".A" filters. 

The vibrator power supply occupies the space behind 
the speaker, as shown in this rear view. The r.f. circuits 
are arranged for shortJeads; ,other parts are placed for 
accessibility and ease of wiring. 
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The layout of these outfits is such that patterns 
easily can be made and the sets can be readily 
assembled by persons not familiar with radio. 
The one place where some familiarity with 
apparatus construction is desirable is in the wir
ing, but there is relatively little wiring to be done. 
An experienced ham can handle that part of it 
with no trouble. 

U.S. A. Calling! 
(Oontinuedfrom page 19) 

radiotelephone operator license, or other qualify
ing radio experience, and who are not now em
ployed in the broadcast industry, are requested 
to register with the National Association of 
Broadcasters. Broadcasting has been designated 
by the War Manpower Commission as an indus
try essential to the war effort. Amateurs, retired 
technicians and others who are at present outside 
the professional fraternity for one reason or 
another, are asked to hit the victory trail by 
registering their name, age, experience, preferred 
location for job, time available, salary desired 
and other pertinent data with Howard S. Frazier, 
director of engineering, NAB, 1760 N St., N. W., 
Washington, D. C. The NAB has already regis
tered experienced personnel available from :n 
states and the District of Columbia as a result of 
the appeal in March QST, but even more are 
needed to fill the constantly-widening gaps. This 
is a good chance right now for hams to get on the 
stove and start cooking with r.f. 

The ARRL Personnel Bureau continues to re
ceive a heayY load of calls for radio personnel from 
defense industries and other civilian activities, 
bot,h government and private. Many opportuni
tiP,s are here for the experienced amateur to con
tribute more usefully to the war effort, to increase 
his knowledge and his earning power. The League 
brings together the prospective employer and 
employee by means of data which the amateur 
registers with ARRL. If you have last October's 
(JST handy, see the form on page 38 as a guide, 
or write Headquarters for a blank. 

Missing in Action 
ARNOLD LEON 'I'ANGEN, TJSMM, 

W9YNX., of Grand Forks, N. D., and Pvt. Harry 
'r. Simms, W7HBD, of Butte, Mont., are re
ported missing in action. 

CfflClJLATION STATEMENT 
PUBLISHER'S STATEMENT OF CIRCULATION AS 
GIVEN TO STANDARD RATE AND DATA SERVICE 

This is to certify that the average circulation per issue of 
QST for the six months' period July 1st to ana including 
December 31, 1942, was as follows: 

Coples sold. • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . • 45,547 
Copies disti;_ibuted free.................... 544 

Total. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,091 
K. B, Warner, Business Manager. 
D. H. Houohlon, Circulation Manager 

Subscribed to and sworn before me · 
on this 17th day of March, 1943 

Alice V. Scanlan, Notary Public 
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KILOWATI' XMTRS &~V-O•M'S 
WANTED 

ONE of the government war agencies, 
which shall be nameless, has appealed to us to lo
cate certain radio apparatus which they need at 
once for work in foreign parts. The ARRL Appa
ratus Bureau has been unable to fill these require
ments from the existing registrations. If any of 
you fellows have any of the required gear, here 
is your opportunity not only to send it to war 
duty but to exchange it for cash money with 
which to buy War Bonds with which to acquire 
a better post-war station 'l'.ith which to regale 
your heart, etc. 

The main requirement is some 1-kw. factory
built 'phone transmitters. Homemade jobs, how
ever good, not considered; must be factory-built, 
of some standard commercial model. Must be 
capable of a full kilowatt input. Please register 
with ARRL, stating make and model number; 
describe condition accurately; detail any altera
tions that have been made; give frequency ranges 
for which coils exist; name your price securely 
crated and delivered to local transportation 
agency. 

Also needed are a considerable number of volt
uhm-milliammeters. Any meter of reputable make 
i~ acceptable if it reads 0-1000 volts a.c. or d.c., 
ohms up to l megohm or so, and has a current 
range of about 0-500 ma. If the make is Triplett, 
Weston, .Jackson, Hickok, Precision or Radio 
City Products, give the model number. If of any 
other make, name it and state the ranges in volt, 
ohms and ma. Please state your price, packed for 
shipment. 

These registrations may be made by letter or 
post card addressed to the Apparatus Bureau, 

American Radio Relay League, as LaSalle 
Road, West Hartford, Conn. 

THE AMATEUR'S WAR RECORD 

FoR the future of amateur radio, it is 
highly desirable that ARRL headquarters have 
statistics on what the amateur is doing· in this 
war. For that purpose, and for no other purpose 
than supplying data for our department devoted 
to those "In The Services," we are endeavoring 
to compile a record of all participating hams. As 
the League's field covers both Canada and the 
'United States, we're as much interested in VEs 
as we are in Ws and Ks. While we particularly 
desire the dope on amateurs in the armed forces 
and the merchant marine, we equally want the 
information on those in war-radio work in the 
Civil Service. We are also expanding our records 
to take in amateurs who are applying their skill 
in the radio and electronic manufacturing indus
try, but only providing their personal labors are 
100 per cent devoted to war work. And by ama
teurs we mean the new ones with operator license 
only, as well as old-timers with station calls. 

We print on this page a form which may be 
either cut out or reproduced. It lists the essential 
data we need - we don't want any that may be 
restricted. However, that much, with some indi
cation of who you are and what you're doing, is 
highly necessary to preserve our future interests. 
Won't you do your part by reporting in to ARRL 
headquarters'? 

RENEW YOUR LICENSE! 

l,EAGUE headquarters most earnestly 
urges you to maintain your amateur status by 
keeping your operator license in force. You will 

AMATEUR WAR SERVICE RECORD 

Name 

Present mailing address 

Rank or rating 

Branch or bureau: Signal Corps, AAF', Buships, WAVES, etc. 
U civilian industry, give title and company. 

June 1943 

Call, present or ex; or 
grade of op-license only 

SERVICE· 
lJArmy 
• Navy 
[] Coast Guard 
D Marine Corps 
0 Maritime Service 
0 Merchant Marine 
0 Civil Service 
0 Radio industry, 

100% war 
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save yourself much fuss and feathers l:i,ter if you 
do 1:101 and meanwhile there are many ways in 
which it may prove valuable to have thi$ attesta
t.ion of radio profidency. Remember your date 
and file renewal application sixty days before 
expiration. You get, the blanks from any FCC 
Radio Inspector-in-Charge, you attach your old 
[i_cense, and you mail the works to FCC at Wash
ington. lf you change address, you should simply 
file application for modification. lf you have a 
station license, apply in that respect the same as 
for the operator license. All you'll get from FCC 
will be a new.operator license with the station 
side left blank, but the fact that you have the 
station application on file will preserve your 
status and stand you in awfully good stead later. 

RIG EDIA(;S WANTED 
T.HE Aluminum Company of Canada, 

Ltd., is badly in need of some Eimac 250TL (or 
equivalent) tubes for the maintenance of an im
portant transmitter :1t, one of its remote plants 
where the only communication is by radio. There 
is involved not only the wartime production of 
aluminum but the maintenance of a weather
reporting service for the Canadian Government 
and an observation post, so it is worthy of our 
help. Amateurs willing to sell their 250TLs are re
quested to address Mr. ;r. Hillwood, General 
Purchasing Department, Aluminum Company 
of Canada, Ltd., 1700 811n Life Building, Mont
treal, Quebec, stating age of tubes and price de
sired, and describing condition. 

«::OPPER St;RAP SHORTAGE At;UTE 
THE country is said to be seriously short of 

eopper. The output of mined ores cannot meet 
demands beci;,nse ,,f manpower shortages, and 
scrap is depended upon as a source for approxi
mately 40 per cent of the copper. Scrap refineries 
rtre reported to be operating at only a fifth of 
eaµacity. Another appeal is made to radio ama
teurs to dig out and turn in their copper, brass 
and bronze scrap. The stuff we fellows are likely 
to have around, particularly c.-,pper wire, is al
most pure and can be used in plaee of virgin cop
per. lt is particularly prized. Considering that a 
t.ransmitting antenna is considerably more of a 
hazard these days than an asset, we again recom
mend that those made of pure copper wire be 
taken down and turned in - along with the 
copper-bearing stuff from the junk box. Where'? 
lf it's a small amount, we suggest donating it to a 
local charity which collects waste material; if you 
have a goodly poundage, sell it to a scrap dealer. 
Either way starts it back to the refineries. 

AllE YOU LI(;ENSED? 

When joining the League or renewing 
your membership, it is important that 
you show whether you have an amateur 
license, either station or operator. Please 
state your call and/ or the class of opera
tor license held, that we may verify your 
classification. 
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Splatter 
( Continued from page 8.J 

feed-back. His work in the CBS sound effects and 
engineering maintenance departments (he is now 
on 8tudio control for t,he CBS interlllltionnJ 
short-wave stations) conpled opportunity with 
incentive. For encouragement wld a wife who is 
vr>ry lenient when it comes to radio gear arnnml 
the house am[ a Hrru,ll daughter with prospects of 
a good mike voice, and the formula for success is 
complete - said 8UCceHs heing Phil's first pub
lished article (p, 13) .... Thomas F. McNulty 
(p. 2/.i) reports as follows: "I cannot remember 
when radio was not a hobby. A.,; early as age 
seven l was presented with a (rilbert Electrical 
Set and sometime during 1917 or 1918 recdve<l a 
Gilbert Wireless Set. Ear!v in l!HO the Gilbert Uo. 
sent me a galena eryst~·l rm<l, with 50 feet of 
aluminum wire, an old telephone receiver and a 
Murdock fixed condenser, I was rewarded imme
diately by hearing NAA. Before I was thirteen, I 
had received my first amateur license (a VS) am! 
became a member of ARRL. After two years 
a8 reporter on Baltimore papers, I entered the 
insurance business in 192°1 and I became inactive 
in radio until 1930, when I was again licensed as 
\V3NB .... " .... About all our sleuths have 
been able to dig up on Paul F'. Magee, W3AED, 
i1:1 that he spent practically all this past fall and 
winter in the basement of his Maryland home 
figuring out the simplest and most eeonnmical 
circuit for his standardized-construction WERS 
tr11nsmitter-rec(!iver (p. ;)2). Since then he has 
gone into production - total output to date, 
five units .... We hasten to exphin that Heber 
II. Clcwett, W6QE, doesn't have trouble getting 
to sleep nights, isn't subject to had dreams, etc. 
His Dessie Belle (p. 89) is not an idle brainstorm 
but a calculated piece of instruction material 
originally created for his Pomona .r unior College 
radio elass. . . . Lt. Thomas E. Campbell, 
W4GKU, entered the Air Corps in ,July, 1942, 
after assorted experience including teaching, serv
ing as Assistant State Director of Education for 
Georgia and doing radio production and adver
t,ising work in Detroit,. Previous to his assignment 
t.o the Maxwell Field Pre-Flil.!;ht School (p. 40), 
where he is chief code instructor, he was a civilian 
instructor teaching physics in AAFP-FS. On the 
air first in 1916, after the World War l shut-down 
he did not return until 1931. His current call, 
W4GKU, was assigned while he. was instructing 
at Thorsby Institute in Alabama. 

FEEDBAt;K 

IT WAS probably inevitable, at that. lt just 
wouldn't be possible to describe a speech un
scrambler without scrambling the circuit diagram. 

Anyway, in the de-inverter circuit on p. 18 of 
the March issue, the 6K6 plate condenser, OtJ, 
should not be grounded but should cross over to 
R4 and R6 with no eonnection to the T2 ground 
lead. And the screen voltage on the 6L7s should, 
of course, be + 125 volts instead of - 125. 

OST for 



Watts-Or Decibels? 
It's the Sig11ul at tl1e lleceiver tlu,t Cou11ts 

BY !UclUfJllDO SILVEll * 

It's what the transmitter accotnplishes 
at a distant receiver that counts, not 
the kilowatt-hours it. adds on the 
monthly power bill. Here's a speculative 
1>lea for using reason instead of emotion 
in planning post-war transmitters. 

THE question propounded above is one 
which ~eerns worthy of serious consideration in 
advance of the return to a<.:tive operation by all 
amateurs. It has to do with the ;;pending of money 
to build amateur transmitters to put out all the 
power that can be afforded, without anything but 
mostly hopeful thought about how much more 
useful the signal received therefrom at a distant 
point will be. For a long time it has seemed to the 
writer that the problem of transmitter power 
should be thought of in terms of how much money 
must be spent to provide a useful increase in signal 
stre.ngth at the receiving end of the chain. His 
time during the past three years having been 
entirely devoted to the design and production of 
military equipment, the experience so gained 
now causes him publicly to put this question. 

For the average amateur, the quesUon of how 
much power his transmitter is going to have, 
either at any given moment or in the event of a 
financial windfall, seems to be most frequently 
answered by how much he can afford to put into 
its cost. As a consequence, "bigger and bigger" 
seems to have been e::;tablished in many amateur 
minds as the exact equal of "better and more 
efficient," on the assumption that even an extra 
watt of r.f. squeezed out of long-suffering "bot
tles" means a worth-while gain in effective signal 
strength at a distant receiver. That this long
beloved thought is not wholly true is evidenced 
by t,he maRs of material which has appeared in 
print on the subject of better 11,ntenna systems. 

It is well recognized that a low-powered trans
mitter with a good antenna can equal a power·ful 
transmitter working into a poor radiating system 
-- but the conclusion still seems to be that, if this 
iR t,rue, then more power into the better antenna 
will result in more DX: So the merry-go-round 
whirled gaily about in the pre-war past, while we 
one and all now dream of the happy day when we 
may blast the ether wide open with a "Califor-
1tia" --or will it be "oorn-fed'"l- - kilowatt. 
The same old tendency probably will be prevalent, 
to spend money where it most ea8ily can be seen 
· .. on the bigger "power-house," in preference to 
the radiator. 

At all times the fundamental aim of most ama-
* 140 East 28th St., New York City, 

June 1943 

kurs seems to have been to put out a good, clean, 
readable signal that would reach half-way 'round 
the globe. Even on the very-high frequencies the 
object was the same, although the chances of at
taining it in any marked degree were relatively 
slight. And happy indeed was the operator who 
could marshal the required shekels to put the legal 
limit of power into his final stage. By comparison, 
the chap whose "all" is b.ut a measly hundred 
watts seemed destined to take a decidedly back 
seat. Yet such was not proved to be the case, either 
in nightly operation or in the DX contests. And 
who has forgotten the legend of the W who 
worked, or at least was heard, 'way down in Aus
tralia with only dry batteries powering a midget 
'99 tube - literally no "watts" output-·- or 
input, eitlwr? Admittedly this was in the nature 
nf a freak, but it gives pause for profitable 
thought, neve.rthele&'l. 

The power put out by a transmitter must pro
duce power at the receiver to operate either head
phones or 'londspeaker. So let's think acconstically 
for a moment or so. Experience has taught that 
an increase of 1 db. in electric power fed to a re
producer makes ·substantially no change in what 
the listrmer hears - nor does a 2 db. increase 
hocome re.ally noticeable. At a 8 db. increase in 
power the ear begins, in the case of most of us, to 
be able to notice a slight increase in volume. The 
same situation applies, substantially, to the proc
ess involved in turning the Edison Company's 
power into a readable signal miles away via the 
link of amateur radio. 

Looking up a decibel nhart (or hunting up a 
"log" table, to do it the hard way) we find that 
to get the 8 db. increase which just convinces the 
receiving operator that we really have "upped" 
power means that we must double transmitter 
power output. Whatever your transmitter power 
may have been or may be in the future, doubling 
it is a costly- process when the best you are justi
fied in hoping for will be an improvement of less 
t.han one H unit at the end of the circuit. 

r- -- ~ ~ 
I ,: \\ , I 1T1-.wELLREC0;•11~ 

'nl.l.T A LOW-1:uWERED TRANS
MITl'ER Wflll A bOO!> AM1EII/NA 
CAIi EQUAL.A t>OWERl'UL. TIWIS
MITil;Q WOl<l(JMu JNl!J A POOR ' 

RAD/AllNb S'f~ll:M 
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Considering the readings upon the distant re
ceiver's S meter,, 3 db. doesn't mean very much, if 
anything, in terms of a signal more likely to get 
through QRM or QRN. Yet lives there the ama
teur whose chest has not nearly burst with pride 
as he contemplated the result of rebuilding his 
transmitter to double its former power? And if the 
unpleasant truth were told, how. many have been 
disappointed that the costly doubling of power 
didn't seem to waken noticeable enthusiasm for 
the new "rock-crusher" among distant listeners 
-- that, in the light of absolute truth, the DX 
worked didn't seem to take the expected jump to 
astronomical distances? 

If by enlarging the transmitter one could get a 
10-db. increase, that would definitely be worth 
shooting for in terms of signal-strength improve
ment at the receiving end - the orily place it 
counts. But a 10-db. increase is a power increase 
of just 10 times - a rather sizable dollar jump for 
most operators. It is believed that if this age-old 
desire to boost transmitter power were looked at 
only in terms of decibels of increase in the strength 
of the signal to which the receiving operator lis
tens - a rational measure of what hard-earned 
dollars are spent to buy-· increa;,'.ing power by 
double what it was at first would not appear at 
all enticing. True., bigger tubes, bigger trans
formers and filter reactors and the louder "bang" 
of bigger filter capacitors blowing are most im
pressive - but they don't impress a single thing 
upon the receiving operator unless the power 
increase is big enough to mean an honest, real 
signal-strength increase to his ears. 

-MAPP'{ l"IDEED '1/1; 'jf 
WAS TllE OPl!RAlbR ,, 
WHO COULDMA~L 
1llE. SH1'.KlSLS TO f'UT 

TIIEI.E6ALUM!rOF 
l'OWERlt-Ob IIISJ:INAL-

To the writer, any desire to increase trans-
mitter power by less than three times at a single 
jump - about 5 db. effective increase - seems 
like a terrible waste of good money. To jump 25 
watts to 50 watts seems all but meaningless, as 
it does to jump 500 watts to one kilowatt. But to 
jump 10 watts to 100 watts (10 db. increase) 
means a real, noticeable gain in signal strength 
at the only point where it counts - at the receiver 
listening to your signal. Better, indeed, to put 
fewer dollars into improving the radiating system, 
where little cost but some ingenuity and study 
can pick up several decibels gain so cheaply as to 
be almost as free as air. 

The "rule-of-thumb" when contemplating in
creasing transmitter power could seem to be put 
fairly well as "three times power increase or 
nothing." It might better be stated "ten times 
increase or nothing." 
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Then the question arises, of course, as to what 
is a good, optimum power to start with, grow up 
to, or settle down in comfort with? While many 
opinions already exist, here goes for another -
"without prejudice," as the British would say. 

Coupled with a few dollars spent on a good 
radiating system, 100 watts r.f. output into such 
a system appears to make good sense, even in that 
happy future when foreign DX may again be 
possible. If 100 watts were set as a desirable 
limit and time and effort were spent upon im
proving antenna systems - and operating tech
nique - what a happy world this would be I No 
longer would the nearby "rock-crushers" lift the 
roof off while failing to accomplish their owners' 
ttim of doing the same in Africa; no longer would 
intra-family relations be severely strained by the 
cost of amateur radio; and even QRM would 
diminish pleasurably indeed. All of which makes 
the so-recently-announced-aa-mostly-to-be-only
in-military-service-as-yet HY67 beam-power tube, 
rated at 100 watts r.f. output Class-C telephony 
and presumably the result of commercial airline 
demand for a bigger, tougher 807, look very at
tractive indeed. For, like all beam power tubes, 
it's a ''pipe" to drive. 

No, this isn't a paid "sales puff" for its makers 
- just a compliment for filling in the open gap 
in the previous tube picture with the really sensi
ble "bottle" needed to make possible a two- or 
three-tube, all-band, 100-watt transmitter at, 
reasonable cost - so reasonable that, even after 
applying the rule-of-thumb suggested above and 
refusing to think in terms of one watt less than a 
3 times power increase for the next power-upping 
step, the wise amateur may stick to that desirable 
optimum of so easily and sweetly obtained trans
mitter power - 100 watts into the antenna. 

''Take It Off-!" 
(Continued from pa.u• 18) 

the latch is pulled back and the whole rod assem
bly drops away, open-circuiting the contacts. 

Suppose we put a knob (8) at the bottom of the 
rod. When the time comes to reset we push up on 
this knob. The collar will slide up the sloping 
face of the latch below the lip. When it passes the 
end the latch will snap shut and we are on the air. 

As a bit of trimming we can put two long ma
chine screws (9) through the panel under the disc. 
When the rod assembly drops, the screws (9) will 
act as stops and will also complete a circuit 
through the disc (2), perhaps lighting a warning 
lamp to show that the circuit is broken. 

P.O.W. 
IT is reported that Glenn Blosser, 

W6OSW, of Willits, Calif., and Robert Lally, ex
WSAAO, of Canton, Ohio and Wheeling, W. Va.., 
are being held as prisoners of war. W6OSW was 
captured in Tunisia by the Germans, while 
W8AAO was taken by the Japanese. 

OST for 



Dessie Belle and Johnny 
BY HEBER H, CLEWETT;;: W6QE 

Although db was expecting 

him that evening, Johnny Short
wave had a date with Lucy 

Static. He did not have the· P 

to ---J\1,/W- charms. Lucy had 

asked him to-@-near the¢ 
sign at the corner, but luck was 
against him and he missed + 
with the streetcar. He went to a 

'phone booth and tried to W6XYZ 

her, but although he could hear 
-6o-nnging, no one answered. 
Poor Johnny was about to -u!.Q.Q.Qr 

with despair, and decided to 
walk out to Lucy:S n, but a -

gain he was disappointed, for 
he found that Lucy had left to 
visit her T He '9' his teeth 
and began to whistle off..?-
as ·he walked back to town. 

His thoughts were of Lucy.With 
eyes clear as .:$:, her smile 
seemed to ]ll[into an angel, 
but of_late something seemed 
to ~r affection for him.She 

had 'accused him of stepping out 
withdh,and even though her C 
for forgiveness was great.now 
-:\ho4 E. Jeffe1sonAve., Pomona.Calif. 

June 1943 

she had probably seen fit to 
e :=3 his tardiness with the 
.wiles of her rival.although there 

was really +. 
Johnny paused to watch a 

window- # in a department 
store who was busy displaying 
new clothes the store had to 
-=-.~.Passing a c.afeteria,Johnny 
was+ he couldn't re- -4"\.,o- a 
-<fj of food, and since he had 
a little ~D in his pocket,he 

decided to-✓-his plans,and 
he stepped in. The sight that 
met his eye made him re-[, 
stunned to the ··.Ji:&t•·by the Z 
of a band ofhoodlumswhowere 
committing a-Na Cz and-=il•l•I•~ 
upon the proprietor. The victim 

was} however, a :!KJ, and between 
his shouting and the general din 

and commotion.Johnny had to 
~ his ears. Using the store's 

fu ·t -~:~- h d rm ure as a -~~I.':-:.., e ma e a 
wide=E] to•4i)• the ruffians, 

ran out a side door, and darted 

through a :::::t::: of side streets 
to the police station. 
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Hams Teach AAF Pilots at Maxwell Field 
Student Pliers Learn ~lorse (;ode at Pre-Plight School 

BY LT. THOlUAS E. (;AlUPBELL.* ,v4GKU 

In connection with the accompanying 
article, Lt. Campbell writes, "Since 
reading the ,;tory by Clint DeSoto in 
QST for .January, 1943, on his visit to the 
Army Air Forces, some of us here at the 
Army Air Forces Pre-Flight School 
(Pilot), Maxwell Field, Alabama, thought 
we'd like to express our belief that the 
cultivation of our hobby - amateur 
radio - will help defeat the Axis. This 
article is intended as a testimonial to the 
fact that the radio amateurs of America 
are doing their part. Although many are 
not fit for actual combat duty, they are 
fit for duty as instructors, They 'keep 
'em flying' while others fly 'em!" 

HERE at Maxwell Field, one of the great
est pre-flight schools in the world, we are proud 
to boast that the future pilots of the Army Air 
Forces receive the best training that can be had 
anywhere. This is made possible in part by radio 
amateurs who are serving their country by help
ing to train our student pilots in the art of radio 
communication. 

It is well-known that the foremost single 
method of communication in the Air Forces is 
radio. W1thout radio the talents of the pilots of 
our Army, Navy and Marine Air Forces would 
be of little value. 

*U.S. Army Air Corps, Maxwell Field, Ala. 

But, you may ask, why should a pilot have to 
know code? Isn't that the job of the radio opera
tor? The answer is simple. The Air Forces strive 
for teamwork, and flying is a team business. 
Every member of the crew must be a jack-of-all
trades, able to do aay job on the plane should the 
man to whom that particular job is entrusted be 
put out of action. 

Code Training for Pilots 
In the pre-flight school great emphasis is 

placed on learning the code. The future pilots 
jam 147 hours of classroom work into 49 week 
days, and 50 hours of this work is on code 
alone. 

Members of the cadet lower class must attain 
a code proficiency of 6 words per minute by the 
end of their 4 ½-week period as lower classmen. 
·when the cadet becomes an upper classman he 
must step up his code to a minimum of 8 words 
per minute aural and 6 visual. After he attains 
8 words he is not allowed to rest on his laurels 
but is put into a group striving for 10 words per 
minute. A majority of the cadets are able to take 
10 words when they leave for primary flight 
training. 

Code is taught entirely by sound from the first 
day until the last, and writing it out is avoided at 
all costs. All rooms are equipped with headsets 
and keys or loudspeakers. 'rape machines, auto
matic keys, bugs and handsets are also used. 

Most salient feature of the code school is the 
aptitude test which is takeh by all incoming 

A lll'OUP ofinstructorsat Maxwell Field. Rear row, left to right-Pvt. W. M. Speed, W4NP; Pvt. T. G. Hancock; 
Pfc. R. Plak, ex-W8SPL; M/Sgt. J. W. Marley, W4EW; Cpl. W. Zelenka; and Pvt. W. K Lincoln. Front row, left to 
right-Pvt. H. C. Rhode, ex-WlAKP, ex-WlHII; Cpl. G. Prestigiacomo; Pvt. A. A • .Romane, WIJOS; Pvt. P. 
Washburn, WlBN; and Pvt. R. G. Kenworthy, e.x-W9FUU. Official fl. S. AAF (Southeast Trainin~ Center) Photos. 



cadets. The cadet is given a sheet of paper which 
lists numbers from 1 to 78 with a "yes" or "no" 
answer choice, all based on 78 groups of sounds. 
.If they sound alike, the answer is "yes"; other
wise, "no." The test starts_ rather simply, with 
something like a pair of d-idahs for "a" ·-··- the 
answer, of course, being "yes" and gets pro
gressively harder. Not even men who really 
know code can make a perfect grade un_ the !;est. 
For instance, paired groups of 'three 'numbers 
each might be run together without a break and, 
unless one is able to retain sounds, it is difficult 
to get. So exacting is the aptitude test that it is 
µractically possible to predict the date when a 
eadet will reach the required proficiency. The test 
also makes it possible to single out men requiring 
.individual help. 

fnstruction for Instructors 

The success of code training depends of course 
upon the instructors, and in order that the pro
gram may function efficiently they must be 
t,horoughly familiar with their subject and with 
the methods of teaching it. Tu help them become 
better qualified for their positions here, and at 
the same time raise the standards of the code 
school, a night school for instructors has been 
organized. Classes are held three nights each 
week. Instruction is given in the organization of 
the department, class discipline and procedure, 
and sending and receiving code. One of the more 
important topics is class procedure, it being our 
aim to have every instructor use the same methods 
of teaching. 

Good sending is the first requirement of a code 
instructor. 1n order to standardize the depart
ment we have adopted the policy of sending 20-
w.p.m. characters for all speeds, with the excep
tion of 6-w.p.m. visual which is considerably 
slower. Instructors are taught to use both the 
hand key and the bug, developing a proficiency 
of at least 16 w.p.m. on each. Three nights a week 
t,he instructors get practice in receiving code. 
The t;tandard receiving speed every instructor 
must attain is also 16 w.p.m. 

So far the results of this night school have been 
quite favorable, as shown by the constantly im
proving efficiency of the instructors. We believe 
that "bP.ing on the ball" as instructors inspires 
t.he cadet to do his utmost. 

Many of the instructors 
are amateurs. Among them 
are Capt. J. M. Williams, 
W4HKG; Lt. T. E. Camp-
bell, W4GKU, M/Sgt. J. W. 
Marley, jr., W4EW; S/Sgt. 
H. P. Hoy, WSNQY: Cpl. 
. l. .J. Disch, W9MIC; Pfc. R. 
Plak, ex-W8SPL; Pvt. A. A. 
Romane, WlJOS; Pvt. W. 
M. Speed, W4NP; Pvt. R. 
G. Kenworthy, ex-W9FUU; 
Pvt. A. C. Girard, WIEJV; 
Pvt. H. C. . Rhode, ex
WlAKP, ex-WlHH, and 
Pvt. P. Wnshburn, WlBN. 

• 

'l'he author, 
Lt. Thomas K 
Campbell, 
W4GKU, ex
W4ENK, who 
iR Phief r.ode 
instructor at 
the Anny Air 
F'orc:,es ·p,..i,. 
Flight School 
(Pilot), Max
we 11 F'ielrl. 
Alabama. 

• 

Of course_, the International Morse code is not 
the only subject taught at the pre-flight school. 
Everl" phase of military aviation is embraced. 
Ba.~ic courses are given for general and specific 
information in customs and courtesies, safe
guarding military information, War Department 
publications and f!hemical warfare defense. 
Other courses cover maps, charts and aerial 
photographs, aircraft reco11:nition, communica
tions, and ground, air and naval forces. Refresher 
courses are given in mathematics and physics. 
A stiff physical-training program is designed to 
build up the muscles used in flying. 

In these other branches of study hams also 
play a part as instructors. Among them are Lt. 
W. A. Hallam, WS.JKN; Lt. F. B. Ferris, 
W9RGF, and Lt. R. J. Tyrell, W9HM. 

(Onntinued on _pave 74) 

A.bot·e - Code in
struction at Maxwell 
Field is from tape
recordedhand sending • 
Here M/Sgt. J. W. 
Marley, W4EW, is 
seen making a practice 
tape. Left - One end 
of a typical code 
table, showing instruc
tor~s master S\\'-itch
board, Instructing are 
:-3 /Sgts. H. P. Hoy, 
W8NQY (standing), 
and J. H. Edrington. 
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Elementary A.C. Mathematics 
Part V*-Beaetance and Impedance 

BY GEORGE GRAMMER.** WIDF 

THE b::tSic idea in Ohm's Law is that in 
any metallic circuit in which the conditions re
main unchanged the current flowing will be pro
portional to the voltage applied. This statement 
may be written 

1 a: E 

the symbol a: meaning "varies with." Since it is 
known that the current will not be the same in 
different circuits having the same voltage applied, 
nor in similar circuits constructed from different 
materials, an equality can be made out of the 
statement above by introducing a constant, G, 
called the conductance of the circuit, giving 

T =GE 

an expression which states that the current is pro
portional to the circuit property, conductance, as 
well as to the applied voltage. However, it is fre
quently more convenient to use the reciprocal of 
the conductance in actual work. This reciprocal 
is called the resistance of the circuit, so that if R 
represents resistance then G = 1/R. Substituting 
1/R for G in the expression above gives the fa
miliar form of Ohm's Law, R being expressed in 
ohms. 

The question now arises as to what happens to 
the eurrent in an a.e. circuit eontaining only 
capacity or inductance, resistance being ex
cluded, when the amplitude of the applied voltage 
is varied. Let us assume that an alternating volt
age is applied to a condenser. It will be remem
bered from the discussion in connection with Fig. 
21 that the quantity of electricity stored in the 
eondenser is proportional to the capacity of the 
condenser and to the voltage across its terminals 
at the instant considered; that is, Q =GE.Cur
rent is the rate at which a quantity of electricity 
is moved past a point in a circuit., so the current 
flowing in the condenser will be the rate at which 
the condenser is either acquiring or losing its 
charge. Since Q = GE, the rate of change of CE 
must equal the rate of change of Q, which in turn 
equals the current. While for any given condenser 
C is a fixed quantity and hence has no rate of 
ehange, it is obvious from the equation that the 
larger C is made the larger Q becomes for a given 
voltage, hence the rate of change of Q is directly 
proportional to C. The actual change causing the 
current flow is the change in the applied voltage 
as it varies throughout its cycle. Using the rate
of-change notation previously introduced, we can 
write dQ/dt to indicate the rate of change of Q 

* The series began in QST for February, 1943. 
'l<>l<Technical Editor, QST. 
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with respect to time, and dE/dt to indicate the 
· rate of change of E. Then 

dQ dE 1 =- =G-
dt dt 

In other words, the current - that is, the rate 
of change of the quantity of electricity - is equal 
to the capacity of the condenser multiplied by the 
rate of change of the applied voltage. Funda
mental units - amperes, farads, volts - are used, 
of course. 

We now want to reduce the expression dE/dt 
to one more easily used; in other words, to deter
mine what the actual rate of change of the voltage 
is in any given case. It will be remembered that 
the expression describing an alternating voltage 
is e = Emaz sin wt, where e is the instantaneous 
voltage, w is 21rf, and E,..a,. is the amplitude of the 
voltage. Phase is neglected here, since we are 
concerned with only one voltage and consequently 
can select the beginning of the cycle as our start
ing time. Using instantaneous values, the current 
will be 

i = C de = C d(Ema" sin wt) 
dt dt 

Like the condenser capacity, E,..a,. is a fixed quan
tity under any given set of conditions and hence 
has no rate of change. Again, however, it is ob
vious that the larger E,,.a, is the greater the rate 
of change in voltage must be, other things being 
equal, because the voltage must vary between 
wider limits as Ema.: is made larger. Thus the rate 
of change of voltage is directly proportional to 
the maximum voltage, so we can rewrite the equa
tion as follows: 

. _ CE d (sin wt) 
i- ma• dt 

thus reducing the problem to one of finding out 
how rapidly sin wt varies. 

We have already determined that the curve ob
tained when the rate of change of a sine curve is 
plotted graphically is a cosine curve. 'fhe curve 
representing the rate of change of the expression 
sin wt will have the shape of the curve cos wt and 
the phase relationship of the cosine to the sine. 
But it would be wrong to assume that cos wt is 
equal to the rate of change of sin wt. The maxi
mum value of the cosine is always 1, whereas it 
should be evident that the rate of change of a sine 
wave is limited only by the maximum frequency 
we can generate. For example, consider the two 
sine curves in Fig. 29, one having three times the 
angular velocity of the other. If the "slower" 
curve is assigned an angular velocity of 1, it will 
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Fig. 29 

he described by the expression sin t. The angular 
velocity of the other curve then becomes 3, so 
that its e,xpression is sin 3t. But the maximum 
values of cos t and cos 3t are exactly the same, 1, 
which would indicate that the rate of change is 
the same in both cases. Obviously, the rate of 
change of sin 3t is three times as great as that of 
sin t, since its cycles are beiQ.g generated three 
times as rapidly, so we must write the expression 
for its rate of change as 3 cos 3t. In general terms, 
the rate of change of the function sin wt is equal 
to w cos wt. That is, 

d (sin wt) = w cos wt 
tit 

When this is substituted in the expression for i, 
the equation of the instantaneous current be
comes 

i = wCEma,: COS wt 

The current is a cosine function of the voltage, 
as we found previously, and hence leads the volt
age by 90 degrees. We are not concerned with the 
phase angle between current and voltage at the 
moment, but only with the relationship between 
their amplitudes. Remembering that the.cosine 
curve is identical with the sine curve in all re
spects except phase, we can, by neglecting phase, 
set Ema,: cos wt equal to Emu sin wt. The latter will 
be recognized as the expression for the instan
t,aneous value of the voltage. The instantaneous 
value of the current is equal to I ma,, sin wt, and 
since the ratio of the effective to the maximum 
value is always the same for a sine wave, we can 
substitute the effective values directly, obtaining 

I =wCE 

where I and E now represent effective values. The 
current flowing in a condenser is therefore pro
portional to the angular velocity, the capacity, 
and the applied voltage. 

By-comparing this expression with the earlier 
version of Ohm's Law, it is evident that the two 
Me alike if G and wC are interchanged. The quan
t,ity (,o)C, corresponding to conductance in the 
resistive circuit, is called the BU8ceptance of the 
circuit, and is usually represented by the symbol 
B. Its reciprocal is called reactance and is repre
sented by the symbol X, so that X = 1/B. In the 
condenser circuit X = 1/wC, or 1/2-rrfC. Since 
reactance has a restricting effect on current flow 
in much the same way that resistance does, it is 
also expressed in ohms. The difference is that no 
energy is consumed in reactance. 
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Inductive Reactance 
ln the case of a circuit containing only induc

tance the analysis is much the same. We found 
previously that the voltage generated in an induo
tance is proportional to the amount of inductance, 
and to the rate of change of the current flowing: 
Using instantaneous values, 

1 
di 

13 = ,-
tit 

where di/dt represents the rate of change of cur
rent. The expression for the instantaneous cur
rent is i = [ ma~ sin wt, and making the substitu
tion gives 

e = L, d (I"'"" sin wt) 
dt 

By reasoning similar to that in the condenser 
case, this leads to 

e = Llmu d (sin wt) 
dt 

This expression has the same form as that for the 
condenser, so we may omit the various steps and 
go directly to the final result, using effective 
values: 

E =wLI 
If this is rewritten in the form I = E/wL, it is 
evident that the alternating current flowing in an 
inductance is proportional to the applied voltage 
and inversely proportional to the angular velocity 
and inductance. 

This is similar to the expression I = E / R for 
Ohm's Law, so that the quantity wL corresponds 
to R and is expressed in ohms. lt is called react
ance, just as in the condenser case, although it is 
of a different type since the current in an induo
tance lags 90 degrees behind the voltage while 
that in a condenser leads the voltage by 90 de
grees. In both cases, however, the reactance dis
sipates no energy. 

Resistance and Reactance Combined 
With the phase and amplitude relationships 

between current and voltage established for re
sistive, inductive and capacitive circuits, it be
comes possible to determine phase and amplitude 
relationships in more complex circuits. It will 
be convenient to represent inductive reactance 
by the symbol XL and capacitive reactance by 
X a, so that for the three cases 

l=!!!_ l=E 
R XL 

I= E 
Xa 

We may take first the simple case of a series 
circuit containing resistance and inductance, as 
shown in Fig. 30. As a specific example, we as
sume that the resistance, R, is 15 ohms and that 
the reactance, Xr,, is 25 ohms, the current, I, 
being 2.5 amperes. Since the circuit elements are 
in series the current is the same in both, conse
quently we use the current as a reference in con
structing a vector diagram. In constructing t,he 
diagram we can use effective values directly, in
stead of maximum values as in the previous ex
amples, because the ratio of effective to maximum 
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is constant and the shape of the vector diagram 
will be unaffected if all the scale values are multi
plied by a fixed factor. The voltage drop across 
the resistance will be E = .Rl = 15 >'. 2.5, or 
37.5 volts. The voltage drop across the reactance 
will be E = XI = 25 >:: 2.5 = (:12.5 volts. The 

Vig. 30 

voltage across the resistance will be in phase with 
the current and that across the inductance will 
lead the current by \JO degrees. The two voltages 
may be laid off to scale, as shown in Fig. 31, an<l 
the total voltage may be found by the parallelo
gram method. It is found to be approximately 73 
volts. 

It will be observed that the two individual volt
ages correspond to the base and altitude of a right
angled triangle and that the resultant voltage 
corresponds to the hypothenuse. They may in 
fact be drawn that way, as in the diagram to the 
right in Fig. 31. Since the lengths of the sides are 
scaled to the voltage values, the right-triangle 
rule may be used to find the value of the resultant 
voltage. Thus 

E 2 = E1l + ExL2 or E = \IER2 + ExL2 

Substituting the assumed values gives 

E = ,Y37.52 + 62.52 = 72.9 vol.ts 

The phase angle between voltage and current is 
approximately 59 degrees, &'l measured from the 
vector diagram with a protractor. By trigonom
etry, the tangent of the phase angle is Ex/ ER, or 

ExL f\2~5 .. 
tan /J = -,;-- ""' ;;;:;---;; = 1. 667 

•~R •)I .u 

From a table of trigonometric functions the angle 
is found to be 59° 2'. 

lt will be recognized that this solution is simply 
a special case of the more general method of vec-

R I 

Vig. 31 

tor addition described earlier. The simplification 
results because one vector lies along the X axis 
and the other along the Y axis, so that it is un
necessary to break t.hem down into sine and 
cosine components. 

In analyzing the effect, of inductarwe and ca
pacity on current flow, it was found that the 
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quantity termed reactance had an effect analo
gous to that, of resistance in a resistive circuit. 
That is, given a fixed value of reactance in a cir
cuit, the current will be direct,ly proportional to 
the applied voltage. 8ince this is also true of re
sistance, a combination of reactance and resist
ance Hhould exhibit the same direct proportion
ality between voltage and current. That this is so 
is sl.town by the tri;ngle of Fig. 31, for if a larger 
or smaller value of current is used the reactance 
and resistance voltage vectors will increase or de
crease proportionately in size. Then the resultant 
voltage must also increase or decrease in the same 
proportion, since all such triangles will be similar. 
Consequently the voltage and current in a com
plex circuit follow a law similar to that for simple 
reactive or resistive circuits; that is, 1 a: liJ. 

In the voltage t.riangle, 

/iJ = y'ER2 + E'x1} 

a.nd since Ea = fR an<l Ex,,= IXL, substitution 
gives 

E = ,112R2 r2x,,2 = ,/12m2 + xL2) 
= 1v1 u2 + xL2 

The quantity \I R2 + XL2 evidently occupies a 
position analogous to that of resistance in Ohm's 

LJ, l!'ig.32 

R 

Law. it is neither resistance nor reactance but a 
,\ornbination of both, su it is called by a separate 
mune, impedance, but since it has a comparable 
effect on current flow its unit is the ohm. It is 
identified by the symbol Z, and the generalized 
form of Ohm's Law for a.c. drcuits can be written 

HJ 
r = z 

The fact that Z = \IR,2 -j- xL~ indicates that 
there is a triangular relationship between the 
three quantities, R, X and Z. Thus the impedance 
of a circuit can be found by constructing a right 
triangle with the resrstance as the base and the 
reactance as the altitude, both being drawn to the 
same scale of ohms; the length of the hypothenuse 
of the triangle represents the impedance on the 
same ohms scale. Since the impedance triangle is 
similar to the voltage triangle, the former also 
gives the phase angle of the circuit, as indicated 
in Fig. :32. Consequently, 

XL l X[, 
tan o = 7f or 0 = tan·- R 

A little thought will show that an infinite mun
ber of different.right triangles can be constructed 
with the same length of line for the hypothenuse. 
Consequently the value of the impedance in 
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ohms docs not represent complete information 
about the circuit. However, since a right triangle 
is uniquely riet~rmined when one side and one 
angle (in addition to the right angle) are known, 
t,he behavior of the circuit can be predicted if the 
impedance and phase angle are given. 

A drcuit having resistance and capacity in 

l 

"<c --- £ 

Fi1-. 3.1 

series can be treated by the same method as in 
the inductance case. Buch a circuit is t:!hown in 
Fig. 3::l, with its vector diagram and impedance 
triangle. Since the voltage across a condenser lags 
flO degrees behind the current, the vector repre
senting the condenser-reactance voltage is drawn 
downward. However, the triangull1r relationships 
are like those in the inductance r.ase, and the 
same method of solution is used. For example, if 
the current is 4 amperes through a circuit having 
16 ohms resistance and 45 ohms capacitive react
ance, the voltage across the resistance will be 64 
volts .and that across the reactance .180 volts. 
Drawing a vector diagram to scale will give the 
approximate values 190 volts and 70 degrees for 
t.he impressed voltage and phase angle, respec
tively. Using the triangular rule the voltage is 

E = \/542 + 1802 = 191 volts 

and the phase angle is found from 

Ea 180 
tan fJ = fl = 64 = 2.813 

to be 70° 26'. The impedance of the circuit is 

Z = ,VR2 + Xo2 = \1162 + 452 = 47.7 ohms. 

The phase angle also can be found from 

•Xa "1,5 
tan(}= R - 16 = 2.813 

L, C and R in series 

With inductance, capacity and resistance in 
series there are three voltage vectors to be con
sidered, but there is no fundamental change in 
t,he method of solving the circuit. Taking the cir
cuit in Fig. 34 as an example, let us suppose that 
the current is 2 amperes, ll is 12 ohms, XL is 10 
ohms and Xe is 20 ohms. The corresponding volt
ages across the eircuit elements are ER = 24 
volts, ExL = 20 volts and Ex:0 = 40 volts. The 
vector diagram is constructed as in Fig. 34. The 
inductance voltage vector is drawn upward, since 
the voltage leads the current by 90 degrees; and 
the capacity voltage vector is drawn downward 
because the voltage !age tli<;i current by 90 de-
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grees. The vector sum of these two is the numeri
cal difference between them, since they are oppo
sitely directed. However, the complete diagram 
can he constructed by successive addition. This is 
indicated in the figure, where ER is first added 
vectorially to IiJ.Y:L and the sum of the~'le two is 
then added to Ex0 to obtain the total voltage. 
The result is exactly the same as though the dif
ference, Ex, had first been taken between Ex:L 
and Ex0 and the total voltage found by adding 
Ex vectorially to Eff., 

Ex is the total or net reaetance voltage of the 
circuit, and from the considerations above the 
actual reactance voltages present may be com
bined into one equivalent voltage which may be 

used in the formula E = '\/ ER2 + Ex2 t.o find the 

applied voltage. Obviously the ~ame reasoning 
applies to the relationship bet.ween re~istance, 
reactance and impedance in such a eircuit. 'rhe 
impedance triangle is constructed by making the 
altitude equal to the dijf erence between the induc
tive and capacitive reactances; the altitude is 
drawn upward if the inductive reactance is larger 
than the capacitive reactance, and downward if 
the capacitive reactance is larger. Although it 
makes no difference in the numerical results 
whether the altitude is drawn upward or down
ward, the direction does indicate whether the 
phase angle is positive or negative. Since a nega
tive angle indicates a preponderance of capacitive 
reactance, it is conventional to eall capacitive 
reactance "negative," while inductive reactance is 

/ 
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called positive because of its association with a 
positive phase angle. 

In this example, therefore, we can find the 
numerical values by subtracting Exe from Exr,, 
obtaining a value of -20 volts. The negative sign 
indicates that the net reactance is capacitive, so 
that the voltage will lag behind the current. Using 
·-10 volts for Ex and substituting, 

Ji: = V ER2 + /fr:~ = ,1:i12 + /{02 = :n.2 volts 
The impedance of the drcuit is 

z = V R2 + X 2 = ·vl22 + 102 = 15.6 ohms 
and the phase angle ean be found from 

X lo 
tan 11 = R = Ti ~~ cu:1:13 
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This is the tangent of 39° 48'. Nete that the nega
tive sign associated with the reactance disappears 
when the quantity is squared. 

It is of interest to observe that, looking into the 
circuit terminals from the source of voltage, the 
circuit appears to consist of a 12-ohm resistance in 
series with a capacitive reactance of 20 ohms. So 
far as the source of energy is concerned, a con
denser having a reactance of 20 ohms could be 
substituted for the combination of inductance 
and capacity actually present and the current as 
well as the phase angle would be exactly the same 
as in the actual circuit. The simpler circuit is 
therefore equivalent to the more complex one from 
this standpoint. 

If more than one inductance or capacity is in 
series in the circuit the voltages across each react
ance of the same kind will have the same phase 
relationship to the current. That is, the voltage 
across each inductance will lead the current by 90 
degrees and that across each capacity will lag the 
current by 90 degrees. The inductance-voltage 
vectors therefore all have the same direction, 
since the same current flows through all parts of 
the series circuit, and consequently can be added 
numerically to find the total inductance voltage 
in the circuit; similarly with the condenser volt
ages. The same result will be secured by adding 
all the inductive reactances together and multi
plying by the current, and by adding all the 
capacitive reactances together and multiplying 
by the current. Hence all the inductive reactances 
in series may be "lumped" into one equivalent 
reactance, and all the capacitive reactances into 
one equivalent reactance, in determining the im
pedance and phase angle of the circuit. If the 
voltage drops across individual coils and condens
ers are wanted, the individual reactances must of 
course be used in the calculation. 

In the preceding examples it was assumed that 
the current was known and that the applied volt
age was to be found, since this assumption repre
sented the easiest method of approach. In the 
practical case it is more likely that the applied 

· voltage will be known and that the value of the 
current, as well as voltages across the individual 
circuit elements, will be wanted. We handle such 
a problem by means of the impedance triangle. 
The method is to solve first for the circuit im
pedance, then substitute the value of impedance 
so found into the equation I = E/Z, thus ob
taining the current. The voltages across the cir
cuitelements can then be found by multiplying the 
current by the resistance or reactance in each case. 

Taking the circuit of Fig. 34 as an illustration, 
suppose that the applied voltage is 100 volts. 
The impedance was determined to be 15.6 ohms, 
:so that 

Then 
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1. E 100 642 = z ""' 15.6 == • amperes 

EB -= JR = 6.42 X 12 = 77.0 volts 

E:rL = lXr, = 6.42 X 10 = 64.2 volts 

E:r0 ... !Xe ... 6.42 X 20 = 128.4 volts 

Resonance 
When resistance, inductance and capacity are 

in series, a special case of importance in radio 
practice occurs if the inductive and capacitive 
reactances are equal. Since the net reactance in 
the circuit is the difference between the two, the 
net reactance is zero when the two reactances 
have the same value. In this case the circuit as 
viewed from the input terminals shows only re
sistance, of a value equal to the actual resistance 
in the circuit. Consequently the phase angle is 
zero and the power factor is cos 0°, or 1; all the 
volt-amperes supplied by the source of e.m.f. are 
dissipated in the resistance. Such a circuit is said 
to be "resonant." 

In general, any eircuit having resistance, in
ductance and capacity in series will be resonant 
at some a.c. frequency, since the reactance of a 
condenser decreases with increasing frequency, 
while that of an inductance increases with increas
ing frequency. The frequency at which resonance 
occurs can be found by setting the reactances 
equal, so that 

XL= XcorwL = !c 
Consequently, 

2 . 1 wLC=Iandw= =-c 
·\/LC 

Since w = 21rf, 
l 1 

21rf = VLC and .f = 
2
.,,.vfj) 

L and C are of course in the fundamental units, 
henrys and farads, while f is in cycles per second. 

(Part VI will appear in an early issue. -Editor.) 

~ Stravs :I\ . ~ . 
Under Order L-26.5, released April 2·1 by the 

WPB, owners of radio and electronic equipment 
requiring repair, including b.c. receivers, must 
turn in all defective parts to- be replaced before 
new parts may be purchased. Production of elec
tronic equipment for non-military purposes may 
be undertaken only upon· specific authorization 
of WPB. 

W2HOJ (interviewing an applicant for a job): 
"Do you understand Ohm's Law and its uses?" 

A.pplicant: "I'm sorry, but I have studied only 
the technical side of radio - not the legal side.'' 
--WSFVZ. 

Around the edge of our store window we have 
written, in dots and dashes, the words: "Welcome 
Hams." To the average passerby it looks like 
some sort of decoration, but it has attracted a 
surprising number of hams in the service passing 
through town. - YESAJS. 



'4::0NDIJCTED BYE. P. TILTON 0 * WIHDQ 

SPRING again! This season of the year 
means many things to many people, but to the 
ham the first mild days awaken the urge to put 
up a new antenna. Spring, 1942, found us 
floundering; we'd been put off the air and we were 
rather tired of waiting for information from 
Washington that would indicate what our war
time role was to be. But 1943 presents quite a 
different picture, and all over the country new 
antennas are going up. No fancy arrays to help us 
snag elusive prefixes or work some of those hard
to-get states - just plain vertical dipoles in most 
cases, but even in this seemingly simple job we've 
been finding problems to tax our ingenuity. 

Most WERS station locations are in the base
ments of buildings, located for safety considera
tions in the event of bombing, and many times the 
spot is the lowest place in town - hardly the sort 
of thing one would pick out as an ideal 112-Mc. 
QTH. Thus we are forced to run feeders much 
longer than usual amateur practice, and, with 
steel-frame buildings all around, that feed line had 
better be flat if we expect to have any energy 
left to make the long climb up to the antenna! 

Here in hilly New England we are confronted 
with the necessity of working over plenty of 
ridges, so the antennas have got to be as high as 
possible, and they have got to perform correctly 
if we are to have a consistently~satisfactory signal 
for WERS work. In our WKHF network we have 
several stations operating in poor locations but with 
antennas highly elevated, covering hops of five , 
miles or more over high hills with S8 to S9 signals. 
Something better than a simple halfwave dipole 
is frequently necessary. Vertical stacking, as in 
the case of the extended double-Zepp, has been 
found very helpful The antennas of WKHF-1 
and WKHF-16, shown in the accompanying 
photographs, have 200 feet and 130 feet of 
feeders, respectively. The two stations are sit
uated about five miles apart with a hill about 9ne 

hundred feet high intervening; yet S8 signals are 
maintained both ways with power input running 
only 10 to 15 watts. It is of interest to note that 
substitution of an extended double-Zepp for the 
multi-wire doublet shown in the photo resulted 
in an increase of two S units in the signal strength 
over this difficult path. 

Initial operation at WKHF-1 was done with an 
antenna about thirty feet above the ground level 
in a downtown location. Our signal was only 
barely audible at several of the nearer points 
in the area we have to serve. Moving this same 
antenna up to the roof of an adjoining building, 
75 feet higher up, brought the signal up to a 
~olid S9 at these locations and extended our 
range many miles in all directions, despite the 
fact that it meant using more than 200 feet of 
line and going around several sharp angles. Strong 
signals are now heard from adjacent warning 
districts twenty miles or more north and south of 
Springfield, paths over which 112-Mc. work was 
never dreamed of in the free and easy days be
fore December 7, 1941. 

Back in the fall of 1941 there was much discus
sion, out in Arizona, of the possibility of working 
on 2% over the mountains from Phoenix or 
Tucson to the California coast. W6QLZ and 
W60VK were hard at it prepaiing a series of 
tests, with both portable and fixed stations, in an 
attempt at breaking our existing 335-mile record. 
Now comes word from W6SLO, via W60VK/1, 
that the control tower at Tucson Airport con
tacted a similar control tower at Santa Monica, 
Calif., on March 9, 1943. Both transmitters and 
receivers are crystal-controlled on a frequency 
just outside the high end of the 112-Mc. band. 
The power at each end was about 25 watts, and 
the distance - about 400 miles! We know from 
the experiences of W2MPY, the am!l.teur record-

* 329 Central St., Springfield, Mass. (Continued on pau• 90) 

Antennas that bloom in the spring: L. tor. (1) The antenna of WKHF-16 dominates the city of Chicopee, Mass., 
from the belfry. of the City Hall The folded donblet shown has sin~e been replaced w!th an ex~e~de_d donble-Zepp, 
with improved results. (2) 'I'om Chapman. WIKK, and Joe Mannmg, WlGKY, puttmg the fims~mg tonches on 
the Chicopee antenna. Their perch is 125 feet above gronnd. (3) Extended double-Zepp at WKHF-1 18 more than 100 
feet above ground, fed with 200 feet of open line. (4) Jess Richardson, WlCKJ. (stand~ngl, a!"d Howard Gonrley, 
WIAPP, rest up after erecting the new antenna for WKHF-1 atop the Hotel K.imball m Sprmgfield. 



Who Killed the Signal? 
.cl Radio ~lgsterg Serial 

BY «}LINTON II. DE SOTO.* \VICBD 

Chapter 5 - "Danger In the Dark" 
,Synopsis: 

The cliaraders in this story, which iuterprets radio prin
ripJes in the guise of a detective-mystery yarn, are r,idio 
pa.rts living on the, chassis of a te1:~.e.iver Hta.nding silent 
,ind dark, dust-covered from disuse. The Signal is dead -
murdered by an unknown hand. The Great Sleuth, an 
,i1aateur detective and therefore a good one, w"8 called in on 
the case, along with hls three assistants - Ohm Meter, 
Volt Meter and Mi11y Am Meter. At first, lanky, brown 
cc)mplerioned Power Cord seemed a logical suspect. 'l'hen 
Volt Meter discovered Cord's helper, Power Plug, "8leep on 
the floor be.~ide the wall socket- a derelict from duty. Even 
when Plug plugged himself in and the lights gleamed again 
inside the cabinet, however, the set still refused to function. 
Wollowing the path of the current, the Sleuth continued his 
investigation, interviewing in turn Power Transformer, 
Rectifier Tube and finally Filter Choke and Filter ( Miss 
""F!lcetrolytic '') Condenser. At first the mmor Ohm l\leter 
nicked up that Filter Condenser had been serving" rough" 
,•urrent to the set seemed like a promising lead, but then 
Volt and Milly Am Meter tried the current and found it 
pure. The Sleuth and his minions resumed their search. 

So complicated was the maze of wiring that the Sleuth 
<>btained a circuit diagram - a sort of map or chart of the 
set. With it.said they traced the current to Output Tube, 
who described the amplifying proce.ss by which he made the 
Signal st.tong, and thence to Output Transformer, a very 
sharp character indeed, and his puppet •tooge, Loud 
Speaker. Antagonized by Output Transformer's jive tttlk, 
the Sleuth tried unavailingly to pin t.he crime on him, but 
the sly, quick-witted Transformer talked his way clear. 
Thwarted, the Sleuth began his investigation anew at the 
Antenna terminal, where the Signal first entered the set. 

Finding himself stymied by his lack of expert knowledge, 
the Sleuth called in Signal Generator, a versatile mimic 
eapable of imitating any signal, and Output Meter, an 
expert on a.c. Thf>,V attempted to send au attificial signal 
t,hrough the set (the Sleuth meauwhile iuterviewing R.F. 
Tube), but without suceess. Somewhere along the route the 
artificial signal, too, was lost. Meanwhile the Sleuth learned 
that the Variable Condenser gang was romantically linked 
with three Coils, and that the r.f. amplification of the set 
depended on this relationship. Could it be that one of these 
Coil-Condenser IR,ams had had a falling out of tune and 
were no longer working together? 

The t$tory continues . ... 

RECHARGED with confidence by this new 
sulution, the Sleuth and his helpers set to work 
with a will Even the three Meters lost their 
apathy and their movements became alert and 
responsive. 

'' Looks to me like R.F. Mixer Tube over there 
is the next suspect to be questioned," said the 
Sleuth from the depths of the circuit diagram. 

Wordlessly, Signal Generator reached out that 
incredibly long, thin arm and took hold of Mixer 

* Executive Editor, QST. 
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Tube's top cap. Signaling to Output Meter, who 
was waiting up by 8peaker's housing, Signal Gen
erator's white-irised round eyes flickered and the 
faint 400-cycle humming could be heard agajn. 

The Sleuth and his minions watched tensely 
while Signal Generator again struggled to force 
the artificial signal through the set. But there was 
no response. Once Output Meter's pointer-like 
nose twitched, but it wa.'3 only a nervous reflex. 

Signal Generator tried again and again. Fi
nally, eyes dulled with fatigue, he gave it up. His 
broad, angular shoulders sagged in defeat. "It's 
nu use," he conceded wearily. ''Now I can't get 
any signal at all through - not even a faint one." 

The Sleuth's faee reflected his disappointment. 
Milly attempted to lighten her chief's despair. 
''Oh, don't be discouraged, Boss," she !:laid 
sympathetically. ".After all, this isn't the first 
solution that hasn't worked. We've still got plenty 
nf other puSl:Ubilities to investigate." 

'' Sure, Boss,'' Volt, added his encouragement. 
'' Those coils and condensers aren't the only 
parts without an alibi. Anyway, you remember 
Hignal Generator said right at the start he 
doubted that your theory would aceuunt for the 
Signal's death." 

''I can't understand it," the Sleuth said sadly. 
"l was so sure my theory wa.<1 right. Yet accord
ing to the circuit diagram these resonant-circuit 
Coil-Condenser teams all work ahead of R.F. 
Mixer Tube. lf my theory had been right - that 
oue of them is responsible - the Signal shouldn't 
have had any trouble going the rest of the way." 

Volt studied the diagram over The Sleuth's 
shoulder. "Aren't you overlooking something 
here, chief? They aren't the only Coil-Condenser 
combinations in the set. T,ouk- here are some 
more, next to LF. Tube." 

The Sleuth looked where Volt wrui pointing. 
'' But t.hose l.F. Tri=er C!ondensers aren't 
members of the Variable Condenser gang," he 
objected. "They're free lances, so to speak. I 
don't think that a single Condenser, working 
t1lone;·could kill the Signal. Do you?" The Sleuth 
turned to Signal Gener:itor for confirmation. 

"Well," the worldly-wise signal impersonator 
scratched his head doubtfully, "you never can 
tell. Many's the time I've seen a puny little Re
sistor get all heated up over something and do 
more damage than old Power Tr:tn;:;former him
self could do. " 

"Why don't you ask one of those Tubes up 
t,here about it't" Volt :suggested. ''They ::;eem 
willing enough to talk." 
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Almost as though this had been a cue, a faiut 
voice whispered, "This is Mixer Tube talking. 
R. F. Tube has told me why you are here. If 
you'll come up to see me maybe l can help. . . . " 
The whisper trailed off into inaudibility. 

"What's the matter with him? Has he got 
laryngitis?" demanded Ohm. · 

"It's de-amplification," Signal Oenerator ex
plained. "He's sending a message to us backwards 
through the set. If it were going the other way 
it would be amplified and made stronger, but this 
way it's stepped down and made weaker." 

"I didn't think such a thing was possible, " the 
i:lleuth demurred. 

"It isn't," retorted Signal Generator with a 
malicious gleam. "But go on up there anyway." 

Mixer Tube was waiting. He proved to be 
affable and friendly -· a. good mixer, as his name 
implied. 

"What have you got to tell me?" t,he Sleuth 
asked. 

"I've been listening to that artificial signal 
you've been sending up here, and I thought I 
might give you a lead," he smiled in friendly 
fashion. "To start with, I want you to know that 

MIXER TUBE. l)QO\IEO TO BE. 
AFFABLE AN!> FRIE/,J0LV-A 6001> 
Mll(l!R1 AS {11$ NAME IMPLIED 

I've been trying to help you all along. I've been 
doing my best to change the frequency of your 
signal, but this fellow Oscillator Tube--" 

"You've been doing what?" the Sleuth broke in 
incredulously. 

"Why, trying to change the signal's frequency, 
of course," Mixer Tube repeated. 

"Why on earth should you do that'l" 
"Because it's my job. I'm the official frequency 

changer for the set. Now, as 1 was saying-" 
"You'd better tell me more about this fre

q uency-changing business," the Sleuth inter
rupted ominously. "All this time we've been 
trying to give the set exactly the frequency it 
wants, and here you go and change it on us. 
You've got some explaining to do, young fellow. 
Talk - and talk fast!" 

"But that's just the point," Mixer Tube said 
quickly. "I'm supposed to change the frequency 
of the signal, but I haven't been able to." 

"Why are you supposed to change it?" the 
Sleuth demanded sternly. 

"So the tuned circuits that I.F. Tube works 
with can handle it, of course. This set is a super
heterodyne, as you should know. That means that 
any signal it receives, regardless of its frequency, 
is changed to another fixed frequency called the 
intermediate frequency." · 

"Why, for Heaven's sake?" 
"For convenience, principally. It's easier to 

give every signal uniform handling that way, 
regardless of its frequency or amplitude. Makes it 
a lot easier to control amplification and selectivity 
and all that." 
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The Sleuth was still unconvinced. "It seems to 
me that involves a lot of useless complication. 
Why wouldn't it be better to handle each signal 
at its own frequency'? " 

"Well, just as an example, take those tuned 
circuits around R.F. Tube. Generally speaking, 

+ l'/,\500.TOFA 0AIUENDEQ.-
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the lower the frequency of a signal the more they 
amplify it. This puts a high-frequency signal at a 
disadvantage, of course. The intermediate-fre
quency amplifier, on the other hand, gives all 
signals equal amplification regardless of their 
original frequency - and usually a lot more am
plification per stage, too, because it works on an 
even lower frequency still. Much the same is true 
when it comes to selectivity; again, an r.f. ampli
fier is sharper at the lower frequencies. In fact, an 
ordinary r.f. stage just doesn't have what it takes 
to select one signal from the other if the fre
quencies are fairly high. But the i.f. amplifier 
is equally choosy with them all." 

The Sleuth wavered. "That seems reasonable 
enough, at that," he said finally. "But tell me
how do you accomplish this frequency changing? 
Sounds like a difficult job." 

"Oh, it isn't, really," Mixer Tube replied 
deprecatingly. '' I'm only sort of a bartender. I 
take a couple of signals, mix 'em together - and 
there you are!" 

"A couple of signals? But the set is supposed to 
receive only one signal at a time." 

"True enough- only one signal coming in 
from the outside. '.rhe other signal is supplied 
locally. It's generated by this fellow Oscillato:1' 
Tube I wanted to tell you about. He-" 

"But why are two signals required?" 
Mixer Tube sighed. "Because we use the age

old heterodyne principle," he explained patiently, 
"which may be summed up as saying that if you 
mix two different things together you get a third. 
In this case we merely beat one signal against the 
other." 

"Rather rough treatment, isn't it?" 
"Of course not - they don't mind it a bit. Say, 

you know what a beat note is, don't you?" 
"Only," said the Sleuth, "that it's what is 

heard when two musical notes of different pitch 
are played simultaneously." 

"Right. If the frequencies of the two tones 
are close together the sound seems to rise and fall 
in intensity, doesn't it? That's the combination or 
beat frequency. By the way, did you ever see a 

. pair of unsynchronized windshield wipers?" 
Mixer Tube asked with apparent irrelevance. 

"Yes, but-oh, I think I see now what you 
mean. If the respective speeds are slightly differ
ent, every dozen strokes or so they both sweep 
across at the same instant, liut the rest of the 
time each goes its own way." 

"Correct. Suppose one is making 120 strokes 
per minute and the other 150. The first makes one 
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complete cycle in 0.5 second, the other in 0.4. 
Putting it another way, in two seconds the first 
makE>,s 4 strokes, the other one 5. 'fhus every two 
seconds the faster one gains one full stroke on 
the other, and on the next stroke both appear to 
be in synchronism. Since that happens every two 
seconds, there are ao such synchronized strokes 
per minute." 

"And 30 is the difference between.their respec
tive speeds - 120 and 150 strokE>,s per minute," 
the Sleuth added eagerly. 

"Nice figuring. Now suppose that, instead of 
windshield wipers, we have a.c. voltages of two 
different frequencies. The same process occurs 
except that here it's more important than just an 
interesting visual effect. At any point the two 
voltages add together to make a third. When they 
are in synchronism their peaks add together, 
making tlie total voltage the sum of the two. 
Half-way along the cycle the two also add up -
but in opposite polarity, so that they cancel out 
and the result is zero. At all other points propor
tionate percentage.s of each voltage add up, mak
ing a smooth rise from zero to maximum, with the 
result that a new voltage at the beat or difference 
frequency is added to the two voltages originally 
iu the circuit." 

"Why, of course," the Sleuth assented. "I see 
now. So that's how you change the frequency of 
the incoming signal. You take the Signal from 
R.F. Tube, mix it with another voltage of the 
right frequency, and pass the mixture along." 

"Right." 
"But how do you mix the two voltages?" the 

Sleuth pursued. 
"Well, you see, basically I'm an amplifier like 

R.F. Tube there - with a couple of added fea
tures. I take the Signal in on my control grid, and 
it varies or modulates my plate current as in any 
tube. However - and here's where the added 
features come in - in addition to the usual 
control, screen and suppressor grids, I have a 
fourth one called the injection grid. This is also a 
kind of control grid, and it takes the voltage from 
the local oscillator and modulates my plate 
current a second time. By the time that electron 
stream reaches my plate it's quite a mess, carry
ing not only the input Signal and the local signal 
but their beat-frequency combinations as well." 

"But if all those frequencies get into your plate 
circuit, how do you ever separate them to get the 
one you want?" 

"Oh, I leave that up to I.F. Input Transformer. 
His primary is my plate load impedance, you 
know, and he has a pair of tuned circuits inside 
him tuned to the intermediate frequency. He 
uses his sense of selectivity to pick out the beat or 
heterodyne voltage, rejecting all the others." 

"How does he get rid of the other voltages?" 
"Passes them straight down to ground through 

his low capacitive reactance. There's very little 
left of them after that, I can tell you." 

"This is all very interesting, I must say." 
'rhe Sleuth's face glowed with interest. "Now 
tell me more about the local signal - where you 
get it, and so on." 
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"That's what I've been trying to tell you all 
along, but you've insisted on going off on these 
tangents," Mixer Tube retorted petulantly. "I 
have to depend on Oscillator Tube for the local 
voltage and ever since the current failed he just 
hasn't been supplying me any." 

The Sleuth looked at Mixer Tube for a mo
ment before the significance of this statement 
dawned. Then he asked excitedly, "And that's 
why the Signal isn't getting through?" 

"Well, it's the reason I haven't been able to 
pass along this artificial test signal of yours, any
way. Although-" 

"Whatf You numskull! Why didn't you tell 
roe that in the first place instead of letting me 
waste all this time?" the Sleuth shouted in fury, 
instantly the ruthless troubleshooter tracking a 
uot lead. 

"But that's just it--you wouldn't let me!" 
Mixer 'fube defended himself, unawed by his 
questioner's rage. "Anyway-" 

But the Sleuth was gone. Coat tails flying, 
down the chassis he ran, sliding to a halt before 
Signal Generator and the waiting Meters with 
something less than his accustomed dignity. 

"IIIE 5LW'IH WAS GONE, 
COATTAILS FLV1Nc::t1DOWN1l-lE. 

CHASSIS HS RA!-1, 

"I've got it at last!" he proclaimed breath
lessly, steadying himself to regain his balance. 
"It's Oscillator Tube! He quit supplying the 
heterodyne voltage to Mixer Tube!" 

Signal Generator pursed his lips. "Well, at 
least that theory sounds more reasonable than 
your other one," he observed. "It might explain 
why I could get through weakly to Output 
Meter when I was feeding through R.F. Tube but 
not otherwise." 

"What's that got to do with it?" the Sleuth 
demanded in annoyance. 

"Well, with both R.F. Tube and Mixer Tube 
amplifying my signal, even though it didn't get 
changed to the intermediate frequency it was 
strong enough so a little of it got through the set, 
even though that i.f. amplifier crew did their best 
to kill it." 

"So what? We needn't worry about that now-··· 
all we've got to do is arrest our man." 

"But first we'd better make sure he is our man., 
hadn't we?" Signal Generator demurred mildly. 
"Suppose I try sending a signal through at the 
intermediate frequency. If it survives, then we 
can be pretty sure of the answer." 

"You're wasting time!" the Sleuth snapped. 
"Why, it's obvious that Oscillator Tube is guilty 
~ it couldn't be anyone else. I'm going up there 
right now and grab him!" 

"Yeah - and so was Output Transformer 
guilty, and Power Cord and those Coils and Con
densers," Ohm muttered nastily in the back
ground. The Sleuth did not hear him, however. 

(Continued on page 80) 
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Army-Navy Announce Radar! 
fN all probability there is scarcely an 

amateur anywhere who does not know the m:ean
ing of the word "radar" and at least something 
of the purpose of the device it identifies, if not of 
its principles. Alternately in the past the subject 
of guarded disclosures and of tight censorship, 
the term is one which in recent months QST, in 
common with other technical publications, has 
not been permitted so much as to mention, even 
for recruiting purposes. 

On April 2.'ith, however, the first "official" 
announcement of radar was made in the form of a 
joint release by the War and Navy Departments 
describing its early development. For the record 
as well a.'3 for the information of our readers. this 
release is reproduced herewith: · 

BASIC STORY OF "RADAR" TOLD IN JOINT 
ARMY-NAVY STATEMENT 

The early development of radar was described by the 
Wat and Navy Departments to:.day. This joint announce
ment was made in line with the policy to give the American 
people as much information as possible without endangering 
our own forces or helping the enemy. • 

The term '"radarn l!lt.m,111:1 radio-detecting-and-ranging. 
Radars, then, am devices which the Allies use to detect the 
approach of enemy aircraft and ships, 11nd to determine the 
distance (range) to the enemies' forces. liadar is used 1:-.r 
static ground defenses to provide data for anti-aircraft guns 
for use in smashing Axis planes through cloud cover, and by 
airplanes and warships, 

It is one of the marvels made possible by t,he electron 
tube. ffitrahigh-frequency waves traveling with the speed 
of light can be focussed, scan the air and sea. "\Vhen they 
strike an enemy ship ar airplane, they bounce back. Radio 
waves travel at a constant speed of 186.000 miles per 
second. Thus a small space of time is required for such 
signals to travel to a reflecting surface and return to a 
receiver, so that, with means provided for mell8uring this 
time interval, it is possible to determine the distance to a 
given target. Radars operate through fog, storms, and dark
ness, as well as through cloudless skies. They are, there
fore, superior to both telescopes and ,acoustic listening 
devices. 

Radar is used for both defense and offense. In fact, the 
British, who call their similar apparatus the radiolocator, 
say it was instrumental in saving England during the aerial 
blitz of 1940 and 1941. At that time the locators spotted 
German raiders long before they reached a target area, and 
thus gave the !{AF and ground defenses time for prepara
tion. Since then radar has stood guard at many danger 
points along United Nations frontiers and at sea, warning 
of the coming of aerial and sea-borne enemy forces, and con
tributing towards victory in combat. The new ,;cience has 
played a vital part in helping first to stem and then to tum 
the tide of Axis conquest. 

It was first discovered in the United Stat6!) in 1922, when 
scientists observed that reception from a radio station was 
interfered with by an object moving in the path of the 
signals. Accordingly, a radio receiver was set up on the 
banks of a river and the effects on signal reception caused 
by boats passing up and down the river were studied. The 
experiment of installing the receiver in a truck was also 
tried, and it was observed that similar disturbances were 
produced in the receiver when the tn1ck moved past large 
buildings. Development work was immediately undertaken 
so that the new discovery might be used for. detecting 
vesfuils passing between harbor entrances, or between ship• 
at sea. 

So far, it had been necessary to have the moving object 
pass between the radio transmitter and the receiver. This 
obviously limited the possible fields of application. In 1925 
it was found that the surface of an object, or target, would 
act as a reflector of high-frequency radio waves. In other 
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words, the radio signals sent out by a transmitter could be 
mad!L to strike a target, and then "bounce" back to a 
receiver. This made it possible to have both the trans
mitter and the reeeiver at the same location. 

By 1930, research engineers were able to pick up re
flected signals from planes passing overhead. By 1934, they 
had developed "' satisfactory means of measuring the dis
tance between the radar trs,nsmitter and the target. Since 
then other advances in the field have been made, Borne of 
which, after the war is over, will undoubtedly contribute to 
the security and comfort of a world at peace. 

In order to prevent information which might facilitate 
development of radar from reaching the enemy through 
publicity originating in the United States, it has been 
decided that no further items on the subject will be released 
until the Army and Navy are convinced that the enemy 
already has the information from some other source. 

),\,; Strays :Js . ~ . 
A.rmy-Navy Time Signals 

In addition to local War Time, Longines time 
announcements from b.c. stations now also in
clude the time in terms of the 24-hour clock. This 
is in cofiperation with the desire of the Army and 
Navy to promote an understanding of 24-hour 
t.ime by civilians and to benefit those of the armed 
forces who make use of the time signals, since all 
activities of the Army and Navy are now con
ducted according to the 24-hour clock. In all 
cases Army-Navy time corresponds to local War 
Time, except that A.M. and P.M. designations are 
eliminated and the hours of 13 o'clock to 24 
o'clock are substituted for the usual P.M. hours. 
!<'or instance, announcements of 3 P.M. local"War 
Time will also include the announcement of 15 
o'clock Army-Navy time. 

According to Telecommunications Reports, the 
Costello Committee of the House of Representa
tives, investigating draft deferment in the gov
ernment, in its report expressed concern "over 
the number of draft-eligible young men hired by 
t,he FCC . . . particularly in the case of junior 
and a.<Jsistant monitoring officers and radio oper
ators .... These monitoring employees, Mr. 
Fly testified, were hired because they were 
experienced radio operators or technicians. The 
Commission had tried to find women replace
ments, the FCC chairman told the committee, 
but found few qualified. The Commission had 
literally covered the field and had enlisted the 
aid of the American Radio Relay League in an 
effort to obtain qualified personnel not subject to 
the draft, Chairman Fly said. In defense of the 
many young monitors employed by the FCC in 
the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, its 
director, Robert Leigh, testified that youthful 
monitors are necessary because almost nobody 
over 40 years of age has the acute hearing neces
sary in listening through the 5tatio,'' 
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EXPERIMENTER'S. SECTION 
Addreaa correapondence and reporta to ARRI.. Wen Hartford, Conn. 

PROJECT 

Carrier Curren! 

Fm. 1 shows the circuit diagram of a c.c. 
transmitter-receiver in use here. The receiver con
sists of a regenerative detector and single-stage 
audio amplifier preceded by an untuned stage of 
r.f. with the hot side of the power line tied directly 
to the grid. The detector is quite conventional. 
The coil was wound on a piece of cardboard tubing 
about one an<l one-half inches in diameter. It is 
scramble-wound with wire salvaged from an old 
speaker field. The secondary, L2, was wound on 
first and covered with a layer of friction tape. 
The primary, L1, was wound close to the grid 
end, and the tickler, L3, close to the ground end. 
Then the whole thing was given another covering 
of friction tape. The r.f. chokes used in the orig
inal model were standard 2.5-mh. manufactured 
units, 1 but we ran out of these and instead wound 
about two hundred turns of No. :32 wire on a 
piece of half-inch dowel 

t 4- 2.5•mh. choke has a. reactance of only about 2300 
ohms t1.t 150 kc. An inductance of 2.5 to 80 mh. should reduce 
choke losses. - EDITOR 

Fig. l - Circuit dia
gram of W6RLJ's 
transmitter receiver 
for carrier-current 
communication. 
C1 - 700-µµfd. varia-

ble, see text 
C2, Cs, ~ - 0.01 µfd. 
C5 - 250-µµfd. mica 
CG - 0.25 µfd, 51 
C1, Cs - 500 µµfd, 
Cil-0.l µfd. 
C10, Cu - 0.002 µfd. 
C12 - 0.006 µfd. 
Cu - 250-µµfd. mica 
Cu-0.1 µId. 
Cta, CtG - 8 ,dd. 
R1 - 75,000 ohms, l 

watt 
R1 - 1000 ohxns, l 

watt 
Ra, R4, Ra - 50,000 

ohms, 1 watt 
Re -2 megohxns, ½ 

watt 
R7 - 50,000-ohm va

riable 
Rs - 0.25 megohm, 

;,'2 watt IISV.,A.C. 
Rv - 0.1 megohm, H 

watt 
R10 - 2500 ohms, 1 watt 
Ru - 15,000 ohms, l watt 
RFC-2.5 mh. 
S1 - S.p.d.t, toggle 
S2 - S.p.s.t. toggle 
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The transmitter is a regulation Hartley os
cillator using a 6L6G. With the plate voltage 
available, the input runs about 12 watts. The note 
is really erystal d.c. and sure sounds sweet. Of 
course the key is hotter than a firecracker as 
it stands now, but we are planning to put in 
a keying relay to remove that danger.2 

The power supply is common to both the re
ceiver and transmitter, the receiver running all 
the time, and acting as a bleeder for the supply. 
When the transmitter is keyed, of course, the 
receiver gives out some very nice clicks, but that 
i,m't too "=oying. Grounding the detector grid 
during periods of transmission results in a hum in 
the 'phones that makes a swell monitoring tone. 

Nothing in either the receiver or transmitter 
is shielded, but shielding would no doubt improve 
the selectivity. 

(aontinued ,m page 72) 

,., II the system shown in the circuit diagram is used, all 
ground connections shown mUBt be made to the chassis and 
not to ,ictua.l ground; otherwise the key will short-circuit 
t,he line. The chassis must not be grounded. This arrangement 
also has the added disadvantage that the ehassis will then 
be "hot" with r~.spcct to ground by the amount of the 
line voltage. It would seem to be a better plan to place 
Ou between the arm of 81 and the ungronnded side of the 
line. The chassis may then be grounded and the danger of 
shock or short-circuit removed.-···~ EDITOR 

T -··• Power transformer: 350-0-350, 5 volts, 6.3 volts 
L1 -100 turns No. 32 wire, l½ in. diam,, see text 
L2 - 300 turns No, 32 wire, I½ in. diam., see text 
La - 75 turns No. 32 wire, l½ in, diam., see text 

Ground connections shown in the diagram indicate 
connections to the chassis and not to actual earth. 
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'lrl urnrnnn 'rnnlaf'ID-

INTS AND KINKS 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTE 

SUBSTITUTING PIN .JACKS FOR 
llOTARY SWITCH IN v.o.H. CIRCUITS 

SINCE multi-position gang switches are 
often difficult to obtain without priority these 
days, several fellows have been stumped when it 
came to building the volt-ohm-milliammeter 
shown in Fig. 1821 on page 393 of the current 
edition of 'l'he Radio .Amateur's Handbook. To 
solve this difficulty, we figured out a way by 
which headphone tips and jacks may be used as 
a substitute switching arrangement. The circuit 
is shown in Fig. 1. Since several of the switch 
points in the original circuit were tied together, 
it is possible to dispense with some of the con
tact points in the revision. 

All voltage readings are made with tip No. 1 in 
a neutral position. For resistance measurements 
up to 250,000 ohms, tip No. 2 should be placed in 
the 250,000-ohm jack, leaving tip No. 1 in neutral 
position. Without changing the position of either 
tip, the 2.5-megohm range is obtained by using an 
external 45-volt battery. For measuring resist
ances up to 500 ohms, tip No. 1 should be plugged 
in the 500-ohm jack and tip No. 2 in the low-ohm
ma. jack. Leaving tip No. 2 in this same position 
and removing tip No. 1 to neutral, the 1-ma. 
range can be covered. Additional current ranges 
require merely plugging tip No. 1 in the 10- or 
100-ma. jacks, while tip No. 2 is in the low-ohm
ma. jack.······ IY. fiJ. Bradley, TVlFTVH. 

i;R 
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Fi/I,. I - Pin-jack arrangement which may be used as 
substitute for ganged multi-point switch in v-o-m cir
cuits. The following valnes apply to the circuit shown in 
Chapter 18 of the 1943 Radio Amateur's Handbook. 
Rt -2000-ohm wire-wound variable 
R2 -- 3000 ohms, ½ watt 
Ra - l 00-ma. shnnt, 0.33 ohms 
fu- 10-ma. shunt, 3.6 ohms 
R~ - 40,000 ohms, ½ watt 
Ro- 4 megohms, 4 watts (four 1-meg, resistors in series) 
R1 - 0.75 megohm, 1 watt (0.5- and 0.25-meg. resistors 

in series) 
Rs - 0.2 megohm, }1 watt 
l{g - 40,000 ohms, h watt 
Rio -10,000 ohms, ½ watt 
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MICA-TRll'tlMER TANK CONDENSERS 
IN W .E.R.S. GEAR 

I HA VE been working with v.h.f. in a mili
tary capacity and have run into the same snag 
t,hat a good many of the fellows in defense work 
have run into, said snag being the lack of proper 
parts. Here are two uses I have found for the 
small 3- to 30-µµfd. trimmer condensers. 

/~ 

\ 

A 8 
Fig. 2 - Snhstituting mica trimmers for air con

densers in WERS gear. A shows the trimmer applied 
to the high-C horseshoe tank described in QST for De
c,emher, 1941. The horseshoe is supported by three 
stand-off insulators, one at each end and one at the cen
ter of the curved portion. :For the 112-Mc. band, the 
horseshoe should have an over-all width of 2 inches and 
length of 2 ~i inches. The opening at the cmter is ½
inch wide, making the width of the conductor % inch. 
The inductance may he adjusted by changing the posi- · 
tion of the trimmer on the horseshoe. 

B shows the trimmer applied to a receiver. A shaft is 
attached to the trimmer adjnsting screw. 

The high-C oscillator, described in a recent 
issue of QST and in the 1943 ARRL Handbook, 
which uses the U-shaped tank circuit, can he 
made more compact without any appreciable 
losses in efficiency by the use of a 3- t.o 30-µµfd. 
trimmer condenser across the tank instead of the 
large split-stator variable, which, hy t.he way, 
is quite hard to obtain. Care should be taken to 
reach the desired frequency with the trimmer 
almost all the way dosed in order to maintain 
the desired high-C tank.1 The U tank circuit 
may be made adjustable either by drilling holes, 
as shown in the drawing of Fig. 2-A, or by slot
t,ing it to fit the hardware which mounts t,he 
trimmer and soldering lugs and tank itself on the 
stand-off insulators. The U tank in the set I 
built was mounted on Plexiglass as was the tube 
and other parts. The assembly can then be put 
in a cabinet if desired. The high-C transmitter 
using the trimmer condenser still shows good 

1 Hieronymus, "WERS Gear, 1942 Styl~," QST, Nov., 
1042, p. 36. 
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modulation capabilities and frequency is appar
ently just as stable as with the variable condenser 
recommended in the original oscillator. 

A trimmer of the same type may be put to use 
as a tuning condenser in the 2J,f-meter receiver or 
transceiver by soldering a small piece of tin to 
the head of the set screw and then cementing this 
t,in to a shaft after inserting it into a slot cut for 
this purpose as shown in Fig. 2-B. It is not 
difficult to get the screw head to take the solder 
if it is thoroughly cleaned and scraped. before at
tempting to solder. Any noise that may result 
from a metal washer or no washer at all be
tween the screw head and movable plate may 
he eliminated by substituting a fiber or ceramic 
washer. 

The trimmer which was used in a transceiver as 
11 tuning condenser allows the transceiver to 
superregenerate over three full turns of the trim
mer set screw, and it works very nicely. It is 
used in conjunction with a 1G4G oscillator and a 
1T5GT with only 67½ volts on the plates. The 
inductance will be approximately the same in 
most cases where the trimmers are substituted. 

-- Sf Sgt. J. H. Hearne, Hensley Fiel,d, Texas. 

CONVERTING AN OUT-DATED B.C. 
RECEIVER TO A COMMUNICATIONS JOB 

Tmn average communications receiver 
offers an excellent proving ground for a wide 

variety of technical theories and practical kinks, 
yet a great many hams who have spent a goodly 
sum for a commercial receiver have never ven
tured beyond replacing a tube or soldering in an 
exact replacement. Probably the main advantage 
of the homemade job is that you're not afraid to 
tear in and try something new. But with parts at 
a premium (if you can get them at all) not much 
construction of this type is being attempted at 
the present time. 

The receiver at this shack has been the subject 
of much experimentation, yet it cost little and 
used incredibly few parts. An old broadcast re
ceiver - in this case a Fada Model 99 which 
was about to be discarded --- was secured from a 
friend. The first step was to dismantle it com
pletely. (A previous attempt merely to rewire the 
r.f. and i.f. stages was wholly unsatisfactory.) 
After cleaning and repairing, the old receiver 
yielded an 18½ X 11 >: 2!,iHnch chassis, a power 
transformer, a four-gang variable condenser, two 
audio transformers, a loud speaker with a torn 
cone and many smaller usable components. After 
a schematic of the new receiver was drawn up, 
a general plan was made of the layout. Both cir
cuit and plan were made as similar as possible 
to those of the original receiver, to save parts 
and make necessary fewer additional holes in 
the chassis. 

It was necessary to condition several of 
the parts, such as removing plates from 
the variable condenser and sawing and 
drilling the chassis. The r.f., oscillator and 
i.f. coils were wound by hand on tube 
bases and forms from the b.c. receiver. 
The set wiring was done with No. 16 wire 
from an old field coil. By running the 
power wiring parallel to the sides of the 
chassis with right angle bends, an ex
tremely neat job resulted. Of course, all 
wires carrying r.f. were run in straight 
lines. 

The circuit used in any particular case 
is, of course, dependent on the original 
receiver and on your own ideas. A brief 
description of some of the irregularities 
in the circuit of my receiver might help 
to show a few of the possibilities for 
innovations. 

+B• ----:r:---+---------t======~ 

The r.f. stage, the circuit of which is 
shown in Fig. 3-A, is conventional ex
cept for the gain control. When the gain 
control is moved to the right the screen 
is by-passed but degenerative feed-back 
is introduced by reducing the effect of the 
eathode by-pass condenser. In this con
dition the tuning of the stage is broad and 

B 
Fig. 3 - Hints for improving homemade receivers. 

(A) Combined regeneration-degeneration control for variable 
selectivity in r.f. amplifier. Rt is a volnme control with a resist
ance of 5000 to 10,000 ohms. Ct and C2 are.the nsnal cathode and 
screen by-pass condensers. 

(B} Negative feed-back audio circuit to improve fidelity and 
reduce hnm. & is the usual grid resistor in the driver stage of the 
audio amplifier (usually the first audio stage). 
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the gain reduced for receiving a strong 
signal with good fidelity. For weak sta
tions and greater selectivity, the gain con
trol is moved to the left. Here it reduces 
the effect of the screen by-pass condenser, 
causing regeneration. 

Inverse feed-back was applied to the 
first audio grid directly from the voice coil 
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as shown in Fig. 3-B. This reduces distortion"in 
all parts of the audio system and also reduces hum 
from the ripple in the "B" supply and speaker 
field current. 

Those amateurs who cannot actually help fight 
this war can still aid their country by becoming as 
proficient as possible in the fields of research and 
construction of radio and electronic equipment. 
Certainly this type of experimentation is one 
way to help develop and improve these skills. -
William Davidon, WiOKY /9. 

USING TRANSFORMERS WITH 2.5-VOLT 
U 7JNDINGS FOR 6.3-VOLT HEATERS 

Now that there is a trend toward using 
any old parts that can be salvaged, I would like 
to pass on an idea for using obsolete b.c. power 
transformers with 2.5-volt filament windings for 
tubes with 6-volt heaters. 

By replacing the usual 80 rectifier with a tube 
using an indirectly-heated cathode, such as an 
84 or 6X5, the 5-volt winding can be connected 
to one half of the 2.5-volt winding, giving a total 
of 6.3 volts. 

When using the windings in series, they must 
be connected in phase. If the first connection 
gives less than 5 volts, reverse the leads to one 
of the windings. The total current drain should 
be limited to about 2 amperes, since this is usually 
the rating of the rectifier-filament winding. As the 
current drain of 6-volt tubes is small, this will be 
sufficient for the average equipment to be powered 
by such a supply. - R. R. Robinson, WBMGV 

/'""·.-"=-------•+ 
11.V 

1------,•-

t 
6;t.,. volts 

! 
Fig. 4 - Scheme for using 5-volt winding and half of 

2.5-volt winding on old transformers to obtain 6.3 volts 
for operating newer-type tuhes. The substitution _of a 
rectifier with an indirectly-heated cathode is reqwred. 

SWITCHING ON OR OFF FROH 
FOUR LOCATIONS 

DA VINO the urge to act after reading the 
editorial suggestion by C. B. D. in the February 
issue, we ar~ passing the following on to Hints and 
Kinks: 

Some of us remember the first time we wired 
our rigs so that we could switch them on or off 
from either of two positions. For a while we had 
a feeling of real satisfaction. Of course, our wiring 
was nothing more than the common "three
way" switching circuit used in hall lighting. 

Many occasions arise when it would be most 
convenient to be able to switch from more than 
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lJ-• l ~s. r cs, 
rc_i --

I.OAD 

---------------------<• 
Fig. 5 -- Circuit for controlling transmitter or other 

device from any one of four positions. 
S1 - S.p.d.t. toggle switch 
S2 - D.p.d.L toggle switch 

two positions. The circuit shown in Fig. 5 per-
1nits control from four locations and requires only 
standard switches found in knife, toggle and snap-
switch types. -

Two single-pole double-throw switches and 
two double-pole double-throw switches (wirecl as 
reversing switches) are needed. Note that in the 
diagram all switchp,s are shown switched to the 
right and that the drcuit as shown is off. Switch
ing at any of the four positions puts the circuit 
on. This may be followed by switching to "off" 
from that or any other of the four positions. 
-Charles F. White, Washington, D. C., and 
Robert J. Hearon, Arlington, Va. 

IF YOUR COPY OF (1ST IS LATE-

Bear with us and the nation's trans
portation systems. We are both doing 
our best - QST is being printed one to 
three days earlier to help keep deliveries 
on schedule - but unavoidable wartime 
delays do occur. 

.tlBBL ,-,,lenibers: 

1. Slowness of delivery is beyond our 
control; your copy is mailed at the same 
time as all others for your vicinity. 

2. Don't write us about non-delivery 
until at least the 10th of the following 
month; your copy is on the way. .. 

3. Renew early and keep your file in
tact; the .. upply of replacement and hack 
copies is sharply limited. 

4. Please allow plenty of time for ac
knowledgment of new and renewed 
membership-subscription entries. 

Newsst:and Headers: 
'Because of paper limitations, news

stand quotas are unavoidably reduced. 
To make sure of getting your copy, bu_y 
it from the same dealer each month. 
That way we can allocate available copies 
to maximum advantage. 

flverseas Men&bers: 
Note the expiration date on your mem

hership-subscription certificate and re
new 3 to 4 months in advance. We can no 
longer backdate renewals or supply 
missing issues. All entries are now being 
n1ade effective with the issue of QST 
current as of the date new or renewal 
order is received. 

Under present conditions QST is 
mailed overseas at the subscriber's risk 
and we cannot duplicate copies. 



{.,_,· ~~------------------------
~ft O RRE SP ON DEN CE FROM 'MEMBERS 

Tho PuhU.her• of QST aJ111u.me no responeibility for • tatem..ent• made herein by correspondent.a. 

THE HARINE CORPS ACKNOWLEDGES 

Headquarters U. S. Marine Corps 
Washington, D. C. 

.Editor, (),ST: 
lt is with pleasure that I acknowledge the arti

cle by Clinton B. DeSoto, "QST Visits the 
Marine Corps," which was published in the April 
issue. The clear and concise presentation of radio 
o:iommunications in the Marine Corps with re
spect to the problems involved in training of per
sonnel as well as difficulties encountered in com
bat is gratifying to all Marines. It is believed that 
the manner in which the article was presented will 
give the readers of QST a deeper insight into the 
importance and responsibilities of combat radio 
communications, which will benefit the Marine 
Corps in its future procurement of radio operators 
and technicians. 

·- Lieutenant General 'I'. Holcomb, 
The Commandant, U.S. Marine C!orps 

••ELECTRONICS" VS. "RADIONICS" 

-U-73 Gleane St., Elmhurst, N. Y. 
Editor, QST: 

I am a great admirer of your magazine . . . 
but I'm afraid "something must have slipped" in 
"Correspondence from Members" in the April 
'43 issue. There you published a letter from E. F. 
McDonald, jr., concerning the terms radionics 
and electronics. Mr. McDoµald is probably a 
good radio engineer and manager, but does not 
appear to know too much about etymology. 
He has made several mistakes, I believe. Radio 
is a word derived from the Latin equivalent of 
"to radiate," hut you will see that words like 
"radius," "radiate," "radiation" all contain the 
i after the ancient root rad (rad-i-us, for in
stance). The Greek word ion (u,w) is there
fore not contained in the word radio. So cancel 
the ''wandering." 

'rhen he states that the first syllable of the 
word electric (electronics) is derived from the 
Greek root meaning "amber." However, the 
Greek word actually is elektron., and electron has 
for a long time been understood to mean the 
negative charge uf an atom, which, when in 
motion, causes a flow of electric current. If, 
then, we add the syllable -ics to the word elec
tron, like in phys-ics or mathematics, we find the 
real meaning of the genially-contrived word 
electronics to be "the science concerned with 
moving negative atomic charges." (Here, too, 
there is no trace of the ion, the "wandering.") 
The artificially-contrived word radionics would 
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only mean "the science concerned with radia
tionR," which, in my opinion, would be a very 
incomplete definition of all that which is included 
in electronics . 

We have been using many hundreds of thou
sands of words "of British origin" - almost the 
entire American language, in fact __ ,. without 
bothering to find a substitute for every one of 
them. At a time like this, when Britain is closer to 
us than ever before, should we let the origin of 
such an important and well-derived word like 
electronics make us reject it and substitute a 
competitive ''ersatz" word like radionicsf 

-·· Harry W. Neugebauer 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Editor, QST: 

Referring to the communication in QST for 
April, page 47: 

Radionics does not spring from the Latin, "to 
radiate" and the Greek ion (to wander or travel), 
as Mr. McDonald asserts. The Latin word is 
rndi11.S, which means the "spoke" of a wheel, 
"radius" of a eircle, and "ray"; but it does not 
mean "to radiate.'' There is no Greek verb ion, 
"to wander or travel.'' -on, ''thing," or -ion, 
"little thing," cannot properly be added to a 
Latin word. Scientific texms are not properly 
made by combining elements of English words. 
This its the habit of commercial advertisers and 
the inventors of names for commercial products. 
Examples of sound scientific terminology are 
kert()-tron, meaning "e,mpty device" and di-ode, 
"two road (thing)." To know how good these 
terms are one has to have some standards in 
language. Scientific terms are not properly made 
by ganging up, nor by finding a term "that will 
win friends and influence people." That is a 
business man's idea. Words, including personal 
names, are not mere jumbles of syllables, though 
that seems to be the idea in the Middle West. 
Radionics is made up slap-dash from radio and 
onics (stolen from electronics). Like heatatrola 
and hatateria, it will "win friends and influence 
people.'' Finally, radionics would seem to mean 
"the scienee of things pertaining to radio "; 
whereas the meaning we want is "the science of 
things pertaining to the electron." 

Elektron meant "amber." From this was made 
the adjective, electr--ic, and the noun, e/ectr-ic--ity. 
From the last named was made in turn electr-on, 
"the thing behind the 'amber' effect"; then the 
adjective, electr-on-ic, and the noun, electr-on-ic-s, 
"t,he science of things pertaining to the electron." 
That, after all, is the sense you want. 

- W. H. Worrell, WBSKW 
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6001 Dickens Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
Editor, QST: 

. . . I do not like to disagree with Prof. Wor
rell, but believe the following will be of interest to 
all concerned. 

Due to the discussion now going on about the 
words radionics and electronfr,s, it seems ad
visable to evaluate the etymology and seman
tics of each. Those who favor "radionics" have 
given as much thought to it from a standpoint of 
scientific construction as anyone could ask for. 
Language is a growing thing, not static. In par
ticular, English (especially the American version) 
is a composite which has borrowed words from 
nearly all tongues. In transliteration foreign words 
are sometimes changed in spelling. Even words 
which always belonged to the English language 
have been altered in spelling, a.~ anyone who 
reads Spencer or Chaucer will realize. Examples 
of words that have been accepted, such as 
''fluoroscope" and "dictograph," are a combina
tion of Greek and Latin. 

Ray, radiation, radiate and the . English word 
radius all spring from a Lat.in root which also 
appears in the first syllable of radionics. Radiate 
appears in the Latin form as radiatus, which is 
the past participle of the Latin radiare, meaning 
"to emit rays from," and in turn is derived 
from the Latin radius - rod, ray. The word 
ion comes from the Greek ion, neuter of ion, 
present participle of ienai, meaning "to wan
der" or "go." The literal translation of the 
word radionics is "wandering" or "t,raveling" 
radiation. 

Now Jet us consider the implied scientific 
meaning of the word radionics. I on is used · to 
indicate a charged particle and its use here 
combined with radiation is self-explanatory. It is 
a broad term which, in view of the present state 
of the art, covers current and future develop
ments. 

The early ghysicists believed atoms to be made 
of protons and electrons. They were not aware of 
the possibility of wave mechanics. Now scientists 
have found in nuclear physics a number of other 
entities, such as the positron, neutron and deu
teron, etc. In the future, when atomic disintegra
tion and ultrahigh-frequency techniques come out 
from behind closed doors, perhaps there will be 
other particles that may be used as building 
blocks and controlled as electrons are now. 

In coining seicntific words, the suffix -on, is 
used to form nouns in physics, denoting the pres
ence of a charged particle. This appears to be a 
contraction from -ion: The first syllable tells 
something as to behavior or character. Examples 
are photon, neutron, positron, rumbatron, mag
netron, cyclotron. 

Also t.he noun suffix -£on, signifying act or 
process, state or condition, give,s another inter
pretation. In view of all t,his, the word radion
ics takes on greater significance. We have in it 
radiation, charged particles, a coverage for future 
developments in radio technique, an act or process 
nsing ultimate particles. Radionics has three im
portant points: (1) The literal translation is de-
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scriptive. (2) Scientific connotation is broad and 
accurate. (3) It implies radio techniques as 
thought of by laymen, scientists and engineers . 

Electronics comes from a Greek root. The 
Greek word for amber is elektron. Thales dis
covered in 546 B.c. that when amber was rubbed 
it took on new properties, attracting grass, hair, 
etc. Stoney in 1891 first used electron to indi
cate a unit charge. Since he was thinking of it in 
connection with the univalent ion, it might be 
either positive or negative. It is easy to see how 
he may' have arrived at this terminology. By 
simply changing one letter, he had a word whose 
first syllable, elec-, indicated electricity with 
the historical significance of the attracting prop
erties of amber, and the -on suffix necessary to 
show bharged particles. The literal translation 
becomes "wandering amber." Our words, elec
tricity, electrical, etc., all come from the same 
Greek origin, elektron. (Note the nse of the 
first syllable.) It certainly follows then that 
Stoney, conscious of charged particles, wanted 
the -on ending to carry its full significance. 

Electronics' three important points are as fol
lows: (1) Literal translation is not descriptive. 
(2) The ,scientific connotation can stand for only 
t,his particular charged particle, negative in char
actm·. (3) Absence of anything that will directly 
indicate radio techniques. 

A letter on the subject of radionics and elec
tronics was sent to the editors of a number of 
publications in all parts of the country, as well 
:m to physicists and deans of engineering schools. 
Replies from this sample survey are as follows: 

Out of 68 editors, 56 preferred radionics, 6 were 
neutral, 6 thought electronics the better word. 
According to scientific opinion, as shown by 202 
replies of the physicists and others engaged in 
this field, 131 preferred radionics, 57 preferred 
electronics and 14 were neutral. 

- Elizabeth Kelsey, Engineering Correlator, 
Zenith Radio Corporation 

UNIONS AND THE MARITIME SERVICE 

1715 Maiden Lane, Springfield, Ohio 
Editor, QST: 

Have just finished reading the article in May 
()ST • . • [on] the training of radio operators for 
the U.S. merchant marine. 

The article is interesting as far as it goes, but 
the paragraphs outlining privileges, quarters, 
messing facilities and base-pay status should 
have been followed by an explanation of how this 
"Utopia" came about. For "TTtopia" it was, to 
the operators who were going to sea in the '30s. 

These good conditions and wages did not come 
about through the good-heartedness of the War 
Hhipping Administration or a.ny other govern
mental agency, nor through the fact that a "na
t,ional emergency" existed and marine radio 
operating had to be "drr,ssed up" to make it an 
attractive service. 

It was done individually and collectively 
t,hrough the membership of the American Com-
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munications Association, who for over ten years 
fought for and obtained, the hard way, the privi
leges and fair wages that are now an accepted 
standard in the merchant marine. The high 
standards and wages obtained in the communica
tions company's point-to-point services and ma
rine coastal stations were obtained the same way. 

Give credit where credit is due. 
- R. P. Letsinger, 1V6EGR 

PROPERLY CLASSIFIED 

Ephrata Air Base, Ephrata, Wash. 
Editor, QST: 

••• No doubt you have heard that the Army 
tries to classify men into the type of work they 
are best suited for. Believe it or not, it actually 
happened with me. Aside from being in the radio 
business for the past three years, I have held a 
ham ticket and was active on several bands for 
over twice that time. Also, in the months before 
Uncle Sam beckoned I spent a great deal of 
time at another of my major interests - flying. 
My job now is a combination of both: control 
tower operator, directing air traffic. 

As a graduate of the Army Air Forces' great 
radio school at Scott Field, Ill, I feel that I have 
accomplished something thus far and sincerely 
hope that all who might read this have been as 
fortunate in being assigned to a task as pleasant 
and as much to their liking and ability as I have. 

Boy! Won't the ether waves hum with tall 
tales and exciting adventure when we can once 
again sit down for an unending evening of 
friendly ragchewing? That's the day I'm looking 
forward to! 

- Cpl. Robert D. Greer, 1V7GCT 

FROlU ONE RULUPUS TO ANOTHER 

U. S. Naval Air Station, Cape May, N. J. 
Editor, QST: 
... You will remember, I'm sure, the call 

KH6SHS that started such a rumpus from 
American Samoa during the spring of 1940. Ever 
since that time I have had no opportunity to go 
on the air, and when war was declared that 
settled things for good. . . . 

I have joined the Naval Air Force and now 
hold the rating of aviation chief radioman. I 
won't say where I've been, but it sure is fun to 
meet up with fellas all over the world who have 
held amateur licenses and who still have the 
same enthusiasm for research, handling traffic 
and just plain chewing the fat. . . . 

I'd like to make a recommendation to all ex
hams who are now in Uncle Sam's Navy. Go to 
t,he Navy's finest radio school at Bellevue, D. C., 
and then start all over with hamming principles! 
It works wonders, and the technical knowledge 
gained is of inestimable service to your country. 
Most of our top grads at the school were ex-
bams ••.• 

- ,JCRM J. J. Petranek, USN 
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THINKING NOT RESTRICl'ED 

519 E. Melbourne Ave., Peoria, Ill. 
Editor, QST: 

You are to be congratulated on the high quality 
maintained by "our" magazine since the war. 
Working under unusual difficulties, you are doing 
a remarkable job. 

Our operating has been restricted, but our 
thinking has not. Our learning and e.xperiment
ing continues at an even faster pace for many of 
us. We are glad to see QST coming out each 
month - just about as thick as ever-· and with 
t,he latest news of our great fraternity. 

I like, especially, your articles on new appara-
tus and theory. - Cyrus Rohrer, jr., W9EKL 

BUSILY ENGAGED 
Fort Canby, Wash. 

Editor, QST: 
.•. Am busily engaged with Uncle Sam as a 

Signal Corps radio engineer - e..xact duties un
mentionable ..•• It is highly interesting work 
and my twenty-odd years of ham experience ac
tually have done some real good. Heretofore I 
just played with radio. Now I am thoroughly en
joying putting my radio experience to good use 
for our national defense. 

Speaking of national defense, I would like to 
state that your "Defense Edition" of the Hand
book helped me greatly in presenting radio funda
mentals to a group of soldiers whom I was teach
ing at the Presidio at San Francisco before com
ing to Fort Canby. Keep up the good work. . . . 

When this confounded war is over and I can 
speak, I would like to tell you and the rest of 
hamdom just what our very pleasurable hours of 
ham radio have meant to us - all of us. I did not 
realize at first just what hams could do until I got 
;,1;arted doing. Now, due to a wide variety of ex
perience all over the country, from going to 
school and teaching school, from servicing and 
maintaining complete unit installations, I have 
had an opportunity to see how the radio ham has _ 
gone to work for his country in so many ways -
not necessarily all in the field of communica
tion. . . . - Porter Evans. Tr6BF 

.BE DID SOlUETIIING ABOUT IT 

Millington, Tenn. 
Editor, QST: 

. . . I want to express my gratitude to you 
t,here at Headquarters for keeping QST going and 
for the splendid work that you do through it in 
br,half of national defense. Without QST ama
teur radio would literally die. Before the war I 
did not belong to the ARRL, but after the declara
tion I decided that it was my duty to join. 

QST has been a wonderful help to me in catch
ing up on my radio fundamentals. I thought that 
I knew a little about radio, but after studying the 
issues nf QST for the past two years I decided 
that I didn't, So I proceeded to do something 
about it. . . . -C. Moss Mangum, W4HYB 
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l.&f OPERATING NEWS l&i 
GEORGE HART. WINJM 
Acting Communications Ma:n.ager 

Ninth Regional CD-WERS. Not long ago we 
had a communication from an official of OCD's 
Ninth Regional office, who stated that amateurs 
on the West Coast were not giving as much sup-
port to WERS as he knew they were capable of 
giving. He asked us for a list of our officials in the 
Ninth Region, which we were glad to send him. 
By this time he has probably already been in 
touch with some of you SCMs, Assistant SCMs 
and ECs out there. We hope that he was well 
received. 

But t.his business of non-participation - is 
it true'? Our WERS map here at Headquarters 
shows a total of 14 licensees in the Ninth Civilian 
Defense Region, comprising the states of Cali
fornia, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Nevada, 
Arizona, Utah and Montana. This compares to 
approximately 40 licensees in the New England 
states alone. Most large West Coast cities, such 
as San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Port,. 
land, and Seattle, are unlicensed. Oakland is 

tJAROL A. KEATING. W9WWP 
A11aJ•tant Communication• Mana.er 

a notable exception. Let us summarize a bit. 
Our latest advices show that the 14 licensees 
are as follows: In California - Culver City, San 
Mateo County, Pacific Grove, Inglewood, Oak
land and Vallejo; in Oregon-Bend and Oregon 
City; in Washington -- Tacoma, Snohomish 
County, Spokane County and Olympia; in Mon
tana - Great Falls; in Arizona- Maricopa 
County. The other states of the region have no 
licensees. Four other communities have reported 
to us that they are organizing: Medford, Ore.; 
Sacramento, San Francisco and Los Angeles, 
Calif. Six other ECs have reported that there is 
little hope of any CD-WERS activity in their 
communities. From all the rest - silence. 

Thirteen licensees, and most of them in com
paratively small towns, isn't such a good showing 
for an area as critical as the West Coast. How 
about a little more activity? If GD-WERS is 
under way in other areas not mentioned above 
we have not hear<t about it, and we should like to. 

!*******'irl<***ili***Jri<*lrl<***klr***H*-lrlrlc*********lrl<**klr**klr**lrl<******lrl<**-lrl<! 
* * * * 

i JJonor Roff f 
* * * * ;: The American Radio Relay League War Training Program ! 
* * * * t Listing in this column depends on an initial report of the scope of training plans plus submission of reports i 
-Ir each mid-month stating progress of the group and the continuance of code and/or theory classes. All Radio * * Clubs engaged in a program of war radio training are eligible for the Honor Roll. Those groups listed with an * 
} asterisk teach both code and theory. Those listed with two asterisks teach theory only. Others conduct only i * code classes. ·* 
* * * * -! **Amateur Radio Researchers, Bell, Calif. *Jersey Shore Amateur Radio Assn., Long t 
* *.Associated Amateur Radio Operators of Den- Branch, N. J. * 
-I< ver, Colo. *Joliet (III.) Amateur Radio Society * i *Bell Radio Amateurs. Denver, Colo. Kalamazoo (Mich.) Amateur Radio Club i * *Bloom Radio Club, Chicago Heights, Ill. Knoxville (Tenn.) Radio Communications Club * 
; *Buckeye Radio Association, Akron, Ohio *Marietta (Ohio) Amateur Radio Society ! * Central New York Radio Club, Syracuse, N. Y. *Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Chtb. Milwaukee, * * *Central Oregon Radio Klub, Bend, Ore. Wis. * Z *Chair City Radio Association, Gardner, Mass. *MIT Radio Society, Cambridge, Mass. i * *Detroit Amateur Radio Association, Detroit. *New Haven (Conn.) Amateur Radio Assn. * 
Ir Michigan •Olympia (Wash.) Radio Club * Z *Dutchess County Sheriff's Emergency Radio *Randolph-Macon Academy Communications 'Z * Corps, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. {',lub, Front Royal, Va. ·Ir 
; *Edison Radio Amateurs' Assn., Detroit. Mich. *Recreation Radio Club, lt'itchburg, Mass. i * *Electron Club, Denver, Colo. Rose Polytechnic Institute Radio Club, Terre * t *Flood City Radio Club, Johnstown, Pa. Haute, Ind. t * *Goshen (Ind.) Amateur Radio Club •st. Paul (Minn.) Radio Club * * *Hampden-Sydney College Radio Club Schenectady (N. Y.) Amateur Radio Assn. * 
} .Hampden-Sydney, Va. Shy-Wy Radio Club, Cheyenne, Wyoming :Z 
* *Hamilton (N. J.) Township Radio Club *South Jersey Radio Assn., Merchantville, N. J. ·Ir 
; *Hillsborough Twp. ARRL Radio School, South ••Spokane (Wash.) Radio Operators' Club { 
·Ir Branch, N. J. Tucson (Ariz.) Short Wave Assn. * * *Iowa-Illinois Amateur Radio Club, Burlington, *Walnut Hills High School Radio Club, Gin- * ! Iowa cinnati, Ohio ;: 

f f 
*****************Yrlrlrlri<*H**tt*1rlrlc1rlrl<*******tt**tt-lr********tt************** 
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Drop us a line, and while you are at it, drop a 
line to your SUM and get him to report aetivity. 
ff you are endeavoring to get something started 
and are-having trouble, 1,1;e-t in touch w·ith your 
regional co=unications officer, Mr. A. C. Ray 
Birch, Office of Civilian Defense, 1::!55 Market 
St., 8an Francisco. 

We 11-t ARRL liq would like to keep in closer 
touch with our West Coast members and other 
amateurs. If your SCM hasn't been reporting 
perhaps it is because he hasn't been receiving 
reports from the members of his section. Try 
him and see. If he is simply inactive, why not 
build a fire under him'! Write us your troubles_, 
anyway, and you will see that we are eager to 
help where we can. 

---· G. ll. 

nnmFs 
Two of the Chicago area radio clubs are keeping "alive" 

in good fashion. The Chicago Suburban Radio A••ociafion 
has been building 2.½,-rneter crystal-controlled WERS 
transmitters. Special mention for their work in the design 
and construction of these transmitters, which have been 
used as the nucleus of the City of Chicago's WERS set-up, 
goes to 9PEQ, 9PNV, 9MAT, 9MNW, 9PK, 9USJ, 9RLM 
and9FCN. 

The Society Radio Operator• holds open-house meetings 
once every two months with top-rank speakers, lecturers 
and entertainers. The average attendance totals 150 guests. 
Of the club's 19 members, 7 are in the Service, and all 7 hold 
officer ratings. 

Earlier this year, at the annual meeting of the Ohicago 
.!.rra Radio O!ub Oounc,1, seven affiliated clubs out of a pos
sible nine were represented, which further proves that ama
teur radio is not "dead" in and around Chicago. In addition 
to planning WERS for the Chicago area, the Council has 
been functioning in a more quiet way by disseminating in
formation of licelll!ing of all rigs to hams and others in 
possession of transmitters, lending its card mailing list to the 
Army and Navy and others entitled to its use, furnishing 
information and answering questions of, about, and to the 
Service commands as well as keeping abreast of latest CAP 
developments. Further information about the Council will 
be furnished on request by the Secretary, M. Warren Clark, 
W9YDV, 2916 N. Alban.v Ave., Chicago, illinois. 

The real ham spirit of "do or die" has been exempliJied 
by E.G. Graf, W8SJV, the radio aide for Tonawanda, N. Y. 
Finding that he was unsuccessful in obtaining aid from the 
few hams remaining at home, he decided to call on the local 
Civilian Defense authorities for help in organizing WERS 
in Tonawanda. The communications chairman wasn't inter
ested because he thought Boy Scouts could serve as messen
gers in all such emergencies. Not to be dissuaded, WSSJV 
then asked for a chance to address the OCD and war council 
at one of their meetings. After a lot of discussion. the coun
cil finally decided to grant permission for WERS efforts in 
the town, but stated that all expenses would have to be paid 
by WSSJV. Re then recruited 19 women for a cl.ass in basic 
radio law, to become WERS operators; called his own DK3 
into service; purchased a 'l'R4 for the local control station; 
built a wavemeter and a Lecher wire system for frequency 
measurement, and is now using all of his own equipment to 
build four transceivers for special calls and other transmit
te.rs and receive.rs for the network. On March 29th the license 
was received from J!'CC, the call being WKNL. Since that 
time the local authorities have evinced a little more interest, 
and a local ham and a serviceman have offered assistance. 

We doff our hats to W8SJV for the finest example of 
single-handed WERS effort that has come to our attention 
here at Ileadquartersf · 

W3HVD, 4801 Kenwood Ave., Baltimore, Md., and the 
Rev. Albert E. Martin, 3705 Ridgecroft Rd., Baltimore, 
Md., would like to swap QSL cards with any ham or SWL. 
They both guarantee 100 per cent returns in the form of 
hand-drawn QSLB. ' 
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£l.ECl'ION NO'l'ICES 
Tu au .4 RRL Mtmb•ra r...-ldtno in th• s.ctl<>m ll!t•d ~low: 

"~:;::: b~\1flci: fg: G:c"t\~:'M . '\ti.:' J~~C:~e"~f~rJi 
incumbent and the date o! o! his term of ol!lce. Thie 
notice supersedes orevious n 

cel~i~m wtf!f0 
,rie~gers res ,&: Jtlli~0cl'f1~erii ~=1:: 

In response to our previous notices, the closing dates tor receipt 
of nominating petitions are set ahead to the dates given here• 
with. In the absence of nominating petitions !rom Members o! a 
Section. tbe Incumbent continues to hold his olllclal position and 
earry on tbe worl< ol the Section subj,ect, ot course, to the tiling 

tilfm,<; :i0~~"~f;,;;;!~~~ :W'.A11t\o~g;t'?i,i
1
1~

1W:l1
~ 

roi;g,:,,:\g\~l:"~tf.i',;',:1~\t1:,e z'.l:'/-i.~.fr.¥'.'"J~ern 1•1orlda and San 
Joaquin Valley Sectlo1111, nominating petitions are hereby so
licited !or the office or Section Communications Manager In these 
Sections. and the closing date tor receipt of nominations at 
j-~!h,,EJ"t~~uarters ls herewith specllled ss noon, ·ruesday, 

PruentTerm 
Bection Cl.ollino Date PruentSCM r,f Office End, 

F!ast Bay May 14, 1943 Horace R. Greer May 26, 1943 
Vermont May 14, 1943 CUfton G. Parker June 2, 1943 
Maine May 14, 1943 Ames R. Mlllett June 7, 1943 
Alaska June 1, 1943 James G. Sherry June 14, 1042 
l:lo. Minn. J·une 1, 1943 Millard L. Bender Aug. 2:l, 1942 
No.New June 1, 1943 Edward Gursky, Jr. Oet. 15, 1942 

Jersey 
We,5t Indies June 1, 1943 Mario de la Torre Dec. 16, 1942 
Missouri June 15, 1943 Robert O. Morwood ............ 

(resigned) 
Ra.stern ~la. June 15, 1943 Carl G. Schasl ............ 

(resigned) 
San Joaquin June 15, 1943 Antone J. Silva ............ 

Valley (resigned) 
Hawaii June 15, 1943 F'rancia T. Blatt Jo'eb. 28, 1941 
Sacramento June 15, 1943 Vincent N. Fe!dha\1$en June 15, 1941 

Valley 
Nevada June 15, 1943 Edward W. Heim Nov. 1, 1941 
Oklahoma R. W. Battern Nov. 1, 19!1 
New Hamp-

shire 

June 15, 1943 
June 15, 1943 Mrs. Dorothy W. Evans Sept. 1, 1942 

San J<'ranciseo June 15, 1943 Kenneth E. Hughes July 5, 1943 
So. Carolina Aug. 16, 1943 Ted Ferguson Aug. 25, 1913 
Flo.stern Aug. 16, 1943 Jerry Mathis Aug. 28. 1943 

Penna. 

1. You are hereby notllled tbat an election !or an ARRL 
Section Communications Manager !or the next two-year term· 
or office Is about to be held In each ot these sections In accord-

""1~ ¥~.;' J~~.Jg~~fil'1i'f;~t~:i~aih"e dll!erent Sections im-
mediately 11,lter the closing date !or receipt of nominating peti
tions as given opposite the dlrterent Sections. The Ballots malled 

{,'i°::h 1:i~\\i~::=;..¥),. ~~!::1~~~~~
11i!.":',%~1Wi~ i,1'y

0 ~'l 
members residing in the Sections concerned. Ballots wlll be 
malled to members as o! the closing dates spoollled above, for 
receipt o! nominating petitions. 

3. Nominating petitions from the Sections named are hereby 
solicited. Five or more A.RRL members residing In any sec-
~~..1;.~Y~:e8t~~i~~"ft~~fJ~~~':'lo1fo~~~~~;f,."ofti8-
nation Is SUll,'geBted: 

Communications Manager, ARRL 
(Place and date) 

38 La Salle Road, West Hartlord, Conn. 

tb~~?'.. :~~. ':"'d~~gt o!mtl,~~-~. ?f. ~~7. :':I_l:1:~. :'.":¥5~!~ 
hereby nomlnste .......................... "" candidate !or 
Section Communications Manager !or tbls Section !or the next 
two-year term of office. 

(Five or more signatures ol ARRL members are required.) 
'.t'he candidates and live or more signers must be League mem

bers In good standing or the petition will be thrown out a,s ln
valld. Ear.!: candtdate must hav~ 'been a l1.censed amateur op~rator 

/J{,./f o~;sJo'::Jfn:C::: ff:C~ /.1:!fi~1f'a•ie11}n;;n~~g1~f;e ~,:::i{oo~ g; 
!i':eJ:.~!;~n .'t!fi~::C~~J•of~J;•g~J'f~~i.;:ii"o:;.\'cl"~~•t;c=ea·. 'l'\i 
such petitions mm;t be flied at the headquarters ntllce of the 
League in West Hartford, Conn., by noon of the rJoslng date 

itr:ii~roi~:tri\g~nr=i..~b~eJl~."l:;f~~r:h~Jg.,\.1'i'~;.&
0.r:g 

more than one. 

peitt!~~~~h~~~~~ ~1 ;~ ~ffJ':.vf1s~m~~J!:Y,h~t,:~ 
your opportunity to put the man of your choice In office to carry 
c>n the work of the organization 1n your Section. 

-(horoe Hart, Acting Communications ,..1£anager 

F.LECTION RESULTS 
Valid petitions nominating a single candlde.te as Section 

~='iiti';;~~::ii~ta~.'~'."~~t1~1'1;!°E,'110":1~r::..i1~ We 
term o! omce starting on the date given. 

Mississippi 
Western Penna. 
Rhode Island 
Utah-Wyoming 

l'. W. Clement. W5HAV 
K A. Krall, WSCKO 
Clayton C. Gordon, WlHRC 
John S. Duffy, W7DIE 

April 1, 1943 
April 1, 1943 
April 15, 1943 
April 15, 1943 

OST for 



Wartime Radio in High Schools 
BY «,LADDEN ELLIOTT.* lV6HLL 

AllTICLE CONTEST 
The article by Mr. Gladden Elliott, W6MLL, 

wins the CD article contest prize this month. 
lVe invite entries/or thiB CCJtLtest. llegarding subject 

rnatter, we suggest that you pick a topic of current 
interest. Amateur radio is a broad field and our ways 
of contributing to the war effort need discussion and 
emphasis. Perhaps you would like to write on Radio 
Training programs, club rnethods boosting code 
proficiency, Emergency Corps registering for CDC 
selections and WERS activity, organizing or run
ning a radio club, getting local groups QSO by light 
bt~m or wired wireless or ground currents now radio 
it'! out! 

'FJach month we will print the most interesting 
and valuable article received. Please mark your 
contribution "For the CD contest." Prize winners 
rnav select a bound II andbook (Radio Trainin11: 
Course or regular edition), QST Binder and League 
Emblem, or any other combination of ARRL •UP• 
plies of equivalent value. Try your luck! 

AT FIRST OLANC>J there seems very little that the 
small or medium-sized high school can do in the way of di
rect war training. As a general rule, shop facilities are too 
limited to accomplish much, and funds are not available to 
add new or additional items. The Nogales High School, 
being in this category, found that radio training offered the 
opportunity that we had sou!(bt -- something that we could 
give our students that would greatly aBIID!t our nation in 
wartime. Continual appeals by radio broadcasts and news
papers for radio operators proves that our contention was 
right. 

Our school was particularly fortunate in that it had 
three licensed amateur operators on its faculty: ·w6MJ{Z, 
W6KSO, and W6MLL, to start its radio traininp; program. 
(The school which is not so fortunate, may be able to obtain 
needed assistance from hams who live in the community.) 

Through their efforts classes have be<,n organized in code 
and radio theory. Both type classea have been given high 
school credit and have. as a result, proven extremely popu
lar. Code classM are now conducted on two levels, one for 
beginners and one for advanced students. They are con
ducted before and after school to give all students an oppor
tunity to participate. The radio theory class, which carries 
full high school credit, is offered during regular school hours. 

The beginning code cl,iss"" are conducted along the plan 
suggested by ARRL. Additional practice, and an accurate 
means of testing, is afforded by the use uf tape machines. 
Headphone outlets are prnvided for a dozen students by the 
simple expedient of stringing wires along the baseboards of 
the room. Two nails are driven in the baseboard beside each 
desk, each one about one and one-half inches above the other. 
Wire is strung from nail to nail, with the insulation scraped 
from the wire at e,wh nail. and it is twisted around the nail. 
The wire is terminated at the output of the audio oscillator, 
which is used to produce t,he code practice signals. Head
phones are fastened to the nails by the use of battery clips. 
(When class ia over, the lJAadphonm~ are stored in a con
venient drawer so that the equipment will be uut of the way.) 
An audio oscillator is connected to a loudspeaker for nse of 
training groups larger than twelve. 

As the group advancea in code ability, other factors are 
introduced in the course. Procedure, ,ilinilar to that used by 
the Army, is followed in advanced work. Class instructions 
are given in message handling, similar to the methods used 
in the Army Amateur Radio System. ARRL net "Q" sig
uaL, are used in place of the Army "Z" signals. The text of 
the license manual is used for code drills. so that the student 
may familiarize himself with the License examination ques
tions and radio laws at the same time he is learning the code. 

• 218 Loma St., Nogales, Arizona. 
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i'itudents get practice in sending on a code table con
structed out of old wooden typing tables, which have been 
wired according to the plans in October QST. With this ta
ble, students may send to themselves or others, and they 
are permitted to praeticc anytime during the day, using 
headphones to prevent disturbing noises. Students are en
couraged to get additional practice in sending, receiving, 
and procedure by sending mesoages to each other. 

Code tests are given twice a month. Copy must be made 
for one minute "ithout an error before the student is given 
credit for attaining nny one given speed. ARRL code cer• 
tificates are awarder! for attaining fifteen or more words 
per minute. 

The radio theory class is conducted similar to a science 
dass. The text used i. " Understanding Radio," by Herbert 
Watson and Herbert Welch, published by McGraw-Hill. 
This book is supplemented Ly the defense edition of the 
ARRL II andbooM, to bring the course up to date. The ma
terial in this course, when supplemented by the Handbook, 
i• the same as outlined by the ARRL aud Navy elementary 
radio theory courses. As individual laboratory projects, each 
atudent is encouraged to construct a short-wave regenerative 
receiver out of an old radio, and to put in some t,ime listen
ing to a short~wave receiver in the classroom. 

'l'he simple experiments of the course are readily per
formed by using physics class equipment and additional 
parts are obtained from obsolete alternating current re
ceivers. The cost of equipment has been well under twenty
five dollars, with the tape machine and audio oscillator being 
the most expensive items. Most of the equipment. such as 
old radio receivers and headphones, was readily obtained 
from citizens as loans or donations. 

At the close of the school year the students are given the 
opportunity to take the tests for amateur licenses. In any 
event they will certainly be of greater potential value to the 
nation than other students who have had no specialized 
training. 

BlllEFS 
Patience must be its own reward. R. C. Barnes, W2RP, 

this last year received a QSL confirming a nine-year-old 
Qi:lO with W4DZ. "Better late than never." says W4DZ. 

W9SCH suggests playing radio tick-tack-toe when we are 
back on the air a)Zain. The ouly new requirement would be a 
designation scheme for the squares to facilitate playing: 

A 

n 

c: 

B 

E 

H 

(
., 
,, 

K 

He says it would be quicker than chess or checkers, and 
would be easy enough and familiar enough for any a1nateur 
to play. 

A scene that should be typical throughout the nation's 
high schools this coming term. W7AMU teaching his 
code class at Caspar (Wyo.) High School, 
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ATLANTIC DIVISION 
£ASTERN PENNSYLVANIA-SOM, Jerry Mathis, 

W3BES - 3AOC is teaching advanced theory course at 
the Naval Aircraft factory, along with 2LZK and 3DZ. 
During a recent visit to Washington, he met 3CFE, 3AKB 
and 3GUV. 3GRF is pounding brass at WAR along v,ith 
3DZR and 3GUF. Lower Merion worked a very interesting 
problem with their 2.~Ji meter WERS portables, entailing 
relaying of messages between stations shielded from each 
other. This was accomplished by an intermediste relay point 
that could work both ways, They ha,·e also made contact on 
1 ¼ meters. During a recent surprise alert, 100% of their 
units reported for duty. Haverford also handled incidents on 
the same night. 3KT is presently stationed at Boston. 
::1JBC is in the Signal Corps and is in South Carolina. 3DXZ 
is a master sgt, now. 8SN A, one of the regular ORS gang, is 
operating at WDAS in Phila. 3IRS is chief at WHAT. The 
Phila. WERS can put on up to 111 units. 3IXN had a very 
fine visit with Bailey, lKH, while in Washington recently. 
3BES is making phonograph records to send to the various 
members of the Frankford Radio Club who are stationed 
away from home. GRF says that the lads handling the high 
speed circuits in the Army are going to be" hot stuff" when 
the war is won, and are going to be bard to snow under in the 
contests. He also states that his days of flea power are over. 
:JAXR is back from overseas, :JEKK is a lt. in the Army, 
home from Florida, on leave. 3CND is a capt. in the 
armored forces. 3CBT is a It. in the air transport branch, and 
states that all of the officers in his outfit are hams. The 
ARRL is especially interested in getting full reports on the 
WERS activities of all communities in order that a record 
may he compiled, This record will be a strong claim to our 
rights as radio amateurs should the occasion to use it arise. 
ECs and radio aides should get report blanks from hq. or 
their SCM. 73. 

MARYLAND-DELAWARE-DISTRICT OF COLUM
'BIA - SOM, Hermann E. Hobbs, W3CIZ - The WERS 
license for the District of Columbia was finally issued on 
March 25th, and a test proved successful in covering a 
distance of 12 miles. The call is W.TDC. They have some 
surplus equipment which can be obtained from them by 
contacting the radio aide. The Montgomery County WERS 
also obtained its license, the call being WMMD, and a test 
run was held Mas 3rd. The gang is short of eqnipment for 
construction, "8pecially peanut tubes. EYX is with the 
Navy Dept., Phlla., Pa. 5,TEJ was a recent caller in Wash
ington. lNVO, ex-2ESO. ex-4GNQ, is located in Waltham, 
Mass. 2LVHislocatedat 1008EuclidSt., NW, WMh., D. C. 

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY- ,lctingSCM, Ray Tom
linson, W3GCU- Asst. SOM, Edw, G. Raser, ZI; Regional 
EC in charge of Emergency Col!rdination, Theodore Tor
retti, BAQ; ECs: Somerville and Vicinity, including South
hranch, Stanley Case, ABS; Asst. EC for Hamilton Twp. 
and radio aide for WERS, H. Dallas Fogg, A.SQ. Hamilton 
Twp. application for WERS still in FCC. ABS reports 
program for Hillsboro and Branchburg Twps. is still bottled 
up for approval in Trenton OCD. Hillsboro-Branchburg 
set-up now has seven complete 2,½ meter rigs ready to go. 
EBC has moved to Bound Brook, thereby nullifying his EC 
appointment covering Somerville and vicinity. ABS has 
been appointed and has accepted EC job for Somerville and 
vicinity, including Southbranch. He may be addressed: Mr. 
Stanley Case, W3ABS, Route No. 4, Southbranch, N. J. 
AOC and ABS spend quite a lot of time listening in on 2½ 
meters Sundass and Wednesdays, and have heard Brooklyn, 
N. Y., whlch is an airline distance of approximately 50 miles. 
New Brunswick, Metuchen and several others come in fb 
with R9 plus signals over a distance of 17 miles. ASQ and 
several others are working out nicely on wired wireless 
communication throughout Hamilton Square and sur
roundlng territory. AOC and ABS maintain regular wired 
wireless skeds. JAG is doing a lot of listening on wired 
wireless. The Hillsboro Twp. radio school, now in third 
session, has one student up to 25 per and set to take license 
P.>:am for ham ticket. Hamilton Twp, instruction now covers 
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seven volunteer fire companies, with ASQ covering two 
classes in some three nights weekly. There are now 35 
ready for exams in Hamilton Twp. SJR.A classes, with FDF 
in charge, are progressing nicely. BWR and BO, former 
members of SJRA, now in the Services, wish to extend their 
73 to all the gang, SJRA welcomed two more new memberu 
at their regular meeting April 15th. EEQ, now in Omaha, 
says the room he now occupies was the former radio shack of 
the landlady's son, Our hearty congrats to the Queen City 
Emergency Network, of Cincinnati, on their excellent 
progress in WERS set-up there. And, speaking of WERS 
progress, let's hear from some more of our own section 
members! Due to illness, GOU had to give up editorship of 
"DVRA News," which was taken over by the associate 
editor, ZI, with the able assistance of JAG. Best luck 'ti! 
next month and 73, 

WESTERN NEW YOR.K-SCM, William Bellor, 
W8MC - Rochester has quite an influx of out of town hams: 
9KRA, 7100, 6RWG, 9TYG, Joseph Paterchok, LSPH, 
and Edward Pederson from western Pennsylvania. Tona• 
wanda, N. Y .. h!IB received its CD-WERS license with the 
call WKNL. The radio aide, SJV, has built and donated the 
equipment for 12 stations. Aided by one other ham, OWT, 
and one other operator, he is conducting a class in basic radio 
for 16 women. Corp. Rob Maverman, and <'i-SWL of 
Rochester, is studying radio mechanics at air corps tech
nical school at Tomah, \V1Sconsin. He tells us the hams 
played a large part in the development of a control net 
system. DFN has built up a little transmitter for WERS 
using an 1852 as ECO on 10 meters, and an 1852 to 2,J.i 
meters, driving an 815 final. 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA- SOM, E. A. Krall, 
WBCKO - Asst. SCJ\I in charge of EO, Theresa Mc,. 
Laughlin, VYU. ECs are needed in many areas of W. Pa., 
and progressive amateurs are invited to participate. MHE 
has done outstanding work in his attempts to get WERS of 
Allegheny County on a working and substantial basis, MP, 
Electrica.i Engineer in charge of the electrification of one of 
Pittsburgh's largest steel mills, has been transferred to th0 
Chicago district. UVD of Jeanette has to look into a mirror 
to flP."'- another ham~ 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

ILLINOIS - Acting SOM, George Keith, Jr., W9QLZ -
JVC is in the thick of it in North Africa. CXT has Joined 

the Marines. OXA promoted to capt., Air Forces. ZEN 
pounds brass for Coast Guard and likes it. Nm, WOO, 
KTA, KSZ, LIG, PBY and NOO are enrolJed in ESMWT 
course in radio at LaSalle. LIG has commercial 'phone second 
<>lass ticket. NID, NGG and QLZ have first class 'phone 
and second class telegraph commercial tickets. NGG ia 
pounding brass for IlL state police and is stationed at French 
Village. Nill, engineer for LaSalle County police collllll9. 
,ystem, is dabbling in fb FM equipment. Where's Elmer, 
W9DBO? ILH has moved to California and QLZ h"" been 
asked to keep the SOM Job going until she returns. ASB'a ~ 

father recently was notified that he was captured by the 
Japs on the Philippines with the Army artillery corps. Ex• 
UPG (now 8VKJ), now a CG ensign, stuclving Diesels at 
Cornell. IHN, in Honolulu with the FCC, reports STG listed 
118 missing, JNC in Yukon Territory in Canada, and BRD 
in W ashlngton, D. C. It ia hoped that the section will co
operate by sending news early in the month to insure being 
received at ARRL in time for publication, Give news about 
yoUl'Selves, except restricted info, membera in the Services, 
their rank, address, etc. Geo./QLZ. 

INDIANA - SCM, LeRoy T. Waggoner, W9YMV -
Gary has joined the rapidly growing list of Indiana com
munities that are licensed for WERS. The CD-WERS call 
ls WKMR. EGQ advises that the initial license coven, five 
fixed, four mobile, and two spare transmitters. Terre Haute 
CD-WERS has progressed to the application for license 
stage. L VH has built the control center rig. The two other 
transmittera were built by YXT and ANH. EMQ writes 
that Anderson CD-WERS operators have been designated 
"Hdqrs. Staff" of the local CDC. SVH advises initial plans 
are completed and application for Elkhart County CD
WERS license has been made. Vincennes has nine prospec
tive WERS ops anxiously awaiting licensing. Marion hama 
propose to operate CD-WERS on a county-wide basis. Val• 
r,araiso, says W9HDB. will have CD-WERS very soon. 
E:YQ, lone ham at New Castle, ia going in for CAP-WERS 
with the Newcastle Squadron. LPQ informs that CD
WERS call letters for Sullivan will soon be a reality. EBB, 
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former member of the Calumet Area Emergency Net, and 
now doing radio research in Waohington, D. C., would like 
to hear from the old gang. QTH, 2409 Naylor Road, SE. 
ZYJ ia training recruits for Uncle Sam. HUV says NXU, 
home on furlough recently, goes for Army flying in a big 
way! GVW had to lose a lot of avoirdupois to get his feet 
off the ground. AUN and DKP are very active on wired wire• 
less. Indiana amateurs are active in CD, CAP, and State 
Guard WERS. Let's have reports frpm each of · these 
branches! 73, Roy. 

MICHIGAN - SOM, Harold C. Bird, WSDPE - Lan• 
sing WERS is functioningsmoothly. Those participating are: 
PLP, GSP, RGS, UGO, UJS, CQT, SDB, SLQ. IZB, UXS, 
VDC, VCZ, VIZ, VRV, SPV, WDA, WCZ and ARV. 
Detroit reports about 30 students ready to graduate from 
Thomas A. Edison Post School. WERS in that locality doing 
very nicely. JIJ states that between watch repairing and 
teaching code classes, he is plenty busy, and takes alarm 
clocks home at night to repair. OCC reports the burning of 
the plant where he works. He has been busy rewiring new 
quarters and getting machines back in action. NXT is very 
busy pulling teeth. DSQ still coasting along and hoping. 
GP keeps busy with code clfl.'lses at school. !FT wishes he 
could send in good traffic report. VZZ held a meeting at his 
house as he expects to leave for camp before long. IHR still 
on job minus a couple of his teeth. BIU, radio aide for 
Center Line, Mich., reports WERS in that locality pro
gressing smoothly and invites us to visit them. MV missed 
making Naval officer by fifty pounds and says this should be 
a lesson to fat men. SEY attended first club meeting in 
about two years. RJC sent in renewal for QST. Please send 
in your WERS activity reports. This column is limited now 
due to space. Thanks. 73, Rs.I. 

OHIO - SOM, D. C. McCoy, WSCBI - J<'loods threat
ened the Ohio Valley around the 20th of the month. Cin
cinnati and Dayton WERS units were in touch with each 
other during the danger period and both units kept in 
touch with the Red Cross to be of any assistance. VUS has 
Just been appointed EC at Pomeroy and negotiations are 
under way for one at Marietta., to replace VZ, uow in the 
Navy. A VH suggests a state wide relay on 2½ meters. Cin• 
cinnati - The Cincinnati WERS went into action on Feb. 
25th during a blackout. The Walnut Hills high school radio 
club reports 5 members have passe_d their third clfl.'ls 'phone; 
Dick Rose,· secy., passed clasa B amateur, and Charles 
Edelsohn, pres., passed lat class radiophone. PNJ says 
he finally got all his cards for 10 meter WAS after 5 years of 
effort. Says TYM, TKH and QUM were WERS ops in his 
1one for the last blackout. 8JFC is at Wright Field as civilian 
employee. Lima - CXN bas resigned as EC as he is ex• 
pecting induction into the Army soon. Toledo - RRZ re
ports license received, call letters WKJF, on March 4th. 

-· ESN reports a meeting of the CARMARS, at which Mr. 
- Claude Caldwell gave a lecture on FM, and Mr. Glenn l:'lnow 

showed some motion pictures. Chillicothe - VUS has been 
appointed as EC for the Pomeroy WERS area. Columbus -
QMN reports city license now includes all of Franklin 
County. A special demonstration for the disaster officials 
of the local Red Cross chapter was held on March 28th. 41 
operators have been licensed, papers for 5 more are in hands 
of the FCC, and about 100 students will soon be given 3rd 
class 'phone permit exams under direction of DMN. RHH 
and LOO. It is the writer's sad duty to record the death of 
TWO, who passed to eternal rest on March 10th. Charlie 
has been engaged in the radio business for the past 21 years, 
selling and repairing radios, and operating as an amateur 
in more recent years. He was one of the founders of the 
Miami Valley emergency net and was o.lways active in its 
affairs. Severely handicapped by infantile paralysis, his ac
tivities are an example for those of us who are blessed with 
our full physical capacities. TOZ has been called to the 
Army. RHH will take _over his duties. MFV writes from 
Kelly Field that he hflil graduated from another radio school 
and is awaiting assignment to another post. He can he 
reached for the time being, at Kelly Field, c/o 3rd Oommuni
eation Squadron. SVI hflil graduated from radio school, and 
is now at Drew Field, Fla. SPL was in town on a brief leave. 
IX is on sea duty now, somewhere in the Pacific. WOX and 
AZH are struggling to get the latter's PM equipment built 
for WERS operation. VWL, LOO and ENH are chief oper
ators for fixed stations in the Dayton WERS system. Eaton 
-- PRS is local radio aide for the Eaton defense council. 
SID is working long hours but hflil been planning with PRS 
for county WERS activities. VYE has two Abbott TR4s 
ready, one for installation in his car and the other for fixed 
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operation in the home town. Piqua- Warm weather will 
allow some experimental work on antennfl.'l, according to 
WKN. Cleveland - A VH reports direct communication 
between Akron and Cleveland control centers and messages 
exchanged. Over 100 operators have been licensed and more 
are in training. 73, Dan. 

WISCONSIN - SOM, .,Emil Felber, Jr., W9RH -- The 
l\IRAC..Shorewood ffigh School evening classes report Petty 
Officer Bahr of the Wisconsin recruiting staff, U. S. Navy, 
and 35 of the personnel in the recruiting office appeared for 
t,he first period of instruction. On the opening night for this 
Navy class 6MPL of Oakland, Cal., was a visitor to the 
clfl.'ls, Instructors still are GPI, COD and HWO, who is a 
regular instructor at the school. ALG, EC of Chippewa Falls, 
reports that WERS there is getting a start. Ernest Wendt. 
formerly a member of the Chippewa QRR Club, now with 
the Signal Corps at Washington, D. C., has obtained a class 
B license. Jack Selden, also a member of the QRR Club, re
<·eived a class B ticket. LEO, at La Urosse for approximately 
a year, has been transferred to Chippewa Falls as manager 
of the Western Union telegraph office. ZVO is an instructor 
in shop radio at AAFT, Madison. GIT has several classes 
in radio theory and shop at the radio school at Ashland. 
A LG is teaching code and elementary radio theory to would
be hams and young men near military age wbo are going 
into the Signal Corps. NVJ, former EC of Sheboygan. 
writes that he is an instructor at Madison and has been pro
moted two grades since being there. Said with all those hams 
t,here it's just like a hamfest every day. Wanted: a volunteer 
from Sheboygan to take over the EC job. RBI moved from 
Wisconsin Dells to Arlington, then to Madison, where WIBA 
is his present employer. Also, he has been teaching ESMWT 
radio classes in Portage, Beaver Dam, and Madison for 
about a year. VDY, who is with Raytheon at Boston, met 
quite a few Milwaukee hams there and they got together one 
evening to talk about home, etc. His QRA is R.C. Schmidt, 
31 Ot,is St., Watertown, Mass. The MRAC's recordings, 
which were sent to the members in the Services. received 
some fine comments and another set is bein!l: made. W"ith 
each record the club sends four pictures that we.re faken 
while the recordings were being made. DIJ, a sgt. with the 
Sig. Corps, was home for a couple of days leave. DII is now 
a corp. JWT of the Marines received another silver bar to add 
to his earlier one. The recording of the loss of another famous 
Milwaukee ham, Herman Fritchel, Jr .• ex-OSS, who drowned 
at Hawaii when he was caught in an undertow, is herewith 
made. For a number of years he was the clerk called "Fritz" 
behind the ham counter of our local radio store. A real ama
teur, his smile will be missed by many when they return. 
Herbert Wareing, NY, has been appointed radio aide for 
Milwaukee, Lumber has been donated by IZO to construct 
19 cabinets for the fixed stations, and the work of building 
and painting is being supervised by our president, ODY. 
The EC, SYT, completed first design and construction 
model of unit, including osc., modulator. receiver (with RF 
stage), and two power supplies. Each unit is built very com
pact, ou its own chassis, so it can be taken out and replaced 
with the least loss of time. 73. Emil. 

DAKOTA DIVISION 

SOUTH DAKOTA-SOM, P.H. Schultz, W9QVY--··· 
BJV would like to hear from the old S. Dak. gang. He is 

now in N. Africa and is asst. div. signal officer. Anyone wish• 
ing his address just drop me a card. YNW says he remains 
active, and would like to hear from the S. Dak. gang. His 
address is R. 0. Bray, ORM, U. S. Naval Station, Tutuila, 
Samoa. ZNM and XYL send 73 from RFD No. 1, Onalask:>, 
Wisc., care H. W. Schilling. Would like to hear from the old 
p;ang. He is now with CAA near that location, after spending 
14 mo. in Ohio and then being transferred to Wisc. CAA is 
looking ror more help. Write CAA regional office at K. C., 
Mo. Dick Swain of Sioux ]'alls has completed training at 
Treasure Island and is assigned as an instructor. Rules and 
regs on QST matter are being revised so get dope to me by 
16th so it can be edited before it is sent to hdqtrs. Wat say, 
gang? How about more news? 73, Phil. 

NORTHERN MINNESOTA-SOM, Armond D. 
BRATTLAND, W9FUZ-BCT is a It. in Navy, now sta
tioned at Brunswick, Me., while the new jr. op. is keeping 
his YF, MSW, busy at home. IBD has been moving his 
family to new location at Dayton, O. EPD paid a visit to the 
twin cities from Mt. Vernon, Ill. POU, now living near St. 
Paul, is working in radio department at ordnance plant. 
QPL, a tech. •gt., i• married and at Ft. Monmouth. 000 is 
at Clearwater, Fla. WNI down at Gulf Port, Mila. HZV is 
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with KSTP. CYX with Navy department since Pearl Har
bor, is now stationed with family near Chicago. IGZ, former 
SOM thi,, Section, has been driving to Morria each week and 
teaching radio to OPT. WCI is now be operator at St. Cloud. 
WCC reports from Crossville, Tenn., where he is post 
Chaplain. A fb report from BMX says St. Paul Radio (,'!uh 
atill operates four nights a week~teaching code and theory. 
ZWW is now on West Coast. QF1,1 is transferred to Winona. 
MPI is with Bureau of Investigation. BHY, capt., wing staff 
communications officer CAP, says reports of activity from 
&II outlying points will be appreciated. With hook-up be
tween CAP and Minnesota Forest Fire Patrol, it is likely to 
mean an active summer for communications men in theflle 
organizations. 73, Army. 

DELTA DMSION 
t\ RKANSAS-·SCM,EdBeck, W5GED-KKLislining 

1""\. up for an EC appointment and it is hoped that others 
will soon follow suit. HYP was last reported well satisfied 
working for FCC. HYQ to start pounding brass at Camp 
Robinson soon. HDR is reported as having been in serious 
accident in foreign service recently and is progressing nicely. 
CNX, formerly of Hot Springs, also is operating at Camp 
Robinson. GW A has been on the key at KASP for several 
months. FUW recently recovered from a severe attack of 
Malaria. AY, among numerous other thinl!l!, has been busy 
for aev~ral weeks with field strength measurement. of the 
KLRA installation. FPU put in a very nice victory garden 
&nd then decided to accept an out-of-town position. JHL has 
been busy moving hi,, workshop from the basement to the 
attic. FXF visited briefly with GED while passing through 
Little Rock en route to a teletype assignment. CVO and 
DQB are located just across the bay from each other in their 
respective duties on the West Coast and both have been 
promoted there. HML and GRL, now 3JHF and 3JHG, 
staff sgt. and tech. sgt. respectively, are well pleased with 
their particular duties at WAR. Let us hear from more of 
you fellows, regardless of who, what, and where you are! 73 
and all the best - J<Jd, W5GED. 

TENNESSEE - SCM, James B. Witt, W48P - DFB 
aends in nice letter. GEN has moved to Nashville. James A. 
Rogers, Jr., 'lvill try for class B. ACU calls on local phone now 
for his qsos. PGJ says that they have converted all DK3s for 
mobile operation and they work fb. Elizabeth W. Fitzen, 
Harry Frazier, Everett Crawford and Paul W. White have 
rec_eived restricted radiotelephone licenses. Come on gang 
with the report.! 

HUDSON DIVISION 

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND - SCJ\I, 
E. L. Baunach, W2AZV - If you want to see this sec

tion represented in these columns, you must report to !,he 
SOM on t,he fifteenth of every month. NYC, due to its 
large population, is in great need of a large number of WERS 
operators. Those of you who are not registered should get 
in touch with your boro radio coordinator. BO, boro radio 
coordinator for Brooklyn, report. there are 25 licensed units, 
19 of which are operating. A great many v.h.f. tubes are 
needed, such as HY75, 955 and 9002, and more equipment 
is wanted. DZH, radio colirdinator for Bronx, says there 
are 16 licensed unite in the boro, operated by DM, DSG, 
FRK, IN, KIY, KRS, LKP, MXG, NSX, OCO, ODO, OES 
and OCJ. DZH has taken a leave of absence and IN has 
taken over. There are approximately 87 WERS stations in 
NYC. 20 are fixed, 29 are portable, anrl 38 are portahle
mobile. The operating frequencies are: city control, 112.250; 
Brooklyn, 112.550; Manhattan, 112.850; Richmond, 113.150; 
Queens. 113.450; and Bronx, 113.750 Mc. The following 
are operating the Manhattan unit: AKF, ANZ, BR, CYN, 
CKO, DRO, DPP, EGD, EWH, GHL, HLL, HWH, IGO, 
IBO, JKB, JXH. JZO, KBW, KXB, LUC, LUM, LWP, 
MCE, MPL, MPC, MQM, MID, NAZ, NDD, OAA, and 
UFO. HGO is now in the Army. ELK Ls busy doing defense 
work, and is now located in Baldwin. DOG, BFA, LYN, 
ADW and their YFs attended KO.A.'s birthday party, and 
made recordings. MVR, Cpl. James Geras, 97th 8ervice 
Sqdn., Anny Air Base, Muroc, Calif., is chief radio me
chanic for all radios in his Lockheed P-38 pursuit division. 

NORTHERN NE!W JERSEY---· Acting SCM, John J. 
Vitale, W2IIN, EC. After a long silence, NNJ breaks thru 
the ice, and here we are. Now it is up to the ECs, rndio
airle,-, and yourself to keep your SOM arhised as to "wat's 
cookin'." A post card or letter will do the trick. Phone, if 
you wish, El 2-9473. LI in Union, N. J., is the radio aide 
for WKNJ WERS. His technical committee comprises ZB, 
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IHR, CIA and CRW. EUI, EC and radio aide for Roselle, 
N. J., with CQD, reports that they e.xpcct the license any 
day. Cranford has BYD as EC and radio aide, also expecting 
to hear from FCC for license. Millburn, N. J., has been 
licensed as WHLH. LV has moved to Washington, D. C., 
and is engaged in war duties there. LCR has been busy on 
installation work for police radio in this state. EUI, CQD, 
EUR and BWV are applying their radio skill to the aircraft 
industry. IIN, BWI, HB and NWT are connected with 
shipbuilding program. IKD is wearing a cpo uniform as a 
sparks. LUJ is 2nd It. in Signal Corps at Hunter Field, 
Savannah, Ga. OBG is in foreign service as 1st It. MLW is 
away, engaged in aircraft communication duties. JBI and 
AJC are at Ft. Mpnmouth. LTP is now Army sergeant. 
LIQ in Army radio in Florida. OFR is in Navy, while JOS 
has returned from duties in Navy. GMN moved to Rahway, 
N. J. CQD is active with the American Red Cross Chapters 
in Union County, in communications. MMX is in Army. 
Ii you are connected with State Guard WERS or Civil Air 
Patrol \VERS, let's hear from you for this column. Your 
group should be active now with WERS, and the radio aide 
or one of hi,, assistant. should be ARRL EC. Why not check 
up on this matter and write me for appointment of EC, if 
there is no EC in your locality? 

MIDWEST DIVISION 

IOWA---· SOM, Arthur E. Rydberg, W9AED -- The Des 
Moines Radio Amateur Assn. \VERB work is continuing 

with fair progress. Some equipment has been loaned from 
local police. URK, radio aide, says some of the fellows do not 
realize that they cannot operate WERS on their ham license 
and that a new permit is required. WTD is now commander 
of the Burlington CAP squadron. and TMY is the new 
communications officer, with QV A as his deputy. FKA is 
commander of the CAP detached flight at Mt. Ple.asant. He 
and his XYL, along with FSH, have passed written exam11 
for their private pilot's licenses. The Iowa-Illinois Amateur 
Radio Club continues its code and theory classes each Friday 
evening. ALC has graduated from Bell labs. in NYC and Is 
home awaiting a call from the Signal Corp•. ESF has left for 
Signal Corps at Birmingham, Ala. QOQ and HIM are at
tending the Philco School at Philadelphia. The following 
were in Burlington on leaves from duty in armed forces: 
WNL, corp. tech. of the Signal Corps, attached to the Air 
Forces 11.t Drew Field, Tampa, Fla.; QGU, RT2c of the 
Naval Radio School at the University of Chicago, and 
NLA, cpl. tech. of the Signal Corps at Ft. Lewis, Wash. has 
just finished a special school at Lexington, Ky. 'I'LL and 
!\filler are experimenting with carrier current. 

KANSAS-- SCM, Alvin B. Unruh, W9A WP - VWV 
v.-il! continue as EC for Zone 4, Leavenworth and Jefferson 
counties. The appoiutment of PAH for Zone 19, Riley, Clay 
and Geary counties. has also been renewed. HNI write~ 
from Brownsville, Texas, where he i• junior flight radio -
officer for Pan-American Airways. PLK, who installed the 
original Wichita Police radio before going to the Kansas 
Highway Patrol, has bee.n transferred from Wichita to 
Paola. Ex-9PPC, a captain in the Signal Corps, visited home 
folks after a year in England. He is now stationed in New 
Jersey. YBC is teaching at Camp Crowder, Mo. YCL and 
GEM are in Calif. FHW is teaching in motor school, San 
Antonio. FBY, QPK, LQQ and KXD are all working for 
Unc. Sam at air field in Spokane. YFS is in aviation corps. 
Thanks to STC for Salina news. OIK, formerly of WBBZ, 
and brother BYC are both in Air Gorps. BYC is ARO at 
Clovis, N. M., and CIK is radio instructor at Chanute 
Field. Ill. Congrats to BYC and YF -·-· a Junior op has been 
added! FZW is teaching radio to Army boys in Oaorgia. 
OZN has accepted job with Wichita Police, where some new 
CW ri!(!! will hit the air soon. Ex-TAE, now a W5, is chief 
op. for Delta Airways at Atlanta. OAQ is si,:t. in f.a. at Ft. 
Sill, and may receive orders to OCS. Old "Sweepstakes and 
DX hound" CWW is uow chief eng. of Mo. River dist 
c,orps of enwneers. VWV works at Ft. Leavenworth and re
port" business is good! BGW is now master sp;t. and recentl}· 
.returned from a far north Air Force mission. Rumor has it 
that Harvey annexed himself a wife. PAIT taught code to 
CAA and WTS students and now b.as been "loaned" hy 
chem. dept. to physics to tMch AAF student. on KSC 
campus. YUQ is with Naval Research labs. OTV is in Sig. 
Corps. HYZ went to U. of N. C. The appointment of FER 
as J<JC for Zone 2:3, Ellis, Rooks and Russell counties, has 
been renewed. Rufus has built a gadget which fellow hams 
call ''the baby squaller." KWA is now operating KVGB. 
'Note to FLG: FER would like your address. 73, Abie. 
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l[MISSOURI- .!,.cting SOM, Letha Allendorf, W9OUD 
··-- ENF is taking the junior instructors course- at. Cairtp 
Crowder. Cpl. BLV, at the same camp, is teaching code and 
tfc. and hao increased his own code speed to 30 w.p.m. Jim 
Harvey is in the Navy and wants the mldre-ss of AYP, now 
with the Merchant Marine. l!'BG, RT2c, is completing his 
instruction with the Navy at Corpus Christi and is expecting 
to be shipped soon. WIS is teaching code, blinker, sema
phore, en!(ines, and flight theory at Wm. Jewell College to 
l\"avy cadets at the Naval Flight preparatory school. Thanks 
to NDX for the following: LDP, student instructor, 
AAFRIS St. Louis U., is going to AAFTTC radio school, 
Madison, Wis. upon completing course; QAZ, instructor 
AAFRIS staff, is guing to the Signal Corps; UYB, instruc
tor AAFRIS staff, has gone to a job as maintenance man for 
FM equipment at a Hercules TNT plant: TPK, instructor 
AAFRIS staff, has gone to the Army; NBE, shopman 
AAFRIS, is now with Raytheon, Waltham, Mass.; MBE, 
instructor AAFRIS, is with USNIS, Farragut, Idaho. JWJ 
is teaching science at the Normandy Junior High and has a 
class of 15 for code after school. MCA, science teacher in a 
St. Louis high school, has three classes in code and theory 
with 115 students. JWJ says also that YCB is with Ray
t,heon, and that ZMV and BPZ are with the Coast Guard 
ttnit at St. Louis. SAA, instructor AAFRIS, has gone to 
Raytheon; AMD, instructor, is reported in the Navy; SNJ, 
instructor, still at the school, and ex-PFX, instructor, will be 
at Scott Field in May. 4HLN made nne successful round 
trip to England as op on a tanker. Lots of luck to you all 
and let's have more news! 73. 

NEBRASKA--- SCM, Roy E. Olmsted, W9POB - To 
save space and paper, we are requested to submit brief re
ports to this column. ·would like to have some new applica
tions for EC appointments. RVZ writes from Ft. Omaha 
that the operator staff includes ZMO, LSI, IMM, AVX, 
FSR and RVZ. He adds that RWO is missing in action in 
Africa and BDQ is now stationed at a Naval air station in 
R. I. GFI reports to say that JBK is in the Service but has 
no address yet. QFT is serving in Navy in South Pacific. 
FQB sez HTE is somewhere across the Pacific. LP A is leav
ing for BC en!(ineering job at Juneau and Ketchikan. EW, 
chief transmitter engineer at WOW, is about due for 10 year 
service award. RQR asks about YNO, YHN·and DI. He is 
doing advanced flight training on Texas coast. KPA, now at 
Juneau. is operating for PAM. UDH and YOP visited your 
SCM during past month. OHU transferred from Ft. Bridger 
to Lincoln Airways Station. I have the addresses of many 
Nebraska amateurs in service or doinp;; war work but prefer 
t.o keep them out of this column for security reasons. Will 
send the dope to friends who send request to me. Regards to 
all of you, wherever you are. Pop. 

NEW ENGLAND Dn'ISION 

CONNECTICUT-- HCM, Edmund R. Fraser, WIKQY 
--ALW, district radio aide Norwich warning district, 

writes 12 units in operation, has substituted 7 A4s for 
7F7s in 'I'R4s with increased quality. A hamfest was held 
Apr. 10th with QV, FLH, IED. KYV, Lt. Cmdr. Knight 
and four other hams in attendance. CTI, Asst. SC¾ and 
R.A. for Norwalk, submits report that class for restricted 
p~rmits is under way. New Canaan using quarter wave 
~.ntennae mounted on top of r.ars with excellent results. 
MIQ and AXB experimenting with antennae systems. New 
Canaan using 6V6s in place of HY75s in TR4s. IM, dis
trict radio aide Bridgeport warning district, says modifica
tion of license will brim,; total units to 78. 40 candidates have 
been examined for restricted permits. SG-WERS has been 
licensed under call let,ters of WKMV with Bert Dow in 
charge of that area. KQY has joined Sta.t.P- Guard a::s t,ech. 
agt. Lt. Stiles, ·wIDUC, from 'l'exaH, is buay teaching radio. 
COB is attending S.C. school in Florida and MHF is in 
Manchester. DBM. district radio aide Middlet,own, has 
received license for that an~a. \Vatcrhury is getting under 
way with Bristol securing 8 TR4s. 2FKF. formerly from 
Verona, N. J., is now 2nd lt. in S.C._at New London. During 
test radio silence all New Haven district units were silenced 
in 20 seconds from time W,TLH-1 sent ont silence signal. 
•r.S. McCabe and Lambert from Bristol were recent visitors 
observing the N. H. WERS set-up. 

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS - SOM, .F'rank L. 
Baker, Jr., WlALP- FZX reports from Spokane, Wash. 
that NRY of Natick is attending t.he WAVE ollicer'• 
school at Northampton. 1\1 Y L is now working at Raytheon 
and studying at nights. h.7JP is in the Army and is located 
at Duxbury, Mass. KQV is in Texas. KUA is in Penn. BQR 
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is in the Signal Corps, as a civilian, in Boston. BUS is in 
Conn. MDN writes from Montreal, Canada. \Ve are sorry 
to hear of the death of DPD. William Sadowski of Am~,._ 
bury, and wish to e.xtend our sympathy to his family. MQX 
writes that he is now in the Navy and is RM3c. NIC of 
Chelsea is now a corporal in the Army Air Force down in 
Tampa, Florida. MLL, recently married a girl fr0m Presque 
Isle, Me. ,JNM, NKA, NTW, ALP. SH and MLL are work
ing in Presque Isle, Maine. VT is working at Harvard 
Univ. We hear t.hat IIQ, now in the Army, has just been 
married. BJU is chasing over tbe country on special work. 
HUV is· a special fireman and cop. LIO, our Newton EC, 
reports that the hams are rallying around and helping 
out in the WERS work. HPC is at key position, HUG con
trol, MHC at the log and LIO on the hi-relay. l!'VL oper
ates one pol'table and DYS and ANV operate fixed stations. 
Lincoln, Mass. will be on the air with one station at present. 
KON expects to be through at Harvard soon. NAH from 
Graniteville is at USNTS at Sampson, N. Y. for boot train
ing. l\f.JE reports that Danvers has been on 2½ for several 
weeks. IPA is working for a housing project and is traveling 
around New England. WERS units in Lowell and Lawrence 
were reported used in a hunt for a lost Army flier. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE-···· SCM, Mrs. Dorothy W. Evans, 
W!FTJ-Congrats to JCA, who has taken unto himself a 
YF. BLA is a corporal now, and has been fortunate in being 
able to follow the study of radio. He wants to extend his 
reJ>;ards to the gang here. DUK is now in Florida. ITF is 
btisy with set-up of WKLW at Northwood. ARM has been 
made Wing 12 eommunications oflicer of the Civil Air Patrol 
a.t Laconia, and advises that they are getting set for 2½ 
meter work there. He would like io hear from any of the 
gang who would be interested in helping out as well as 
getting some recreation from their hobby. We think this is a 
fine idea and urge the boys to contact ARM. MRD is now 
in the Navy as RM2c. 

VERMONT- SCM, Clifton G. Parker, WlKJG -
N.TM, ARRL Acting Communications Manager, was a 
visitor at a meeting of !,he New England Defense Com
munications Council at Montpelier, held April 8th. On 
April 11th, CGV, Eh."U, MLJ and KJG attended a con
ference at the state armory in Barre, when plans for 2½ 
meter equipment and operating personnel for use by the 
t',tate Guard were considered. Standard type units were 
agreed upon. Four completed typical units with inter
changeable power supplies were exhibited, completed by 
the Barre gang. CBW is now in training with Northeast 
Airlines, Inc. and may be reached at 73 Maverick .St., Apt. 
50, East Boston. A card arrives from FSV telling of his 
induction on April 1st .. LYD now located at Camp Camp
be11, Kentucky, and reports recent range activities. 

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION 

MONTANA-SOM, R. Rex Roberts, W7CPY-BIZ 
reports from Helena that they are beginning work on 

WERS set up for Helena eo=unity. Fred Wamble, ex-
4ENO, is chief engineer at KGVO in Missoula. 

OREGON-· SCM, Carl Austin, W7GNJ -GTW, just 
back from the land of snow and 40 below, says he prefers 
Oregon. l!'HX, well known on 75 fone, is in Veteran's Ho•
pital in Portland, but expects to be out in a few weeks. After 
trying for many months to get a transfer to radio, QP says 
he has finally made the change and is now in communica
tions. BGM has moved from Ft. Wayne to Albany. N. Y., 
and mentions testing out a twelve t,housand hp motor for 
G. E. ENC, who has been in Alaska with ACS for the past 
two aud one-half years, was out on leave, and visited hil!I 
folks and many of the Oregon gang before returning. ENC is 
a serp;eant, and has charge of a station. EKA is reported as 
being with ACS in Alaska. BUB, formerly in charge of 
KFAR in Fairbanks, is now at MIT. CBF, Augie, now has 
charge of KFAR. Leo i\Iickel, LSPH. secy. of CORK, 
reports an average attendance of 20. Phyllis Coe passed 
class ll e.xa.m. ARZ, radio aide for KFNX, reports fairly 
reliable i,o=unication more than fi miles from mobile 
m,its. DBZ is radio aide for Medford, and waiting for 
license. HVX ready for be ticket, as soon as he can get to 
Portland for exam. GS! doing radio service work in spare 
time, GSL working spare time in newspaper shop. HHH 
helping GNJ in bike shop. BS bnilt a super. 73. 

WASHINGTON -Acting SCM, 0. U. Tatro, W7FWD 
- l:lSB deserves great credit for his organization at KFNH, 
,md also EVW, police department, technician for the tech
nical work and operating organization. Others at KFNH 
include EPB, FVY and IYL. Tacoma's problem now iB to 
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train more operators. Please report any other WERS setup 
in the state to me. KX is now full commander. somewhere in 
the north in charge of an important"base. GEV is now a full 
It. ECA is hopping around for the Navy; his last hop was 
to the north. DDY is still with the state highway depart
ment, and CMX is with the state patrol ANN has been in 
the Navy for a couple of years and we regret to report the 
loss of their two-year-old daughter. BG, ARRL director, has 
fully recovered from an accident he had at the plant during 
a practice blackout. HJN was recently enjoying his first 
leave in eleven months. He is located at Camp Wheeler, Ga. 
He left Ft. Lewis as a sergeant, and is now a lat ft., with 
prospects bright for capt., soon, EPV, who is heading a 
magazine that is doing much to bold the local ham fra
ternity together, advises that the Oroville Club still meets 
regularly and at present is studying theory. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

S.'ANTA CLARA VALLEY-SOM, Earl F. Sanderson, 
>- W6IUZ -··• ReceiYed interesting letter from Frank Wil
liams, JWI-RDF, now serving in the OTC in England. 
NGA promoted to RMic. MOV is teaching in San Jose. 
ACV has new job in Defense Training Plan. HEB is teach
ing at San Jose State. LOS taking course with the Signal 
Gorps. Your SOM would appreciate having a report from 
any person or group participating in WERS activities. This 
"olumn is based on your reports, fellows, and unles.s in
formation is forwarded sufficient to continue it, the SCV 
section report will be discontinued. 

EAST BAY-·-· SCM, Horace R. Greer, W6TI -··:EC: 
QDE. EC v.h.f.: FKQ. Asst. EC v.hJ.: OJU. 00 v.h.f.: 
7,M, WERS for Oakland has been called into action on 
several tests and everything worked fb. The following 
SARO members are in the service: Navy radio, Ens. EHS; 
Ens. FAQ; Lt. (jg) QWX, Lt. (jg) IPK, Lt. (jg) OCZ, Lt. 
CBX; Army radio, T. Sgt. IMA, Mst. Sgt. AVX, 2nd Lt. 
LOH, 2nd Lt. LFW, 1st Lt. ZF and Capt. QVI. Working 
for the govt. in radio as civilians: DMY, GPY and MUC. 
Another day closer to victory, "TI." 

SAN FRANCISCO - SOM, Kenneth E. Hughes, 
W6CIS-.ABat. SC.Ms: RBQ and GPB. ECs: DOT a11d 
RBQ. Radio aide DOT advises that San Francisco WERS is 
well under way under the call KGCW. We need all the 
operators we can get, so how about it, you San F'ra.ncisco 
hams? Wire or phone Bill Ladley, 200 Naylor St., San 
F"rancisco, Randolph 8340. IPH, Sgt. in the Army, in North 
Africa. WB returned recently from another eastern trip. 
R.BQ now has two sons serving in the Navy. 9EKY, in 
t,nwn en route to the East Coast from K6, visited RBQ. Art 
Monsees is a 1st. Lt. in the Air Corps at Chico, Calif. 30X, 
regional communications engineer for OCD. is helping our 
radio aide establish WERS in San ]'rancisco. He has eight 
western states under his wing. 73, Ken, CIS. 

ROANOKE DIVISION 
·vIRGINIA-'--SCM, Walter G. Walker, W3AKN-··· 

5FDR has recently arrived at the Norfolk Naval Air 
Station and can be reached c/o SOSU-2, N.A.S., Norfolk, 
Va. 9DMP has recently moved to Norfolk and wants to 
contact someone in that vicinity having a common interest 
in WERS. The only activity I can give you this month is the 
three way contact between GGP, IIF and AKN by wired 
,vireless during the last week in April. The airline distances 
are about 1.5, 3 and 4 miles respectively. Freq. used was 
about 160 kc., rigs a la March 1942 QST, HJW has bee11 
devoting most of his time to reading up on radio theory. 
<";GI now at Boca Raton, Fla., and states in his last Jetter 
that the boys down there are considering wired wireless on a 
frequency near 50 kc. 

WEST VIRGINIA- SOM, Kenneth M. Zinn, W8JRL 
•·--The code class in Wheeling, tutored by ADI and Ralph 
Gould, lll8Jlll.ger of Cameradio Co., certainly is progressing 
and from all indications will turn out several good operators. 
LCN, RT2c, USNR, is now located at the Naval Armory, 
Michigan City, Indiana. BTV, Ylc, is located at the Navy 
recruiting office in Greensburg, Pa. CYV, RMlc, USN, who 
has been in the South Pacific for the past nine months, was 
home for a week in March. The Wheeling Radio Club held a 
dinner meeting in his honor March 26th. Lt. (jg) Robert 
Lalley, ex-AAO, formerly of Wheeling, is a Jap prisoner in 
the Philippines. He served near Manila until he was trans
ferred to Wake Island. CSF has moved from Wheeling to 
St. Clairsville, 0. He is a transmitter engineer for WWVA. 
GHB is working for the Navy Dept. at Blaw-Knox Co. in 
Martins Ferry, Ohio. HD has recovered from a serious ill-
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ness. MZD has moved to the lake for the summer. Earl 
Weimer, formerly BSY-ZW, is home for a visit from the 
Army. Also home on leave is AZD of the Navy. Thanks to 
the boys who came through with the news this month. Keep 
it up, and let's hear fro_p:t the rest of you! 73, Ken. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION 

( ··,oLORADO - SOM, Stephen L. Fitzpatrick, W9CNL 
~ - BQO is teaching code classes and working on WERS 

organization. He has moved to a new location at 2641 South . 
Lafayette Street, Denver, Colorado. TRR is still teaching 
radio. YXU is teaching code classes. CAA is still teaching 
radio theory. OWP drove 120 miles on March 31, on two 
months pleasure allowance of gas to attend a meeting of the 
Bell Radio Amateurs in Denver. QFN has been promoted 
to warrant officer at Fort Logan, Colorado. GYY of Boise, 
Idaho, has moved to Denver and was voted in as a new 
member of BRA. ACE is president of the BRA, with TRR 
as vice-president and Paul W. Kirkpatrick as secretary. 
Meetings are held every three months. OMs, let's make this 
column growl Best regards, CNL. 

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION 
·r.ASTERN FLORIDA- Acting SOM, Frank C. Fassett, 
-~ W4BYR-l!.'PW now has side line in radio service 
business. LF is back from Texas and located at McDill Field 
as fmn .• A.C.E. FGQ has left police radio in Bradenton and 
is now with WSPB, Sarasota, ACZ has been made exec. 
,:,fficer in FDF at WPB. GJI has been appointed EC and 
radio aide for WPB CDC. FGX still at Galveston as top man 
for Radiomarine. AGM is very active with his navigating. 
Sixty-five in the WPB area are cramming for radio tel. third 
tickets. ES is EC in Dade City, and also very busy with 
Navy duties. Miami all set with emergency net consisting of: 
MD, BYF, AZJ, KK, ES and Gzy, latter in Homestead. 
All have 350 watt gas engine sets loaned by Red Cross. 
CZX is draftsman at Embry-Hiddle. 3NR is director of 
training at Embry-Riddle. EWU is running shipyard, 
repairing naval vessels. 5DRR left Miami-and is now with 
USN, Miami. CM2TW is with RMO USN, Miam.L CKD is 
iu Veterans' Hospital at Bay Pines. AKI gone to Boston for 
advanced Naval training in shush gear. EWX is now 1st It. 
with 15th Bomber Wing, USA. GO7CX has been ill. Word 
from KK to effect that Dade City WERS application is in. 
Col. W. H. Baird has been made Commander of Dade City 
defense council. IH has just graduated as It. from AAF train
ing school at Miami. DOB expects induction around first of 
May. HGO was in Tampa recently on a visit to the RI for 
class A ticket. Sanford has received WERS license, the sec
ond in Florida. DEN has received commission as capt. in 
SO. GEE is now corp, with 3rd Air Force, Tampa. AFU is 
leading double life meeting the dead line and working at 
TASCO. BOT has quit following the dogs (working, not 
betting) now that Springs track is closed for season. ERU 
was last seen cutting a rug. A number of the Tampa gang 
1·eport having received their FCC xmtr certificates. EX-Va, 
1). M. Brown at WFLA, was recently commissioned 1st It., 
First Signal Co., F'DF for Florida West Coast, with hdqtrs 
in Tampa. AKJ visited folks in Tampa recently and has 
been capt. since last December . .!<'YI is now RTlc and sez 
he's meeting lots of hams in the Navy. ORA is in Oklahoma 
City. DQW is improving from recent illness. GNS is at U. of 
Florida talring radio. UY expects call any day now from the 
Merchant Marine as radio op. RQ is taking over UY'a police 
radio job, also holding down the job of comm. ofr. for Upper 
Pinellas CDC. Upper Pinellas and Clearwater were first to 
receive WERS license in ]'lorida. EIA made ORM, USN, at 
,Jupiter, and is the first to do so at tbat station. 

WESTERN FLORIDA-SOM, Oscar Cederstrom, 
W 4AXP - The section was saddened by the reported loss at 
sea, during a training flight, of Lt. Comdr. Archibald W. 
Greenlee, Ex-K6NYD, HGM. He was stationed at Pensa
cola Navy Yard for several years, and was a very popular 
officer and an outstanding amateur. He operated mostly on 
the higher frequencies. liis loss is a great one to both ham 
radio and aviation. The section extends its since;est sympa
thies to his family, MS reports that GGN has received the 
Navy CrOSII for action in the Midway battle. One of the 
highlights of this month's report is the ham meeting held at 
the Spring Street USO. This meeting was largely due to the 
efforts of 9NLF and 9FHD. The Navy was represented by 
everyihing from a It. comdr. down to a RM2c and there were 
several civilians present. 5BKH, 9CFL, PE, GEM, 5BZB, 
UW of WCOA, CQF, 5GOK, 9KSF, 6OVS, George Wall, 
Def"'orest Fisher, Floyd Grice, VR, and Carl Eubanks were 



~=================~{ Number one hundred twelve of a series} ____ _ 

J1Te receive a letter: 

"Enclosed is a picture of an NC-200 taken on an 

'unnamed' tropical island. This particular set did 

., a darn good job of operation at W3JCE for a year 

and a half and it worked well in New Zealand on 

220 volts 50 cycle with a lamp bank in series; the 

exact amount of resistance required was estimated by the brilliancy 

of the pilotlight. 

"Later on, the set was landed through the surf and handled 

pretty roughly if the }-:{-inch deep scars on the packing box are 

used as an indication. The set was operated on 6 volt storage 

batteries and 225 volt B for several weeks until AC became avail

able. Its reception of broadcast programs from the States 7000 

miles away was excellent. In fact, the unly thing it wouldn't do 

was translate Japanese. The NC-200 was by far the best radio on 

the island except for one 'RAS' and I guess you know who built 

that. 

"When I received my orders to come back to this country, it 

almost broke my heart to part with 'Baby,' but I sold it because 

a good radio means a lot out there. I will be going back before 

long and I have a chance to buy another NC-200 from a friend of 

mine .... " The letter asks (f we can overhaul this .NC-200, and then 

adds: "Naturally I don't want to take a set to the South Pacific that 

isn't working well when we may have to use it on something 

important. 

"We guarded 500 kc with 'Baby' for three weeks after Ricken

hacker was lost-and it was our boys who found him. So what say?'' 

73's 

Major J. E. MORRIS, USMC 

(W3JCE) 
Thanks a lot for the letter, ... Hajor. We have a paternal feeling for Ba~y 

and are glad that she is behaving herse(f in the Marine Corps. Her sisters 

are doing a job, too, but until the war is over, most of their activities are not 
for publication. 

NATIONAL COMPANY. 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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in attendance. Another American family gone 100% in the 
service of their country is Lt. PE of the Navy and his xyi 
who is a member of the WAACs. 6FDR has moved up to 
Pennsylvania. GRI passed through here. 6CBY is stationed 
here at NAS. Lt. Veasey, a W4 from Memphis, is here at 
NAS. This station is alive with hams aud if they would just 
come out and let us know who they are it would be fine. 
Charles Swick's wile presented him with a 6½ pound YL. 
Bobbie Heeley took class C and 3d class co=. exams. Carl 
Eubanks took 3d class co=. exam. BCZ took a swing 
around the section in the interest of the Lively Vocational 
Training School of Tallahassee. DAO is bnilding a 100 kc. 
osc. for freq. measuring. The 01\1 wishes to thank the gang 
for this very fine report. 73 and luck to you all, from "The 
Old Maestro" AXP. 

.SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION 
19s Al\'GELES-1':lGM, H.F. Wood, WGQVV-The 

Los Angeles city application for WERS work has been 
approved by the local CD, su we hope that ere long we can 
be ready to gu. You will be notified just as quickly as we 
get the full approval of FCC. Register J'our 11.b.f. equip
ment with me or \Valt Matney at once because we will 
want to know about all of the cquipmeut there is available 
in the territory. We also ncoci more operators, so those of 
you that have held off on account of uncertainty about 
licenses and rumors, please get in touch with us and sign 
up. EQM is the duly appointed radio aide, and QVV has 
been appointed the deputy aide for L.A. 8QC is defense co
ordinator for Inglewood, and MSO is radio aide. RNN of the 
Inglewood Club reports 35 attended their last regular 
meeting, even with 20 serving in the armed force:,. They are 
still meeting twice a month and going to town. How's 
about the rest of the clubs? AM reports the Long Beach 
VIERS meeting now once a month with RO in charge. DEP 
is now a lieut. in the Navy, and was rAported in Long Beach 
early in April, as was MFJ. UKL, capt., is still stud.ving. 
OYY now a sgt. in the Marine Corps photo section at Quan
tico, Va. He would be glad to hear from his friends. Let's 
hear from you soon. 73, Ted, W6QVV. 

ARIZONA- SCM, Douldas Aitken, ·w6RW1V - OMH 
and SSV a.re both in the Navy, and NZU is attending the 
Naval Academy at Annapolis. Any more of the gang we've 
missed? Tucson keeps on with their good code training work, 
having recently graduated 4 at 20 wpm and have 6 who can 
o;verage 31 wpm, including a YL. Their club is figuring on a 
big ham picnic. 80B's son is now in the Navy. Two of the 
gang have married - LAI at Tucson, and P N N at Phoenix. 
QLZ has been home on furlough. RPS is in a hospital for 
treatment. NGJ and LSK are figuring on the commercial 
"xams. TVU is now a sha,·etail. The Salt River Valley 
WERS is in the building process. Operators include BUX, 
HRH, IXC, LSK, MAE, NEL, NGJ, OAS, ROP and SXP. 
A V-mail letter from PQQ, some place with the Pacific Fleet, 
sends his regards to the whole gang, He has an ARTlc rat
ing. MLL says you have to be mighty particular how you 
place the components in wired wireless to get away from AC 
hum troubles. IDR has been instructing in radio theory. GS 
is doing the swing shift at Marana. Reports have many 
hams from other districts in various training centers in the 
8tate. Let's hear from you fellows! Ex-NXO writes that he 
is in the 6t,h CA hi,gh speed communication center, and is 
married. I am attempting a card index of all the Arizona 
gang in service, so will all of you please send your military 
addresses, so l can pass them along to those who want to 
know where you are? A postal card won't take long, so let's 
have it! Vy 73 t,o all - Doug. 

WEST GULF DIVISION 
NORTHERN TEXAS-SOM, N. R. Collins, ,Tr., 

· W5IAU - FIV is attending school for American Air 
Lines in New Orle!IJl!S. He has his 2nd class phone and tele
graph commercial tickets and expects to be transferred out 
ve.ry soon. ESC has completed his training and is now an 
operator for American Air Lines. ALA reports that IYO 
and ISM are now working at Lockheed. J,TF has been ap
pointed assistant mdio engineer at El Paso. ARQ has been 
appointed communication officer at Midland. EVI has been 
transferred to Florida. 8orry to hear !,hat GOB is iu a Na val 
Hospital in Calif. How about all you hams, both at home 
and in the armed forces, sending a c,ard to let me know 
what's doing? 73. - N. R. 

NEW MEXICO - SCM, J. G. Hancock, W5HJF -
CXP is winding homemade output transformers to keep 'em 
p;oing in tbe Southwest Pacific. JW A is playing chess be-
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tween watches aboo.rd ship. DER and lSN nro be.ck in 
Cim·is. H,TF lost his l:i.st antenna mast in a reeent wind
;-.:torm, Gang, the jnb is getting h:irtl without r~ports. 
Lt•t's try to keep up all the info~t we can, awl keep a linfl 
in here. -,von't you drop men lbw now and thc,n',} 7~ anrl. 
hope tu M:.~ you on the air 8oon. - ,Jake. 

The Month in Canada 
NO'' A-SC'OTIA-VEI 

Frvm L .. J. F.1ad(Jr, IFQ: 
IT is ahout, time I t--cnt, along a bit more news rcgarJ

inp; the VEl p;ang. Unfortunately, I still do not receive much 
information. However, 1 am going to pass along what l have 
and hope that maybe the v,ang will send along some m,wa. 

l NP was t,he leading telegraphist on a Canadian corvette 
lo.t, hy enemy action in the Mediterranean. Fortunately, 
Hill was a survivor. After floating around in the water for 
an hour and a half he was picked up and landeu in England. 
He iH at present Apcnding a. well desen·E...'<.i !Pave in Halifax, 
anrl apparently suffered no serious injury as a result of his 
trying ordeal. One loss he did suffer was some ham equip
ment he had on board which he was fixing up in preparation 
for getting back on after the war. 

We regret to report that 1 CS was lost on a destroyer 
in enemy action last year. He spent a short time with the 
Marine section of the ROMP previous to the outbreak of 
war, and then joined the Navy when hostilities broke out. 
He has a brother, lJS, who is also a radio operator in the 
Canadian Navy. 

Our good friend, John Harris, lKJ, suffered a harrowing 
experience not long ago, John is with the ROAF, and was 
out in an Air Force marine craft which ran into difficulty. 
We understand he is now home on leave convalescing from 
this adventure, and hope to sea him around soon fit as a 
fiddle and rarin' to go. 

It has been reported U,at our good friend, Ron Hart, 
lMZ, who is in the Reserve Army Signal Corps, is goinai 
around displaying bis first hook. CongratulatiollS, Ron; 
keep up the good work. Banner Edwards, 3PD, of Ottawa, 
had the pleasure of being on board one of the Canadian 
Naval ships out on the West Coast last year, and was 
present at the making of a movie now showing throughout 
Canada and the States called" The Commandos." The ship 
he was on was used in making the movie. He also spent some 
time in the Aleutian Islands and visited Alaska. Recently he 
passed another course with flying colors, and was placed in 
charge of a naval station ashore. 

ONTARIO-VE3 
From Len Mitchell, 3AZ: 

THE Wireless Association of Ontario, whleh was 
organized in 1913, is still functioning in spite of the many 
handicaps experienced by amateur organizations during war
time and has b,:en very fortunate in obtaining capable 
speakers on interesting subjects despite conditions. Some of 
the outstanding subjects presented in the current season 
have been: "lnter-Co=unication Systems," by Al Ro
se,nthal, B.A.Sc.; "Frequency Modulation," by L. W. 
Elliott, B.A.Sc,; "Reflection of Radio Waves," by E. 
Olson, B.A.Sc.; a group of science educational films pre
pared by the General Electric Co., and "lTitrahigh-Fre
quency Technique," presented jointly by R. G. Anthes, 
B.A.Sc., and M. C. Patterson, B--\..Sc. U.h.f. was well 
covered in two meetings held during the month of ApriL 
The average attendance this season has been 83 and the 
Association welcomes an.v person interested in the radio art, 
especially members of tbe armed forces who may be located 
in or near Toronto. The following executive officen have 
been elected for the 1943-44 season: president, Bob Hum
phries, :iALC; vice-president, Alf Edmunds; secretary
treasurer, Bill Winter, 3AP A. 

]'light Lt. Dave Gwinn, 3IX, has just returned to Canada 
to take up special work in this country after two years 
service overseas. 

ALBERTA-VE4 
From W. W, Butchart, 4LQ: 

THANKs to 4Zl of Barons for waking up Bill Savage, 
4EO, of Lethbtidge, long enough to shoot along a very nice 
chunk of Lethbridge news: 

(Continued on page 7(]) 



ESS~~NTIAL 

Scientifically designed for aviation 

HAMMARLUND variable condensers have 

become an essential part of our war effort 

because they meet the ever changing de

mands of modern military Cffuipment. 

Solve your problems with Hammarlund 

condensers. 

THE HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
460 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y. 
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The ~tooth tu Canada 
(Continu,d from p1Lge 68) 

4AA is still throwing switches on the CPR. 4AF has just 
finished installing a. new 1000-watt job for CJOC, where he 
is chief engineer. 4ABM works for the City of Lethbridge 
Light and Power Dept. 4ACS is with CP Telegraphs at 
Princeton as repeater man. 4AQG is a It. in the RON radio 
division, a.t present located on the West Coast. 4AHD is 
in the AGT switchroom at Lethbridge. Ralph of 4AIH 
is a radio op with the RON on the West Coast. 4AIP is an 
Arm~· lt. st:itfoned "somewhere in Canada." 4A LH is in the 
ROAF. Roy, 4ALI, is still throwing switches on the CPR. 
(Seems to ua that ALI is AEV's old sidekick- LQ.) 4ANG 
is attending Varsity in Edmonton. 4AOX is station electri
cian with TOA. 4DB is firing boilers at the power plant at 
Sentinal, turning out the kw. 4DN still makes bis QTH at 
Glenwoodville, in the GP station. 40E is a sergeant in the 
radio dMsion, ROAF, stationed at Halifax. 40F ia still 
radio repairman with TOA. Bob, 40G, is a captain in an 
anti-tank regiment overseas. 40L is still running a service 
station. 40Z is in the W /T end of the ROAF overseas. Pete, 
4SJ, is still farming, Twins arrived to bless bis household. 
4EO passed some very pertinent remarks about the circuit 
SJ used. 4UF is servicing teletype machines for a Lethbridge 
broker. 4VN has turned into a budding plumber. -(Note by 
EO: "What some hams will do to earn money!") 4MF is a 
sergeant in the ROAF wireless division at Halifax. 4EO 
mns a rifle and revolver club for a hobby. 

And now, as 4EO is a modest sort of chap, l think we 
should tell you that his wife has become an expert rifle 
•hot under the coaching of her OM. She puts EO's scores to 
shame now, and has come first in four Dominion matches 
and won a Canadian championship. 

Another batch of news from 4Zl brinlsl! word of 4JJ. Ile 
has designed himself some very compact radio equipment 
which caught the eye of the Calgary RI to such an extent 
that Je-saop was Mked to have it rP..ady for a rapid dash to 
Calgary on emergency ARP call. ZI says that he himself 
has been doing a spot of plumbing the last two months. 
4WZ has gone into politics, having been elected councilman 
in his enlarged Municipal District. 

And now for a round-up of Alberta and Edmonton news: 
4ADD, district signal officer of Calgary, has 5 "Quacks" 
(CWAOs) working for him now. Jack say• it begins to look 
like a harem around the DSO's office. 4CY is a 2nd It. in the 
ROOS (Res.) at Calgary, Yes, boys, he is the same Sammy 
Lichinsky we knew back in the good old "daze." 4GD 
(Geraniums and Daffydills) is sgt. in the same outfit. 4GS 
is in the Calgary Airport Control Tower, working for the 
Department of Transport. \Ve regret to say that,4BV was 
the victim of a heart attack a week or two ago. He is making 
progress along the road to recovery. 4BW, 4HT and 4LQ 
wrote their special-to-arm examinations for the rank of It. 

A former Edmontonian, Cyril N. Hoyler, is working with 
the RCA Research Department in Princeton, N.J. He had 
the call W3VG before Pearl Harbor. Cyril remarks that he 
always reads t.he VE4 column in the "Canadian comer." 
Than.ks, OM - your letter is very much appreciated. 

The NARC held a ffocial evening on April 3rd with 37 in 
attendance. All report having a swell time. Forty-five min
utes of home movies In Kodachrome and twenty minutes of 
Kodachrome transparencies was followed by a sleight-of
hand performance by 4BW, who incidentally proved to the 
gang that the "Old Master" has been keeping his hand in 
ahape. Refreshments topped off the evening. 4XE's YF is 
now stationed in Edmonton as recruiting sergeant with the 
CWAO. 5AEB of Kas!o, B.C., a flight sergeant with 
the ROAF, is still stationed in Edmonton. 5MJ, also with the 
ROAF in Edmonton, is from Vernon, and prior to the war 
was a great 75-meter 'phone man. 4ALO arrived at the party 
safely convoyed by 4HF. ALO is just recovering from a spot 
of sicknes,s that had him pinned down for a couple of weeks. 
4EY and bis YF turned out for the evening and proudly dis
played a picture of their junior YL op. The Cable brothers of 
4YX fame attende,d in full force. 4VJ donated coffee for the 
affair, and ably directed preparations for the evening. 4AOC, 
Ken Smith, and bis YL showed up. Ken is just finishing up 
at Varsity in electrical engineering this year. Hilda, 4\VH, 
had to leave the party early in the evening owing to other 
commitments. By the way, boys, Hilda had an AUBBie ob
server in tow that evening! 4HM's prnsence was missed. 

Of int<>,re.at to the 75-meter 'phone gang is the news that 
4GM is back in Canada. 



G!EWIZ.,, 
A FEL.1..0W~ 
GOTtA TAKE. 
OFF ONCE. IN 

AWHILE. 

lf=THE 
FELLOWS 

AT~EFaoNT 
TOO" OFF W£'0 

BEOUTr
LUCK/" 

O UR boys can't beat the Axis if we on the 

production front can't stay on the job long 

enough to produce the weapons they need. 

Elmer is right- where would we be if they took 

days off. 

H Am m A'R Lu n D :-
THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 WEST 34TH ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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MALLORY TECHNICAL DATA 
Serles C,0nneeted Capacitors 

The wartime scarcity of high-voltage filter 
condensers has increased the popularity of 
using series-connected lower voltage units 
to achieve a required working voltage rat
ing. This practice has much to commend 
it, particularly when series-connected dry 
dectrolvtic capacitors are substituted for 
high-voltage transmitting capacitors. The 
Rubstitution provides economical depend
able replacements that conserve raw 
material. However there seems to he some 
misunderstanding about the procedure to 
he followed. The· requirements for satisfac
tory operation with series-connected elec
trol~·tic condensers are quite different from the 
requirements for paper-dielectric capacitors. 

PAPER-DIELECTRIC CAPACITORS 
It wlll he apparent that if two equal value paper-diele<"tric con
denserR are conne~ted in serieR., and one has an insulation resist
ance 0£500 mf'>gohms. while the other has an insulation resistance 
of2.000 megohm•, .he voltage division will be such that 80% of 
the voltage will be ttcruJ:18 the higher resistance c..ondenSf'r. By 
ahunting each capacitor with a ½ megohm resiRtor, the division 
of voltage becomes praetically perfec~ so that t.he work.in~ 
voltage of the pair becomes twice that of a single unit. Note 
that the resistance value of the shnnt reAi8tor is very small in 
<'omparison with insulation resistance of the cdndensern. 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
£<,igure 1 Rhows why ½ megohm shunt reail:\torA are worthless with 
dry elr.rtrolytic ca pad tors. The initial leakage of the typical dry 
(:'lcctrolytic capacitor graphed below repreeents an equivalent 
insulation reait:otance of only abou.t ¾ megohm. A ½ megohm 
parallel resistor will not have much effect. 
Fortunately. ho·wever, commercial experience has Rhown -that 
voltage dividers are unnecessary with electrolytic capacitors 
provided the correct installation is rnade. 

,,T ___ ;kJJ: 
1-1-f-+-+-r-+--f---r-t-J=I ~T ~~!~T~ 

,,1t-l-l-+-+-+--+-+-+-l-l-+-+-t--+-+-1 
~ lrl-+-+-!--+-+-+-1-l-+-+-!--+-+-+-I 
32 I Figure 1 • I . 

. "'"'lJ.tU:~-----~ 
Initial le_akag.e current of a representatit-e 

lJry Electrolytic Capacitor 

The requirementl'J for the Rntisfactory performance of series
conne-cted dry ele~troJytic condensers an~ simple. Just use the 
following rules: 
L Select capacitors nf the same value and rating. 
2. Select capacitors of the Rame make and type. 
~. t:ielect capacitors of the ~ame age. as l::\hown by the code dating. 
,-t. Operate at a working voltage that does not exceed 80% 

of the combined working voltage of the individual units. 

The leakage resit1tance of a dry electrolytic capacitor varies 
inveriw.ly with the applied voltage~ so that after a prriod of use 
automatic equalization of voltage occurs. 

It should he not~d that when two equal value capa<•itors are con
nected in series.. the effective capacity is oneaha.lf that of a filngJe unit.. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO,, Inc,, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Cobio Addreu- PELMALLO 
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~fltnt ittp~ 
IT is with deep regret that we record 

the passing of these amateurs: 

W2BZ, Samuel Jackson, jr., USN, New 
York, N. Y. 

W2DFC, William B. Simpson, Rye, 
N.Y. 

W2KCU, Ernest H. Wechsler., USMM, 
New York, N. Y. 

W2NGC, Joseph Smith, RM3c, USN, 
Hillside, N. J. 

W4AGS, Clarence E. Armstrong, Nice
ville, Fla. 

W4HGM, ex-K6NYD, Lt. Comdr. 
Archibald W. Greenlee, USN, Pensa
cola, Fla. 

W8ALU, Dr. J. A. Carnes, Massillon, 
Ohio 

W8HCP, E. M. Early, Dover, Ohio 
W8JFZ, James W. Seegar, Dayton, Ohio 
W8KZF, Steven W. Stokasa, USAC, 

Detroit, Mich. 
W8TWO, Charles Martindale., Dayton, 

Ohio 
W8VP, .T. Clayton Nicholson., Cam

bridge, Ohio 
VElCS, S. R. Kenney, RCN, Halifax, 

N. S. 

ExpPrimenter's Section 
(Continued from vaue ,?£') 

All condensers are tubulars except the trans
mitter tank condenser, the grid condensers ruul 
the variable used for detector tuning. The latter 
is a two-section gang, 365 µµfd. per section, with 
both sections in parallel. · 

Very good results have been obtained with the 
outfit and on a whole it is quite satisfactory. No 
very great distances have as yet been attempted, 
but the amount of signal received during tests 
leads us to believe that we will be able to span 
considerable lengths of wire. Operation is on c.w. 
only at the present time, because so far only c.w. 
hams have come around. However, we may 
eventually use 'phone. 

That's about all the dope from here, so 73 for 
now and hope to hear from some other fellows 
in the San .Joaquin Valley i:;oon. --- Albert P. 
Wei,er, lf6RLJ 

l am converting an old 12-tube superhet into a 
carrier-current rig. I wonder if you would print 
my name and address in the Experimenter's 
Section, since I would like to get in touch with 
anyone in the Bay area interested in c.c. - Bill 
lletriek, 160,9 /lo.~e St., Berkeley, Cal~{. 

Don't let your operator's license expire! 



Centia)ab 
Ceramic TUBULAR Capacitors 

Provide Controlled Temperature Compensation 

Centralah manufactures small purpose 
capacitors, widely used in high fre
quency circuits where the ultimate in 
stabilit~- and retrace characteristics are 
essential. Centralab capacitors consist 
of a thin wall ceramic tube, spacing 
two tubular silver plates, one inside 
and the other outside the ceramic. The 
temperature coefficient of these capaci
tors is determined by the ingredients 
of the ceramic dielectric and can he 
controlled within very close limits. 

Available in capacities from 1 mmf to 
860 mmf. Greater capacities can be 
obtained by paralleling two or more 
units without affecting temperature 

coefficient or tolerance of capacity. 

'.l.'emperature coefficient from zero to 
-.00075mmf/mmf1°C which is maxi
mum negative. Thus in addition to 
units with zero temperature coefficient 
that are the most stable uf all commer
cial capacitors, others with a uniform 
rate of negative change are available 
to compensate for normal positive drift 
of other circuit·components. 

Flash tested at 1400 volts D.C. Recom
mended-working voltage 500 volts D.C. 
Power factor will average .05% with 
.1 % the passing limit. Power factor 
does not increase with age. Leakage 
resistance more than 10,000 megohms. 

CENTRALAB · Division of Globe-Union Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Cf.•ramic dielectric 
for low power factor. 
Composition allows 
,?omplete control of 

Heavy copper coatings make 
tubular rapacitor plates. 
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INSTRUME~T§i 

14 

MODEL 626 
1RIPLE11 S 60 11 scale 
with \on9 • "-• . e. Note 1ons 

• 'ls a<.'tlllll stz re<l.U1red-
1'h" illustrati!)~ 1s 111 panel space 
scalse and 1111n1tnu 

A WORD ABOUT DELIVERIES 
Naturally deliveries are subject to necessary 
priority regulations, We urge prompt tiling 
of orders for delivery as expeditiously as 
n1ay be consistent with An1erica's \Var effort. 
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO .• BLUFFTON. OHIO 

Dams Teach AAF Pilots 
(Continued from page 41) 

Maxwell Field 
The site for Maxwell Field was originally 

selected by Wilbur Wright in 1910 for aerial 
experimentation. During the first World War the 
field was used for repair work, and in 1921 it was 
known as the Montgomery Air Intermediate 
Depot. In 1922 its name was changed to Maxwell 
Field, in honor of Lt. William C. Maxwell, an 
Atmore, Ala., boy who crashed to his death in 
the Philippines while serving with the 3rd Aero 
Squadron. 

From 1931 to 1942 Maxwell Field was used as a 
tactical school. Its roster during this time is a 
star-studded one, and it isn't straining the imagi
nation to say that the astounding success of the 
Air Forces to-day had its origin in this tactical 
school. Brig.-Gen. Caleb V. Haynes, now heading 
the bomber command in China, went through 
the school when a captain. Lt.-Gen. Millard F. 
Harmon, <lommanding officer of all allied Air 
Forces in the Pacific, is a former commandant. 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek's son, Chiang 
Wega, is an alumnus. A captain by the name of 
Chennault - to-day you know him as Major
Gen. Claire L. Chennault, whose American Vol
unteer Group revolutionized pursuit aviation in 
China - taught pursuit aviation in the tactical 
school, and it was here that he developed his 
famed "flying trapeze" stunt. 

For a time Maxwell Field was a giant pre
flight school for pilots, navigators and bombar
diers, but to-<;!ay it concentrates only on pilots. 
Its present commandant is Col. Elmer J. Bowling, 
who is a rated balloon and balloon observer pilot 
as well as a combat observer. 

To all radio amateurs, we here at Maxwell 
Field say didididah for Victory - and we believe 
it won't be long until we can say didididah-didah. 

A Band Tape Perforator 
(Oontinudfrom paq• 14) 

the additional complications probably are not 
worth t,he effort in view of the fact that this type 
of perforator is hardly likely to be used for quan
tity production of tape; But those who have the 
time and the scrap materials necessary to put it 
together will find that it will produce perfectly
usable tape when none is available by other 
means. 

Reproducer Changes 
In the course of several months' use of the 

original code machine it became increasingly ap
parent that some improvement in. the tape-pulling 
mechanism would be quite desirable. The chief 
disadvantage of the old system was that a consid
erable nuiBance factor was involved in changing 
speed; further, only a series of fixed speeds was 
available. Also, the strap arrangement required 
careful adjustment so that the tape would be held 



••• WHEN YOU'RE IN THE THICK OF IT 

You Realize the Value of Superior Equipm~,,;, 
Long before America hersell was at war, Taylor Transmitting-Tubes't£; 
proved they could stand up under the gruelling sire~ of actual · 
combat on many Allied Battlefronts, '· 

Today, thousands of Uncle Sam 1s fighting communicationiirle..~ knqw_:>_:·:·:::· 
the assurance of Taylor dependability - know that Tayloi''.tti.b · · · 
liver maximum power and extra hours of perforxhance far _. _ .. , 
needs of normal service. , 'I, I 

. - . . - . - .. ; . . - -

TAYLOR TUBES INC., 2312-18 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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Don't look ~o sad, po<:><:h. Be
fore this war upset everything, 
many an ABBOTT was . a "pam
pered darling" too ••. cozily n~s
tled fu a protected radio shack .•• 

· 'iNow, ABBOTT transniitt;~ and 
rt~ei~ers are subjected ~ many 
front line.iigors ana···inl=onven
iences. Buf they are to\1gh little 
units, . none the wc,rse for being 
kicked around. 

i±iiis ~ ~ ABBOTT 'l.'R-4. one of our stand

arii models.,.. a compcilit and efficient ultra 
··::::.:·.·.·····:· ........... ·::··.,.- ...... ·:::·· . ..... . 

... . hi~~ frequency . \rS1:l1allli~~r an<! receiver. It 

JAl:lnly an ind~ccrtloii oHhe type of 1;.i:ppqral\lS 

that we can ai:i<I do ;,roduce. ()ur facilities 

IrtctJ .be of assistance~if you have Cl; problem 

( Continued from pao• 7 4) 

against the driving wheel with sufficient tension to prevent slipping and yet not so much that it 
would act as a brake. The machine has now been 
rebuilt to use a new pulling system which is 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The contact mechanism 
and the electrical system are the same as in the 
old machine, hence need no present discussion. 

In the new system a large driving disc, fastened 
to the motor shaft, turns a smaller disc which can 
be moved along the radius of the large disc to 
change the gear ratio and thus vary the speed at 
which the tape is pulled. The large disc, cut from 
an old hakelite panel, is 5 inches in diameter and 
has a piece of rubber taken from a scrap inner tube 
glued to its upper face. A piece of .¼-inch round 
tubing with a thread cut in one end is used as a 
shaft, set in a panel bearing mounted in the top 
panel of the unit. This shaft is coupled to the 
motor shaft underneath bv means of a flexible 
Rhaft, eonpling of the typ°e used with variable 
condensers. 

The horizontal shaft on which the small driven 
disc is mounted is ¼-inch brass tubing, 7½ inches 
long, with a short piece of 5/32-ineh rod forced in 
one end to make a bearing at the rear. The rear 
bearing is simply a hole in a 1-inch piece of ¼-inch 
square brass rod. The two vertical rods are ½
inch brass, threaded top and bottom for 6-:32 nuts 
and mounted ¾-inch apart in a 1 ¾-inch piece of 
square rod which in turn is mounted to the panel. 
The bearing piece is drilled so that it can slide 
freely up and down the vertical rods. Springs, 
with tension adjustable by the nuts on the rods, 
press the bearing piece down so that the driven 
disc is held firmly against the large one. This 
arrangement allows t,he rear end of the :;haft to 
ride up and down with any wobble in the large 
disc, avoiding the binding and slipping which 
would occur if fixed bearings were used. The front 
end of the shaft goes through a ball befiling 
(taken from an old roller skate) mounted be
tween wooden blocks. The ball bearing is quite 
"sloppy" --- just what is needed in this case to 
allow for wobble. 

The driven disc is formed by cutting two I-inch 
diameter discs from thin iron (stovepipe iron) 
drilling ¼-inch holes in the center, and then cut
ting two slightly larger discs from the scrap inner 
tube. The two rubber discs are used as the filling 
in a sandwich, with the iron discs on the out~ide: 
The parfa are held together by half of a shaft 
coupling of the type which bolts to an isolantite 
disc. The set screw in the coupling is also used 
rui a set screw on the shaft to hold the driven disc 
in the position selected. 

The pulling wheel consists principally of an old 
bakelite knob about au inch in diameter and 
slightly more than a half-inch wide. This was -
used principally because it had a set screw which 
offered a convenient means for attaching it to the 
shaft. To provide friction for the t,ape a rubber 
:;trip is glued to the edge, and two 1 ½-inch diam
eter metal discs were provided to keep the tape 
from slipping off. The pressure wheel is a piece of 
sponge rubber cut from an old knoeling pad and 
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THESE HAMS ARE DOING VITAL WORK 
1\/lAUR: 
WlBCG 
WIHML 
WllPL 
WINBL 
WlTW 
WINJ 
W2BRI 
\\!2CUZ 
\Vl!DN 
\\/2KBY 
1\/2· 
WJAUH 
W4Al'J 
\\/4BIK 
W4CNY 
WK'J'ti 
WSDXW 
\VSCfT\V 
W6BGli 
W6EPW 

f{arry ( ~raves 
Ct"dric \\'. Root 
Charles Newman 
Milt-on Mix 
Richard Patten 
Jefferson Borden. 4th 
Victor l'.. St:'rrez(' 
.f.ames J. Tynan 
I >onald B. \Vhittemore 
Vincent Mashore 
Louis .Morrison 
l{obf'rt Dixon 
Henry· f. t..;eist 
(~harlr~ 1,. Herman. Jr. 
\Villiam D. Pea~c 
Thomais J . .Kr;>lly 
Russell A. 1~attcrHon 
\Villis F. Johnson 
H ohrrrt l;.. Alexander 
Karl Pi.•r.son 
Vr:rn .t\Iiltuu 

W6FTT 
W6JMI 
\i\.'6K\V 
\Vt:iOOT 
W6TEH 
W8C!R 
W8CLS 
W80Wll 
W9BEU 
W9BMU 
WYBP.N 
W9DKT 
\\/9DT.TD 
W9~;Fc 
\\/9RKY 
w9F;zx 
W9HWE 

""~rn~1t1 
W9SAA 
1\/9--

W9 -· Roy .Peck 

tn aiern 

(~arl Boltz 
Robert .f. Hay_t·rty 
.f ohn R. Grigg~ 

i ~:;cinh F~~~i~~bKurger 
Edward Doherr 
.-\s hlry Farrar 
o~c-ar P. Knsisto 
Elmer F. Kochln 
Howard L. Harvey 
Josevh Utto 
Au~tin l.;., Anderson 
\-Vell~ H.. Chapin 
Floyd R. NorwinP, Jr. 
'Richard K. Rohan 
Herman T. Va11Aller 
Robert ~h.i.tle:\· 
Jame-s Cole 
CharlC's E. Orwey, Jr. 
Aloii;i S. Engleman 
James McFaul 

These boys are really performing a service for the armed forces, some at bases in U.S.A., others 
at allied bases out of the country. They are receiving training in an advanced radio technique
training that will be invaluable in the postwar electronic world. In the course of their travels and 
duties they are renewing many ham friendships and making more new ones. Raytheon is proud 
of the performance of these boys in the Field Engineering group. 

Hams who have had years of practical experience in building and re-building amateur rigs are 
"naturals" for this work of supervising the installation and maintaining some vital radio equip
me,.t. If you are not putting your radio ability to full use, and don't mind travelling, drop a line 
to Clark C. Rodimon, W 1 SZ, at the address below. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY . 
Seyon Street, Waltham, Mass. 

:Di.ill. ...... 
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MERIT IN 

MICROPHONE 

PRODUCTION 
The Army and Navy "E", symbol of out

standing achievement, has been awarded to 

Shure Brothers. It is the highest badge of 

honor for the victories of the soldiers on the 

production front that must come before 

the victories of the soldiers at the fighting 

fronts. Shure Brothers are united in the de

termination to do their utmost to hasten the 

day of final victory for the democratic forces. 

SHURE BROTHERS • 225 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO 
D1si1ners and M anufaclurers al Miaot,hones and Aunutl, /)cflius 

(Continued from page 76) 

ground to approximately circular shape by hold
ing it against a grindstone. The grinding process 
is slow, but it works; scissors are of practically no 
value for this kind of job because of the flexibility 
of the rubber. A stove bolt through the center, 
with washers on each side of the rubber, forms a 
shaft, and this in turn fits into a bearing made 
from the sleeve of a junked 'phone jack. The shaft 
is not fastened in this bearing but simply rides 
in it so that the pressure wheel is free to stay in 
the puller wheel. A spring is fastened to the bear
ing to keep the two wheels in contact. Between 
them, the two provide e.nough friction to make a 
quite positive pulling arrangement; slippage is 
rare unless the tape becomes jammed for some 
reason. 

Using the pulling wheel and discs described, 
together with the motor previously used, the 
:speed range is from about 6 to 45 words per min
ute, adjustable to any speed within the range. 
The effective diameter of the pulling wheel with 
the rubber covering is about 1½ inches. Adjust
ment is a matter of seconds, a distinct improve
ment over the old method. 

CD-\VERS in ~laryland 
(Oontinue4 from page iJ7) 

mend, but, since FCC regulations delegate to him 
certain responsibilities, the radio aide is a free 
agent and may conduct local CD-WERS in the 
manner in which he thinks best results will be 
nhtained . 

. A.ssistant radio riides may be named by the 
radio aide, to carry out whatever functions the 
radio aide may designate. 

Executive operators are men holding amateur 
Class B or higher licenses. It is their duty to 
operate portable-mobile units and to take the 
place of less-experienced personnel whenever the 
eituation seems to warrant . 

Operator.~ are placed in charge of fixed or porta
ble units. 

Auxiliary operators constitute the personnel 
of fixed and portable units and are under t,he 
direct supervision of t,he operators. Several 
auxiliary operators are provided for each unit, to 
be available twenty-four hours a day. 

Technicians are those who have technical 
knowledge of radio but who are not licensed by 
FCC. Radio servicemen and others technically 
qualified but not able to be assigned to any defi
nite operating unit can be placed in this classifica
tion. 

Raymond Rock, W3EKZ, has been placed in 
full charge of construction. Perry E. Wightman 
has been appointed state procurement officer. 
Harold Kemp, W3EEI, is radio aide for Baltimore 
City aud co-chairman of the technical commit
tee. His eo-ehairman is Frank E. Lyon, W3HAL, 
radio aide for Baltimore County. The State of 
Maryland has materially assisted by allowing the 
use of state road trucks to pick up materials do
nated and, through its State Board of Education, 
in the use of school facilities. 



HELPS FOR RADIO TRAINING COURSES 

DINTS A 
KINKS 

,., c•• ••••• ....... ,.,11, 

* * * 

Amateurs are noted for their ingenuity in overcoming by clever means the 
minor and major obstacles they meet in their pursuit of their chosen hobby. 
An amateur must be resourceful and a good tinKerer. He must be able to make 
a small amount of money do a great deal for him. He must frequently be able 
to utilize the contents of the junk box rather than buy new equipment. Hints 
and Kinks is a compilation of hundreds of good ideas whid:i amateurs have 
found helpful. It will return its cost many times in money savings - and it 
will save hours of time. Price 50 cents 

To obtain.an amateur operator's license you must pass a government examina
tion. The License Manual tells how to do that - tells what you must do and 
how to do it. It makes a simple and comparatively easy task of what otherwise 
might seem difficult. In addition to a large amount of general information, it 
contains questions and answers such as are asked in the government exam
inations. If you know the answers to the questions ib this book, you can pass 
the examination without trouble. "Price 25 cents 

__ ,._.,,_ ... ,..,.. __ .. ___ ,.._,,..,.._,_ 

·····-·--·"'--.. ____ ....,~--
-~- • 

Universally recognized as the standard elementary guide for the prospective 
amateur. Features equipment which, although simple in construction, con
forms in every detail to present practices. The apparatus is of a thoroughly 
practical type capable of giving long and satisfactorv service - while at the 
same time it can be built at a minimum of expense. The design is such that a 
high degree of flexibility is secured, making die various units fit into the more 
elaborate station layouts which inevitably result as the amateur progresses. 
Complete operating instructions and references to sources of detailed informa
tion on licensing procedure are given. Price 25 cents 

RADIO, Type A-This calculator is useful for the problems in
volving fregnency, wavelength, inductance, capacity{ etc. It has two 
scales for physical dimensions of coils from one-ha! inch to five and 
one-half inches in diameter and from one-quarter to ten inches in 
length; a frequency scale from 400 kilocycles through 150 mega
cycles; a wavelength scale from two to 600 meters; a capacity scale 
from 3 to 1,000 micro-microfarads; two inductance scales with a 
range of from one microhenry through 1,500; a turns-per-inch scale 
to cover enameled or singler silk covered wire from 12 to 35 gauge1 double silk or cotton covered from O to 3 6 and double cotton cover ea 
from 2 to 36. Using these scales in the simple manner outlined in the 
instructions on the back of the calculator. it is possible to solve prob
lems involving frequency in kilocycles, wavelength in meters, induc• 
tance in microhenrys and capacity in microfarads. Gives the direct 
reading answers for these problems with accuracy well within the 
tolerances of practical construction. $1.00 

OHM'S LAW, Type B - With this concentrated 
collection of scales, calculations may be made involv
ing voltage, current, and resistance, and can be made 
with a single setting of a dial. The power or voltage of 
current or resistance in any circuit can be found easily 
if any two are known. This is a newlY-designed Type 
B Calculator which is more accurate and simpler to 
use than the justly-famous original model. It will be 
found useful for many calculations which must be 
made frequently but which are often confusing if done 
by ordinary methods. All answers will be accurate 
within the tolerances of commercial equipment. $1.00 

ABOVE PRICES ARE POSTPAID • PLEASE DO NOT REMIT IN STAMPS 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., West Hurlford, Conneclicul 
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YOU MONiiEYS 
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TO TELL YOU 
//gu won't believe this but miracles 
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Radio Industry - it's a safe bet 
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compressed into one year so far 
as deliveries are c:onc:erned -
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victory. 
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Who Killed the Signal? 
(.17ontim,,d from page 50) 

He was already up on the chassis, bearing down on 
Oscillator Tube with menacing purposefulness. 

"You're under arrest!" he barked. "It is my 
duty to inform you that anything you say may 
be used as evidence against you," he rattled off, 
formula-fashion. 

Oscillator Tube, plain and transparent-looking, 
with a dome-shaped head, looked up in surprise. 
"I beg your pardon? " he said. 

"Y nu're under :1JTest," the Sleuth repeated, 
le.ss belligerently. 

"What for?" 
".For the murder of the Signal. Come with me.'' 
Oscillator Tube did not move. '' ,Just how am I 

supposed to have murdered the Signal?" he 
asked. 

"You st,oppcd supplying the local signal volt
age to Mixer Tube. And if that isn't murder, it is 
manslaughter. Anyway, you're under arrest.'' 
The Sleuth reached for the glass-garbed Tube's 
wrist with opened handcuffs. 

"Did Mixer Tube t,ell you I murdered the 
Signal?" Oscillator asked q~etly, drawing back. 

"He-well, maybe he didn't say exactly that, 
but he did say he was no longer getting voltage 
from you - and that's the same thing.'' 

"Not quite," Oscillator Tube denied. "It's true 
I haven't been seIJ.ding out the voltage since the 
power failed, but the Signal died some time 
before that, I understand." 

"You admit you're not delivering the voltage, 
though," the Sleuth accused harshly. "And that's 
why our test signals failed to get through." 

"Yes, and I'm sorry - although I don't think 
it was really my fault. But I didn't kill the Sig
nal--- that is, the real Signal. I think Mixer Tube 
will tell you that, if you'll ask him." 

"That's right,'' said a voice behind them. The 
Sleuth.whirled swiftly; it was Mixer Tube stand
ing there. He had been listening to the conversa
tion. "I tried to tell you before, but you were gone 
before l could say anything.'' 

The Sleuth was wordless. In silent apology he 
stuffed the opened handcuffs into the deC'p poc>ket 
of his long jumper. 

IN SILE>IT APOLOC.V 51.Eltl'U 
_ S1UFFED 1llE HANOCOFFS INTO 

illaOEEP l'OCl<ET DF/1/SJUMPEI.? 

Oscillator Tube was not one to harbor a grudge, 
however. "In a way, I'm sorry to disappoint 
you," he said, 8miling. "While you're here, 
though, maybe you can help me out with my 
problem. Then perhaps in return I can give you 
a tip that may be of help in yours." 

The Sleuth looked puzzled. "What is your 
problem?" he asked. 

"Well, the truth is, I myself don't know why I 
haven't been able to supply the local signal volt
age to R.F. Mixer Tube. I've been making it just as 
always, but it doesn't seem to work any more.'' 

"You'd better ask someone else to help you," 



IS OUT 
Out where the "fighting front" becomes grim 
reality instead of a glib phrase, E • L units are 
powering the "Walkie-Talkie" that serves as the 
voice and ears of our advance forces. 

Jt's a marvelously efficient two-way radio, of 
course. But the Signal Corps knew that it couldn't 
he the useful, reliable instrument it is, unless it 
had a power supply that would keep it operating, 
under all conditions ... whether in the destructive 
heat and grit of the desert, the paralyzing arctic 
cold, or the corroding humidity of the jungle. 

Such a power supply did not exist until Elec
tronie 's engineers designed a special, high-voltage 
vibrator power supply, combined '\\ith storage bat-

.•. and ~ -L will be !!!!:! when peace comes! 

• Mobile, two-way radio telephones will be at work in 
peace-time on big construction projects •.. on farms ••• 
in countless other places. E-L products will be on the job 
then, too, solving the power supply problem! 

THERE, TOO ••• 
tery, in a single, incredibly light and compact unit. 

Behind this and other E • L power supply 
achievements are years of intensive development 
of the technique of vibrator ~vpe power supplies, 
and the most extensive research anywhere on 
power supply circuits. They have not only pro
duced amazing advances for many military pur
poses, but promise revolutionary benefits for 
products of peace. 

\Vhcrever electric current must be changed, in 
voltage, frequency or type-for war or peace
E • L Vibrator Converters will give the same out
standing service that has singled them ' 
out for battle duty today. 

Power Supply using rechargeable, non-spill storage bat
tery for operatfon of "Walkie-Talkie" radio equipment. 
Input Voltage: 4 Volts; Output: Numerous Voltages, 
supplying plate and filament re~uirements of the equip
ment, Width, 3½"; Length, 6½ ; Height, 4¼", 

LABORATORIES, I 1\1 C. 
E•L ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS-Vibrator Power INDIANAPOLIS 
Supplies for Communications ••. Lighting ••• Electric ~ 
Motor Operation ••• Electric, Electronic and other 
Equipment ••• on Land, Sea or in the Air. C-1•.=./ --
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the Sleuth ·replied despondently. "I'm afraid I'm 
not much good at shooting trouble. 

"Don't be so discouraged. You'll break this 
Signal case yet - I promise you that. But first, 
see if you can help me, won't you?" 

"Oh, all right," the Sleuth shrugged wearily. 
"Suppose I get my assistants in on this, too. They 
may be able to help." 

He waved a command, and the three Meters 
trooped obediently up the chassis. The Sleuth 
explained the situation briefly, then turned bac:k 
to Oscillator Tube. "Now tell us your story,'' he 
directed. 

"First you'll want to know how I generate the 
local signal, I suppose," Oscillator Tube began. 
"Of course, as you know from my name, I'm an 
oscillator-··- in fact, a self-oscillator. The differ
ence between an amplifier and an oscillator is 
that the amplifier merely builds up or enlarges a 
signal he gets from someone else, while an oscilla
tor creates his own signal. I'm the creative type, 
you see - supply my own signal, amplify it, and 
then deliver the power from it . 

"All that with your one little set of elements?" 
Milly asked in honeyed tones . 

"Well, not quite," Oscillator Tube confessed. 
'' I have a number of associates who help me. 
There's Oscillator Coil and his mate, Variable 
Condenser, 11,nd Grid Leak and Grid Con
denser-" 

"What do they do?" Volt interrupted sharply, 
glancing at Milly. 

"Each has his own job. To start with Orid 
Leak, he's in my grid circuit, in series between my 
grid and cathode - which is grounded, by the 
way i I have no cathode bias. He helps me start 
my oscillations by building up a biasing voltage 
from my static grid current flow." 

"Don't you mean plate current?" Volt ques
tioned. 

"No, I mean grid current. You see, when my 
grid is at the same potential as my cathode -
when there's no negative bias to repel electrons -
a few of the electrons traveling to the plate will 
stop off on the grid wires that lie directly in their 
path, not bothering to go around. Not many, but 
enough to make a nice little flow of current. To 
co!Ilplete the circuit there must be a return con
nection from the grid back to the cathode, of 
course - which is where Grid Leak comes in." 

"He's right in line with this return current 
flow, eh?" 

"Yes. And being what he is (he's actually a 
member of the Resistor family, you know), he 
doesn't let that current through without building 
up a nice little voltage drop from it." 

By this time the Sleuth, his gloom cast off, 
was completely absorbed. "I'll wager I know what 
happens then. The voltage drop built up across 
this Resistor has its negative end toward your 
grid. That puts a negative potential on the grid 
and stops any further current flow." 

" Very good," Oscillator Tube nodded approv
ingly." Almost as soon as the current starts up it 
kills itself off by its own voltage drop across Grid 
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If ie s a "Rush" phone us, and your order 
for special crystals will go into work 
immediately under a competent crystal 
engineer personally charged with the 
responsibility for your project. 
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1jou CAN HELP/ 
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war use. You can help fill this 
need by selling your equipment to 
us. We pay highest cash prices 
without delay or red tape. 
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Leak. But don't forget that Grid Leak isn't work
ing alone. He has Grid Condenser there working 
side by side with him, and the very first thing he 
does with this voltage is to charge her with it. 
He give.5 her just as much volt,age as he can build 
up in the short, t.ime the current is flowing." 

"What happens when it stops flowing'?" 

G~II> LEA" HAS GRID 
CONDENSER TIIERE WORl(I/J/, 

SIDE BYSIO&. Wm! !IIM 

"Then she st.arts unloading and pours her 
charge hack into him. But - ··- and get this, be
cause it's important- when the ,mrreut flow 
begins the volt.age has its negative end toward the 
grid. However, when Grid Condenser discharges 
the volt,age back into Grid Leak she pours it out 
t,he other end, so to speak. The polarity i'l there~ 
fore reversed, and in this second step it's the posi
tive end that':; oil the grid." 

".Like a complete cycle of alternating current, 
ch'?" said the Sleuth. 

"That's exactly what it is. And that's what 
I use to start my oscillations - my self-starting 
signal, I sometimes call it." 

"Well, if that starts 'em, what keeps 'em go
ing?" Ohm asked, flicking his test leads idly. 

"That's something else again," Oscillator Tube 
replied. "To start witl.t, the Sleuth has pointed 
out the effect on the grid current flow of this volt

. age drop acrrn,s the grid leak. But what is the 
effect on the plate current?" 

''Why, the plate current would be high at the 
very start when there was n6 bias on the grid and 
then would fall as the voltage drop built up," the 
Sleuth answered. 

"And on the second half of the cycle ----- when 
Grid Condenser is discharging?" 

".Just the reverse, I suppose. The grid voltage 
would be positive instead of negative and so the 
plate current would go even higher.'' 

"In other words, the plate current reproduces 
t.he grid-voltage cycle - just as though it were one 
cycle of an input signal which I'd been given to 
amplify," Oscillator Tube affirmed. 

''You still haven't said what keeps 'em going," 
Ohm persisted stubbornly. 

"I'm coming to that," Ciscillator Tube said 
i.nlpaticntly. "Now, Sleuth,· do you remember
what R.F. Tube said about feed-back - the 
coupling back of a signal from the plate of a tube 
to its grid through the interelectrode capacity?" 

"Yes. That was why he had that screen grid-
to prevent it." 

"Well, in his work feed-back, whether in him
self or between his associates, is undesirable. It 
handicaps his amplification. Tu my case, however, 
feed-hack is essential, because I want the signal 
in my plate circuit to be coupled back to my 
grid. That's the way I work; without it I couldn't 
,JScillate. 

"Now, young man," he continued, addressing 
himself to Ohm, "to answer your question, I keep 
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the oscillations going by feeding part of the a.c. 
voltage, set up in my plate circuit by that first 
Grid Leak-Condenser cycle, back to my grid 
circuit. That supplies the second cycle, and it in 
turn supplies the third, and so on. As Jong as 
enough voltage is fed back from my plate to my 
grid, I can keep oscillating forever." 

"What's your t,rouble, then?" the Sleuth 
asked. "Hasn't there been enough voltage feeding 
back?" 

"No, that isn't it. I've had no trouble keeping 
the oscillations going, and as far as I know the 
frequency has been all right, too." 

"That reminds me - just how do you control 
the frequency of those oscillations'/ I know they 
have to be timed exactly, but how do you do it?" 

"Oscillator Coil and Condenser are in control 
of that operation," Oscillator Tube waved at the 
pair. "They work in my grid circuit, too, you 
know -- just down the line from Grid Leak and 
Grid Condenser. Once the oscillatory cycle has 
been started by the d.c. drop across Grid Leak, it 
becomes an alternating current signal, as 1 
pointed out. Oscillator Coil and Condenser aren't 
interested in the d.c., of course, but they t.ake 
charge of the a.c. with a firm hand." 

"Is that a pun - 'take charge'?" Ohm asked 
suspiciously. 

"Sorry-·•-it wasn't meant to be. Anyway, when 
this alternating voltage is fed back from the plate 
to their grid circuit they behave just like any of 
these selective circuits. If the voltage has the 
right frequency they give it a lot of impedance 
on which to build itself up. If the frequency 
isn't right, they just pass it to ground through 
their reactances. It's very much like the system 
R.F. Tube was telling you about." 

'' What happens to the voltage when you finally 
have it made?" 

"I pass it along to Mixer Tube through Os
cillator Coupling Condenser and a dumb half
watted Resistor she has working with her." 

"Why can't you hand it along direct?" 
"The Condenser blocks off the d.c. on my grid 

and lets only the a.c. through. Mixer isn't in
terested in current, though; what he wants is 
voltage. So the a.c. goes from Condenser to 
ground through this Resistor. In doing so, of 
course, it makes an a.c. voltage across the re
sistance ·drop - and that's what Mixer uses." 

"I see. Now let's check our facts. You make 
a.c. current for the local i;ignal. Right? So far 
as you know you've been putting out this current 
at the right amplitude and frequency and so on. 
Right? This Coupling Condenser takes t,he cur
rent from you -- and as far as you know it's been 
going out as usual. Right? But Mixer Tube hasn't 
been getting the voltage that's supposed to result 
from this current when it flows through the re
sistor. Right?" 

Oscillator Tube nodded his head emphatically 
at each clipped query. The Sleuth turned to Ohm 
Meter. "Give me an immediate report on that 
half-watt Resistor over there," he ordered. 

Head bent, Ohm strode over to the recumbent 
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MICROPHONE 
CONTROL 

at the Finger Tips 

• Unaffected by va
riations in temperature, 
sturdy and dependable, 
Astatic GDN Series 
Dynamic Microphones, in 
high and low impedance 
models of 50 to 50,000 
ohms, are now. serving 
efficiently in many war
time radio communication 
applications. Made with 

tilting head and interchangeable plug and socket 
connector. Recommended for use with Astatic 
Grip-to-Talk Desk Stand embodying relay oper
ating OFF-ON switch for remote control of 
transmitters and amplifiers. 

THE AST ATIC CORP., Youngstown, Ohio 

IN CANADA: 
CANADIAN ASTATIC, LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO 

• "Three-Way" Transmitter-Receivers 
for CD and Military Use 

Write for Circular CD 

• Radio Remote Control Equipment for 
Models and Industry 

The Radio Conlrol lnslruclion Manual, 25c postpaid 

RADIO CONTROL HEADQUARTERS, INC, 
P.O. Box 214 Deal, New Jersey 

Pre-Induction "RADIO" 
A maximum of thirteen weeks to prepare for military 
service - code - printing - typing - procedure -
and fundamentals of tube and transmitter servicing. 
If interested, write for details. 

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE 
PORT ARTHUR, TEXAS 
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Resistor. The examination was brief but intensive. 
Returning, Ohm spread his probes in a gesture of 
negation. "Checks OK," he said. "1 can't find 
anything wrong with him." 

The Sleuth puffed thoughtfully. "Are you os
cillating now?" he asked Oscillator Tube. 

"I'm bouncing," was the reply. 

"ARE. )t)U OSCILLATINC:7 
NaW'1 ~ SI.EUTII ASKED. 

'l'M BOUNCINC:7/WAS 
TI-IEREPL.Y 

J. 
"Hood," the Sleuth said, taking the pipe from 

his mouth. "Volt, just check that voltaµ;c on U.,;
cillator Tube's grid for me will you·?" · 

'' I can only check d.c.," Volt reminded him. 
"Yes, I know. But there's supposed to be a 

d.c. voltage across Grid Leak." 
Nodding, Volt Meter hoisted himself into 

position. His pointer moved slowly up over per
haps ten per cent of his scale. 

"Hey, he's too heavy a load for me," Oscillator 
Tube protested. 

"That's enough, anyway," the Sleuth said. 
"We know now that you're delivering all right. 
Now, Volt, see if you can find any indication of 
voltage on Mixer Tube's grid." 

Again Volt got himself into position, but this 
time there was no response. 

"There's the culprit," the Sleuth pronounced 
sternly, pointing at the diminutive Output Cou
pling Condenser, who cowered wanly. ''By efum~ 
nation, it can't be anyone else. She isn't passing 
the current along." 

"Is that true?" Oscillator Tube asked the 
tiny Condenser. 

"Y-yes, sir. Ever since the power failed and 
it got so c-cold and damp I-I've been too sick to 
do anything. I _don't know what's wrong - J just 
can't seem to work any more. . . . " The frail 
voice trailed off weakly. 

"Hmmm," Oscillator Tube spoke with meas
ured kindness. "I didn't suspect her before be
cause I knew she was such a loyal and willing 
worker, and I didn't know she'd been sick. It did 
get cold and damp in here when the power was 
off - it's a wonder more parts aren't sick. Well, 
we'll get someone else for her job and let her have 
a rest. She's earned it." 

He turned to the Sleuth. "And now I must 
thank you for helping me with my problem. It was 
a masterful job of detective work," he said 
warmly. 

"Only a little logical deduction and the 
process of elimination," the Sleuth answernd com
fortably. "That combination can't fail, if you 
apply it intelligently." 

"Oh, yeah? Then who killed the Signalf" It 
was Ohm's rasping murmur in the background. 
Tho Sleuth's complacent smile faded. 

"That reminds me," Oscillator Tube bridged 
the awkward pause. "I promised to help you solve 
your case if you'd help me with mine, didn't I? 



Our Birthday Gift 
for War 

W.•RE YOUNG in vears -
old in experience - ·here at 
Scientific Radio Products, Inc. 
For we've just passed our first 
"birthda v." 

During one four months' 
period we produced more crys
tals - perfect ones - than the 
entire United States made a 
couple of years ago. And 
we are constantly "upping 
our production!" 

... and Peace! 

Right now, we have one 
important customer - Uncle 
Sam ... he's taking our out
put. But our facilities are such 
that we can supply the same 
quality crystals for other im
portant needs. 

Write us today! 

73~/te RADIO PRODUC~!.~ .. ,~~-
LfO MEYERSON W9GFQ 
f. M, Sff.lDflfR W9/f/ 

MANUFACTURERS Of PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 

MASTER COURSE 
IN RADIO COMMUNICATION 

.!tr... + JI ,.M Fiu you for a job, advancement or license e:s:am"'° ,IY'. ination. Course by A. R. Nil1mn for home 1tudy 

* COAST-TO-COAST *= 1 

• 

cover• same scope as re. sident school course. Every 
NUeon graduate to date baa commercial license, 
or a good radio job. 

f R E E circular 3-Q g!vea full Information. 
Write today. 
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RADIO ENGINEER 
t Experienced in the manufacture and testing of ultra~high ~ 

frequency apparatus; must be capable of takina: complete 
charge of war projects. Splendid opportunity. War workers 

I at highest skill neetl. not apply. Inquiries will be kept confi- t 
deintiaL Pl~a.<1e state ~. experience and salary expected. 
Box45,QST. 

•• _I 
RADIO OPERATORS' CODE MANUAL 

(WITH TOUCH TYPING) 
.-\ complete and thorough self-study and class
room text in code transmission and reception 

with touch typing procedure. Comprehensive 
instruction in the constrnction of code prac

tice equipment and devices. 166 pages, 40 

it.~~:~t1~~aP:~tou~'~t~~iti~vJ'i$f.ocr
1
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paid or write for descriptive circular. 

WAYNE MILLER, 
The En1Uneerlng Building, Chicago, U.S.A. 

DON C. WALLACE 
Radio Field Engineer 

Representing Eastern Radio Manufacturers 
in the Western Territory 

4214 Country Club Drive (W6AM) 
Long Beach, Calif, Phone 434.59 

WARTIME 
RUSH 

SERVICE 
for 

PURCHASING AGENTS 
ENGINEERS • EXPEDITERS 
PROCUREMENT OFFICERS 

* * * * * RADIO PARTS, TUBES and 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Available FROM STOCK! 

FREE 800• PAGE CATALOG! 
If you have not already received a copy of our 
800-page buying directory and are actively en
pged in the war effort doing purchasing. specifying, 
expediting or re~~earch, write to us today on your 
company letterhead for a free copy of •• Radio's 
Master Encyclopedia.'' ~1ddress Dept. Q-60 

New York's Oldest Radio Supply House 

SUN RADIO CO. 
212 FULTON ST., NEW YORK CITY 

- Telephone BArclay 7 • 1840 -
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IMPORTANT PLEASE STATE, WHEN ORDERING, 
WHICH EDITION YOU WISH 

The Radio Amateur• s 

HANDBOOK 
"the all-purpose volume on radio,, 

Text,* data hook, operating manual - it is 
all these and more. As a text it is probably 
more used in radio schools and colleges than 
any other single volume. As a practical 
constructional handbook, it stands in a class 
alone. As an operating manual, it provides 
information availahle from no comparable 
source. 

Geared to war needs, the latest Edition of THE 
RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK iii the larg
est ever published. In addition to the establiahed 
features it includes a comprehensive SO.page 
chapter dealing with the vitally-important War 
Emergency Radio Service plus other new material 
- all added without sacrificing the essential in
formation in previous editions which made the 
HANDBOOK the world'• most valuable and 
widely-used radio book. Retained i• the highly 
succe•sful treatment of fundamentals which waa 
an innovation of the 1942 edition. Stripped to 
easentials, the theory and design oeetions cover 
every •uhject encountered in practical radio com
munication, sectionalized by topics with abundant 
cross-referencing and fully indexed. An ideal ref
erence work, the 1943 Edition also contains all the 
constructional information on tested and proved 
gear which has always been the outotandi1111 
feature of the HANDBOOK. 

$1 IN CONTINENTAL U.S. A. 

$1.50 ELSEWHERE 
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Thie edition of the HANDBOOK is designed 
ei,pecially for use in radio training courses. It 
eliminates those portions of the regular edition 
which are not useful for instruction purposes and 
baa added chapters on mathematics, measuring 
equipment and code instruction. The first chapter 
covers the elementary mathematics necessary for 
the solution of all formulas and interpretation of 
'graphs appearing throughout the text. A four
place log table is included in the Appendix. 

$1 POSTPAID ANYWHERE 

• The book ".4. Cour•• in Radio Funtlamentali" i,, 
ba,ed on the text of either of the abot-e mentioned 
edition• of the HANDBOOK- PRICE 50 cen~. 

AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, INC. 
West Hartford, Connecticut, U. S. A, 

(Continued from paoe 88) 

Well, here's my tip. It took a good piece of detec
tion to solve this problem of mine, and I think 
you'll find that to be the answer to yours. Detec
tive work - that's what you need." 

The Sleuth stared, first in perplexity, then 
with anger succeeding bewilderment as Ohm's 
mocking laughter sounded in the background. 

"He's ribbing you, Boss," Ohm chortled. 
But after a moment an expression of thoughtful 
concentration repJaced the rage on the Sleuth'8 
faee. 

(To be concluded.) 

On the Very Highs 
(Oontinuod from page 47) 

maker, what an extreme tPmperature inversion 
can do to 112-Me. signals; here is a sample 
of what ciin happen out where they have the 
world's be.st natural inversion setup. Some in
teresting things are going to happen on the 
"very highs" when the current unpleasantness ii:! 
over. 

This should serve to remind us that there iR 
plenty of activity in the region around the 
l 12-Mc. hand these days. Airfields and planes 
the country over are using this 116-plus channel 
for communication regularly. We should bear 
that in mind when we assign our WERS fre
quencies. Already we've heard WERS signals 
elose enough to the channel used by fighter planes 
rtt a local field so that there was interference 
between the two on a super-regen. A word to the 
wise - better be sure of those frequency stand
ards! 

Not much news from our gang in the services 
this month. As reported previously, Vince Daw
son, W9ZJB, is now in the Air Corps. Most 
fellows get sent far from home when they go into 
uniform, but for Vince, getting the call meant 
going back home! He had the good fortune to be 
assigned to training at Fort Leavenworth, only 
thirty miles from home. Vince would like to hear 
from any of the gang. Address: Pvt. G. V. Daw
son, jr., AAF, Sherman Field, Fort Leavenworth, 
Kansas. 

Cpl. Mallory, WlMEP, is all through training 
at Fort Monmouth and is assigned temporarily to 
Drew Field, Florida. He warns not to write him 
there, however, as he expects to be on the move 
again soon. 

Another Horsetrader, WIKJT, writes from 
North Africa that the affair there is no picnic, 
but it's not all fighting, either. Johnny reports 
that a couple of months ago a group of more than 
twenty hams got together at an unnamed airfield 
for a real American-l:!tyle hamfest. Johnny is 
piling up a great ~tore of yarns for the boys back 
home when it's all over. After more than nine 
monthR in North Africa he's really missing the old 
carefree life of the States. Naturally he'd like to 
hear from the gang. Write to Cpl. John T. Bibisi, 
1st Signal Co., APO 1, New York City. 



RADIO CODE Taught without Instructors 
by the Voice Code Method 

A set of l O phonograph records comprising a complete 
radio course up to 16 words per minute. 

Simple and Economical • Complete Set $20.00 

AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE ~1~A~b::rdc1~~ 
Teaching Radio Since /935 

LEARN RADIO 
60-page cal1lo1 on request. Oldest, largest and best 
equipped in New England. New classes now forming. Write 
for new catalog. 

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL 
18 Boylston Street Boston, Massachusetts 

RADIO TECHNOLOGY 
RCA Institute offers an intensive two-year course of 
high standard embracing all phases of Radio and Tele
vision. Practical training with modern equipment. Also 
shorter specialized courses in Commercial Radio Operat~::i'iir~\~/gatror;i~. Television Servicing, and Aviation 

For Free Catalog write Dept. ST-43 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
..1 Radio Corporation of America Service 

75 Varick Street New York City 

HARVEY 
RADIO LAB'S, Inc. 
Manufacturers of 
Radio Transmitters 

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 
447 CONCORD AVINUI, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

Send Today 

for FREE Radio 

BARGAIN BOOK 

Largest stock parts and rigs on 
hand ••• but they're going fast. 
Better hurry! Send today for free 
illustrated catalog, low prices, 
terms •• '{trite to Leo, W9GFQ. 

* Wartime Emer!:lency Radio Service 
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HAM-ADS 
(1) Advertising shall pertain to ra.dio and shall be ot 

nature of interest to radio amateurs or experimenters in 
their J)ursult ot the art. 

(iJ No display ot any character will be accepted, noi:. can 

~~1f.R'\"i~~~11i\':.l:N~tic~=J"t~':i1;I"t~u,';,1k'1: :e°i<I~~ 
tlsement stand out from the others. 

(3) The liam•Ad rate Is 30c per word, e,:cept as noted ln 
paragraph (6J below. 

coiitac~~~~;;:'t8 ~ ~n~y~t::f:fo~n,flf~!· lifgJ:;1~ or 
(5) Closing date !or Ham•Ads Is the 25th o! the second 

month precedlni publlc&tlon date. 
(6) A spec!al rate o! 7o per word will apply to advertising 

which, in our Judgment, Is obviously non-eommerclal In 
nature and Is J)laced and signed by a member ot the Amer!• 
can Radio Relay League. Thus, advertising ot bona tide 

~~h~~t~~i1:;.::iwy;:1•~~t ~~r :.i~~tii':::i 1\1:~~i~ 
~~':&"i~:r~~tii!!, b/c ~~i:'."R: ffJ:Mir:!c:;s t:;~~ 
g:~1fiiq~tlli' fS~e~ t;'1hlfnbla:~ 

1&~":JC~~~ 
id~~~ 0fnP~~~)reli~.J:J. ~d J~ctPfi{e t~:~ apply. _____ . 

Having made no investigation of the adver
tisers in the classified columns, the publish
ers of QST are unable to vouch for their 
integrity or for the grade or character of the 

products advertised 

* * * * * 
QUARTZ -- direct importers from Brazil of best quality pure 
quartz suitable for making piezo-electric crystals. 
Diamond Drill Carbon Co., 719 World Bldg., New York City. 

COMMERCIAL radio opera.tors examination questions and 
answen,. One dollar per element. G. C. Waller, \V5ATV, 6540 
Washington Blvd., Tulsa, Okla. 

TELEPLEXES, Instructographs bought, sold. Ryan's. Han
nibal, Mo. ----------------------WHY not turn your unused equipment into ready cash which 
may be applied towards new and better equipment after the 
war? Leo, W9GFQ, offers you the best cash prices for com
munications receivers and te.st, Cl'.iuipment. Write today for large 
illustrated catalog. Wholesale Radio Laboratories, 744 W. 
Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa. 

WANTED: Hallicrafter S-29, Sky Traveler. Charles Smith, 
85 Kingsboro Avenue, Gloversville, N.Y. 

USED equipment wanted. Highest cash prices P"id for re
eeivers, transmitters meters. parts, etc. I promise you the best 
deal. Let me know what you have. Bob Henry, W9ARA, Butler, 
Mo. 

IN stock: Mac No. 200 keys, $2.25, Signatone code oscillators 
$11.85; condense~ resistors, panels, chassis, transformers. 
Vibrople:,,;es, racqo supplies of ?,ll sorts. Your inquiries and orders 
invited. Henry Radio Shop, Butler, Mo. 

WANTED: Signal generator, Hickok, either 188X, 188, 177X, 
Oscillograph R.F. 0-5. ffi!ectronie multitester, R.C.P. Co. 662 
or other. Walter Waechtler, 95-07 Creeskill Place, Jamaica, L.L, 
N.Y. 

SUPREME reconditioned instrument 1250 volts DC, two megs. 
Best offer over $15 takes it. W9JMG, 520 West Empire, Free
port, Illinois. 

RIDER manuals, test equipment, etc., wanted. Sell or trade: 
early Rider volumes. Cannady, 38 West Anderson, Aurora, 
Missouri. 

HY 75, HY 615, 9002, in good condition, wanted. Louis J. Silva, 
W6TNM, 9500 Granada, Oakland, California. 

WANTED ---- Tube & Set Tester. W2JZI. 

WANTED: Super-pro HQ 120-X. SX-28. James Fernane, 10 
Cottage Street, Medfield, Mass. _ • 

VOLT-OHMETER wanted. State details, pric~. George Krav
ltz, 7919 20th Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SELL - Traruimitter tubes, parts. Send for list. Albert Smith, 
2304 Sherman A venue. Evanston, Illinois~ 

WANTED -- Late model Hammarlund SuJ>er:pro. Good con• 
dition. Write WSRHP, 2710 Lakeview, Rocky River, Ohio. 

URGENTLY needed radio tubes RK-49, RK-37, RK-38, 
RK-47. Please dispatch your list showing quantities, condition 
and prices. Bodnar Police Radio, 'l'uckahoe, N.Y. 
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FOR SALE--- National lOlX Receiver, complete with speakez. 
perfect. $75. W6WY, 1901 Park Drive, Los Angele•, Calif. 

V.O.M. wanted. Must be modern. Write to \Villiam Heer, 
Elmira, OHIO. 

NC81X for sale. Excellent condition. With speaker. Best offer 
gets it. Paul E. Gardner, New England, No. Dakota. 

WANTED: Sargent Marine Receiver. 15-9000 meters. Milt 
Abell, 1639 Monterey Av., Detroit, Mich. 

UOOD quality cuttinp; head wanted, 8 Ohm (or higher, with 
transformer); al"lo IP.ad screw and a&"ioi.tlatod apparatus, such 
H-M Rek-O-Cut. HB1LL:_ 40 Ft~ Amphenol copper tuhing concr.nkic 
cable, New. $10. R. E. Leo, W6PBV, General Delivery, Inver
ness. California. 

WANTED: Late Scott Phantom or McMllrdo Silver Ma.,ter
piece, in good condition. Ralph Ashworth, Charlton City, 
Massachusetts. 

SELL- Deluxe Par-Metal :l6 ¾" gray r.abinet DL35!3, 2 19" 
mcks 62" gray, heavy duty, standard drilling. Steel cabin,·ts, 
boxe.s, gray. Amplifier Blld BPA-500. Fifty variable Cardwell, 
Hammarlund, Bud, APO size to 1100 mmf .. some dual, some 
wide spaced. Taylor Tubes. Mica transmitting condensers. 
Large 220 V.A.C. full wave Tungar charter. Thordarson plate 
and filament transformers including Tl9P66. Other parts. 
Priced to sell Condition good to perfect. What do yon neo<l? 
W9BQZ, Lawson, 341 Spring A venue, Webster Groves, Missouri. 

WANTED-RGA955tube. W2BMT,812191stAvenue, Wood
haven, N.Y. 

WANTED - SX28, SX32, or Super-pro in reasonably good 
i,ondition; will pay cash. 0. G. Villard, Jr., 21 Chauncy Street, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

FOR SALE - Patterson PR--16, good as new, guarantee. Price 
fifty dollars here. Master Teleplex, used less thin 5 hours, price 
forty dollars here. E. E. Conzelman, Scandia, Kansas. 

SELL-Jensen PM 12 B Speaker, Speed-X Jr. Bug. W9DPB, 
Gerard, Ma.son City, Iowa. 

WANTED -- Good used Howard Model 430 - c,,__,h. Meissner 
DeLu:xe Shifter. Trade CB-OCX Signal Generator, and Cash. 
T/S H.N. Christianson W9QI(N, 502 CA AA Hq Btry, 1st 
Bn, Paterson, N.J. 

SELL old issues Wireless Age, Proceedings I.RE. QST, & Bell 
System Technical Journal. ·want CJST for Dec., 1915, May
.June 1916, also old issues Amateur Radio Gall Books & A.R.R.L. 
Handbooks. W. L. Holst, W9MD, 2553 Winnemac _A,_ve., 
Chicago, Il1 

WANTED - RME-99 receiver, in good condition. C. L. Janik, 
9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. Phone Colnmbua 5-4i51. 

FOR SALE, Abbott DK-3, 2 }Ji Meter Transceiver, good as new, 
used only 60 hours, tubes and hand set. 0. H. Ford, "\V5HXH, 
Granite, Okla. 

WANTED: S-27 Hallicrafter. Will pay your price. WlHFB, 
Dresser, Long Hill, Conn. 

WANTED-Pocket Volt--Ohm-Milliammeter, Tripletu66S, Su
preme 542 or aimilar. W3JMA, Rushworth, 533 South Long
wood, Baltimore, Md. 

QSL Printing Press wanted. Barrett, 201½ Decatur St., Oildale, 
Calif. 

NEED crystals immediately? Call or ul'der from Eidson's. 
Very prompt delivery on small or medinm quantities. You will 
like our time-proven type E6:.l and E64 Steatite units, suitable 
for frequencies in the 1600 to 10,000 kilocycle range. Ail orders 
subject to priority. "Eidson's", Temple, Texas. Phone 3901. 

WANTED: Hallicrafters Model S-27. Abbott TR-4. HY-75 
tube. William 8. Burkhart, Route 15, Amity Rd., Lockland, 
Ohio. 

WANTED-:b'or 100% War Radio Work. Radio Engineers, 
Mechanical Engineers, Test Engineer•. Qualified engineers 
having trans1nitter and receiver· manufacturing experience. 
Excellent opportunity for applicants presently not engaged 
at highest skill. This is not only a war job but post-war as wclL 
Write, giving full details of age, education. experience, and 
salary. Hamilton Radio Corp. 510 6th Ave., New York City. 

QST'S prior to July, 1919, wanted, alsoGrebeTCR-18 Receiver. 
W2ELN, 89-19 78th St., Woodhaven, L. I., N. Y. 

WANTED: Small compact self-contained CW or phone trans
mitter. Give full details. WIBB 

WANTED-Meissner DeLu:xe Signal Shifter Model 9-1050. 
Frank Huberman, 673 Conn. Boulevard, East Hartford, Conn. 



:/ 
Bclaoplaone Model BC-J 
(Illustrated) a compact communications receiver 

with every necessary feature for good reception. 

Covers from 550 kc. to 30 me. on three bands. Elec

trical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. Self

contained speaker. Operates on 115-125 volts AC 

orDC. 

ECHOPHONE RADIO CO., 201 EAST 26th ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOts 
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THE 33087 TUBE CLAMP 

Still another exclusiye Millen 
"Designed for Application" 
product. Easy to use, easy to 
install, effective in function. 
Available in special sizes for 
all types of tubes. Single hole 
mounting. Spring steel, cad
mium plated. 
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A.R.R.L~ to permit publication of an editorially adequate 
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eustomary support of O.S'T. Some are using smaller space in 
each hume and some are using space only every second or 
third issue. Of the latter, those whose advertising dol"s not 
appear in this particular issue are indicated by the o above. 



Q!il 
Probably you have noticed that in the May and June issues of 

QST much less space is devoted to advertising than has been the 
case in previous recent issues. One might suspect that this is be
cause we have been unable to sell as much space as heretofore. 
Quite the contrary; it is the effect of one of the finest pieces of 
cooperation we have ever seen. 

Like all other magazines, QST is rationed. We must use less 
paper than we did last year. What with circulation growing, owing 
to the great new military interest in radio, any reduction in paper 
means considerable reduction in the number of pages. But as you 
have seen, and will continue to see in future months, QST has 
many important editorial jobs to do which are directly related to 
the war effort. Reducing the number of pages we could use for 
editorial material was a sad prospect. 

So we put it up to the advertisers. We told them we needed to 
cut in ha(f the number of pages we could devote to advertising if 
we were to continue an editorially adequate magazine. And then 
we told them, " . . . but we must have the same number of dol
lars we have had in the past if QST is to operate at a profit so that 
the League will be financially able to undertake the job of post
war rehabilitation of Amateur Radio. In other words, we want you 
to use half the space at twice the rate!" 

Well, the rest of the story is short but very sweet. We doubled 
QST's advertising rates and rationed advertisers to approximately 
half the previous space they had been using. Almost without ex
ception, QST advertisers said, "Okay, we'll go along with you." 
The result is that, in this and in the previous issue of QST, over 
twenty-five pages in each issue have been, in effect, bought and 
paid for by QST advertisers and then turned back to us to use for 
editorial material. QST looks thin, but it contains just as much 
editorial material as it would if it were twenty-five pages thicker. 

Some advertisers are using half-pages instead of pages, or 
quarter-pages instead of halves; some are using space only every 
other month and some are using customary space now and small 
space later in the year, or vi<;e-versa. But every advertiser you see in 
QST this year is cooperating with us in this plan, and will con
tinue to do so for the duration. It's good that we have such friends. 

Some day, when the war is won and we've settled down to the 
pleasant pursuits of peace, we'll try to think up suitable words 
for a toast to QST' s advertisers. Their generous cooperation is 
helping tremendously to get us through these dark days of war 
and out into the sunshine of an even finer post-war Amateur 
Radio. 

F. C. B. 

The American Radio Relay League, Inc. 
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AVAILABLE FOR REASONABLY PROMPT DELIVERY 

~ Enlarged manufacturing facilities have en
~· abled National to offer reasonably prompt 
delivery on many small parts to those who have the 
necessary priorities. The sockets, coil forms, RF Chokes, 
Grid Grips, couplings and rotor shaft locks shown in 
the photograph above are available on especially 
good delivery schedules, and in the case of a few 
items, limited quantities may even be shipped from 
stock. 
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